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Clothing chief warns of skills shortage

FRED STOLLICH

The clothing industry could face a shortage of skilled workers during the second half of this year, says Clothing Industry Training Board chairman Simon Jocum.

In his 1965 annual report, Jocum predicts a 3% growth rate for the industry during the second half of 1965, and says retired workers and those lost to other industries may leave a gap when the upturn comes.

Demand on the clothing industry will be boosted because of growing exports.

Unemployment in the industry, he says, is 12%, and "could have been double... had the dictates of fashion not necessitated an increase in the amount of styling and workmanship in garments".

In-factory training, says Jocum, is at a minimum because of cut-backs in employment.

He criticises factories which clamour for qualified machinists while neglecting to train them.

"This is the responsibility of management," he says, and adds that the problem cannot be solved by poaching workers from others.
Govt to spend R336,000 on black artisans

By ALI MPHAKI

The government is to spend more than R336,000 on a new scheme for blacks to be trained as artisans while receiving allowances during training.

The scheme will kick off with a batch of 56 trainees in May at the Chaundor Training Centre in Krugersdorp, in what is seen as a major breakthrough for blacks as the scheme had been opened only for whites, coloured and Indians in the past.

The minimum educational requirement is Standard Six, and it does not mean those with higher qualifications cannot be eligible for the scheme.

After 12 months of intensive training, a trainee will be placed in employment with an approved employer for two years of in-service training.

A trainee with no dependants will receive R48 a week, while a trainee with a wife and one child or more will receive R70 a week.

There will also be transport allowance and meals will be sold at a minimum price.

"Trainees will have to travel daily to the centre as there are no hostels, but the situation will be changed next year as we will be using the Manu Technical School in Molapo, Soweto, where there are hostels," assistant registrar Manpower Training, Mr Don Moody, said.

Those interested can apply to be bricklayers, plasterers, carpenters, electricians, domestic appliance mechanics, motor mechanics, diesel mechanics or tractor mechanics.

Enquiries can be made at the West Rand Development Board office at New Canada or any office of the Department of Manpower. Closing date for applications is February 28.
SA industry is heading towards ‘labour force crisis’

Educational support for South African industry is alarmingly inadequate, and it will not be able to compete internationally in the future unless its labour force has a minimum of eight years’ education — preferably 10.

So says Dr Albert Wessels, chairman of Toyota SA.

Opening a technical training centre at Umlazi at the weekend, he said these educational requirements were not a daydream. It was essential that South African industry be competitive, because its future lay in exports.

He said the situation in technical schools, technikons, technical colleges and the engineering sections of universities did not inspire confidence. There were fewer than 9 000 engineering students in universities, 40 000 students in technikons, and only 38 000 at technical colleges.

He estimated that industry needed every year to take on 50 000 people with university or technikon qualifications, 50 000 with at least 12 years’ schooling, and 100 000 with at least six years’ formal education and two to four years of work-oriented training.

“I fail to see how the present number of technikons and technical colleges ... can provide these replacements.”

He warned that industry could not develop without the full co-operation and integration of the black community, and said talented members of that community should be encouraged to join industry.
Urgent need for local artisans

Post Reporter

Despite widespread unemployment — especially among blacks — South Africa was still “importing” technically qualified people from overseas, Mr Peter Morum, managing director of Firestone, South Africa, said today.

This was as a result of the shortage of local artisans and skilled labour — a problem to which the country needed to give urgent attention.

Mr Morum was commenting on Firestone’s recent decision to spend about R1 million annually for the next three years on support programmes enhancing economic opportunities for blacks in South Africa.

This scheme would be implemented this year, he said.

Mr Morum said the country’s education generally tended to be slanted towards the arts. Consequently a greater emphasis needed to be placed on acquiring technical skills.

Mr Morum said the money would be channelled in donations to development schools and bursaries for students to study at technikons.

The money would assist all blacks — not just those associated with Firestone. The decision to sponsor black technical training had only recently been taken and already the company was investigating options.
Racism mires mines

A Spokesman for the South Africa',s state-owned mining company, Anglogold, has admitted that the mining industry is still facing significant challenges in terms of race relations. The company has embarked on a programme to improve the conditions of its black workers, who make up the majority of its workforce.

The chairman of the company, Mr. Kohler, said that the company is committed to eradicating all forms of discrimination in the workplace. He acknowledged that past practices had led to a situation where black workers were not treated equally to their white counterparts.

The government has also taken steps to address the issue, with the introduction of affirmative action policies to promote the participation of black workers in the mining industry. The government has also set targets for the number of black workers who should be employed in the mining sector.

Despite these efforts, the company has received criticism from labor unions and advocacy groups who claim that more needs to be done to address the issue.

The company has signed agreements with trade unions to improve working conditions and to ensure that black workers are treated fairly. These agreements include provisions for training and development opportunities for black workers.

In his latest quarterly report, the company's chief executive officer said that the company is making progress towards its goal of having a diverse workforce.

The company's efforts have been recognized by industry experts who say that the company is leading the way in terms of race relations in the mining sector.

Despite these positive developments, the mining industry remains a challenging environment for black workers, who face a range of challenges such as low wages, poor working conditions, and a lack of opportunities for advancement.
Ailing motor industry is short of skilled labour

By Karen Bowes, West Rand Bureau

A seminar on the advantages of integrated practical and theoretical training for apprentices in the motor industry, especially in recessionary times, was held at the Chandor training centre recently.

"Even in this time of recession there is a shortage of trained labour," said Mr C M Burton-Durham, the centre's head.

"In 1975 there was a drop in the intake of apprentices in the motor industry amounting to 500 less than had been registered in the past decade. This deficit has never been made up while the motor population had continued to grow," he said.

"Although there is no doubt that the recessionary period, with the shortage of jobs, has resulted in young people coming forward for indentureship, it is problematical as to whether the right material will emerge under these abnormal conditions," he said.

Research over the past three years had found that to upgrade productivity and ability of artisans, practical instruction had to be a major part of artisan training and be incorporated into artisans' training schedules.

Research had also shown that the basic training in the workshop or on the factory floor, especially of the first year apprentice, was unprofitable from a productivity point of view, Mr Burton-Durham said.

It was felt that the integrated training system was a more advantageous method, which would do away with non-qualified persons obtaining trade papers merely with the passing of time.
Changes likely in training of artisans

Stellenbosch

Labour Reporter

MAJOR changes in the training of artisans have been recommended in a Human Sciences Research Council and National Training Board report tabled in Parliament today after a two-year investigation.

It was undertaken against a background of a “relatively large shortage of artisans in most trades. There is still a rather small flow of black apprentices to industry which the NTB feels needs further attention”.

The wide-ranging report — compiled by a committee which included representatives of trade unions, Government, industry, educationists and the HSC and NTB — covers the whole field of artisan training, including its history, and overseas developments.

Alternatives

Major recommendations are that:

- The present time-based training system should be converted to a performance-based system.
- Each industry should establish its own artisan training board to replace existing manpower committees.
- Rationalisation of the number of trades should take place with industry taking the initiative.
- All artisan training should be evaluated by proficiency tests and the attainment of artisan status by effluxion of time should be phased out.

Dealing with the present system of testing and evaluation, the committee concluded that it no longer fulfilled all the needs and requirements of industry.
Shortage of computer staff is now 'critical'

By ANDREW DUNCAN

The shortage of qualified and experienced computer staff has reached critical proportions, say industry officials.

Mr. Peter Steyn, managing director of CPL, says a National Productivity Institute survey, carried out on behalf of the Computer Society in 1982, showed an overall shortage that year of 24,000 with a projected 53,000 shortage in 1988.

CPL's 1984 data processing salary survey suggests a current general staff shortfall of approximately 15%.

The survey indicates that the sectors worst affected are for systems analysts, with a 27% shortage, and programmers, 23% shortage.

Mr. Steyn says that, because the training rate of computer personnel is inadequate, the situation will get worse.

Mrs. Ruth Perrins, manager of the Johannesburg Control Data Institute, says there is no sign of improvement in the shortage of trained programmers, systems analysts, operators and computer technicians.

This has led to computer salaries exceeding those of other industries as data processing managers struggle to retain staff.

"Graduates from our computer programming, operations and engineering courses have little difficulty in finding employment because the computer industry is largely recession-proof."

Mr. M.J. Sedgwick, bureau manager of ICL Data Services in Cape Town, points out, however, that small-to-medium computer users have difficulty both in attracting good people and in paying the high salaries demanded.

One result of this shortage is that computer bureaux are set to expand. Mr. Pieter Naude, of the Computing Services Association, attributes this to staffing problems, increasing sophistication of users' needs, rising costs of equipment and software, and the need to revise software.

As companies learn more about the ability of computers to assist in the management and cost-effectiveness of their organisations, they tend to introduce more sophisticated software.

This requires more powerful computing equipment and better-trained staff – involving increased capital and operating expenditure. Efficient and reliable software can be very expensive and only large organisations can afford the most comprehensive programmes.

By using this costly software for the operations of a number of clients, a bureau can bring this facility within the reach of many more companies.
Disinvestment: Many will suffer, Ackerman warns

SOUTH Africa and Africa had many urgent problems to tackle and a disinvestment campaign would greatly intensify these problems, Mr Raymond Ackerman, chairman of Pick 'n Pay, told a Rotary International Conference in Somerset West yesterday.

He warned that a trade boycott against South Africa could cause serious unemployment problems in Europe and the United States.

In South Africa a total of 300 000 jobs would have to be created each year to absorb the growth in the labour market until the year 1980.

Large numbers of people were leaving the land to work in the cities, particularly since the recent drought — a process which was increasing the unemployment problem.

FORMIDABLE LIST

In spite of escalating unemployment, there was a chronic shortage of skilled manpower and trained managers among the black population. There was also a need for more housing, training and educational schemes to be introduced immediately for blacks.

"This may sound a formidable list of problems, but South Africa I would remind you, is infinitely better off than most other countries in Africa. Let us consider the problems facing countries in the southern half of Africa as a whole."

A report by the Nairobi-based United Nations Environment Programme said that between 1970 and 1980 the region's population rose from 68 million to more than 90 million, about 3 percent a year and at the same time food production levels fell.

HUGE RESOURCES

United Nations figures showed that in Africa as a whole, about 150 million people — one in every three — was affected by malnutrition or starvation. Recent focus on the starving millions in Ethiopia had given a dreadful indication of what many other countries must be suffering.

Amid all this gloom on the African continent, South Africa stood as an exception with its huge mineral resources, well-established infrastructure and transport systems and good financial and agricultural management.

Western bankers said that South Africa, in spite of all its present problems, was the best risk in Africa.

rippel effect

But disinvestment in a large-scale and backed by most countries could eventually reduce South Africa and its neighbours to the level of Ethiopia and its starving millions.

All but four of 50 countries in Africa maintained economic links with South Africa and disinvestment would have an adverse ripple effect throughout much of the continent.

South Africa's imports from other African states rose by 25 percent in 1984 to R406 million, while its exports to Africa rose 20 percent in 1984 to R95 million, even though South Africa cut back shipments of essential foodstuffs because of the drought.

JOBLESS HORDES

Large-scale disinvestment would have wide-ranging effects.

Neighbouring countries would be particularly vulnerable to the disruption in the South African economy, as South Africa was a major provider of employment opportunities in the sub-continent.

Estimates varied, but there could be about 300 000 workers from surrounding countries working on the mines or in industry in South Africa. To help South Africa's own blacks, these would have to be sent back to add to the swelling ranks of the unemployed in their own countries.

Disinvestment on a large scale would be catastrophic for blacks in South Africa. It would create hordes of jobless blacks throughout the country.

BANKRUPTCIES

Bankruptcies — already at a record level — would increase, further reducing employment opportunities for blacks.

The result of all this unemployment would be to undermine the two most important black power bases in South Africa — the independent trade unions and the fast-growing black consumer power. These two were being used as 'levers' for better conditions by responsible black leaders.

TRADE FLOW

In addition, South Africa's land-locked neighbours would suffer disruption in their trade flow because many of their imports and exports came through South Africa's well-developed transport links with the coast.

A boycott of South Africa would cost Western countries about 500 000 jobs, including 250 000 jobs in Britain. Almost 10 percent of all British overseas direct investment was in South Africa. Add indirect investment to this and R1 billion was at stake.

Also at stake was the large American investment. A total of 350 US companies had subsidiaries in South Africa representing an investment of nearly R3 billion. Another 6000 US companies did business with South Africa.

For all European Economic Community countries, the embargo on trade with South Africa would cost about 200 000 jobs and an additional 122 000 jobs if the United States were also involved in the boycott. If Japan were included, the Western world would lose more than 500 000 jobs.
White miners' job security row intensifies

The Chamber of Mines' promise to guarantee job security for white employees has drawn the ire of the black miners' union and has failed to placate the white mining unions.

The black National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) said the Chamber's promise was consistent with its attitude towards black mining employees and favoured whites.

The mining industry is the last industry with statutory discrimination against blacks, and NUM -- which has been fighting for the scrapping of job reservation -- said the Chamber was seeking a confrontation with black miners. This was because racist practices would remain, with whites filling the new "competent" categories which used to fall under the discriminatory scheduled person definition.

But Artie Paulus, of the conservative Council of Mining Unions (CMU), said the only way for the Chamber to ensure real security for whites was to guarantee that the number of whites in the industry would not be reduced. The Chamber had refused to set employment ratios for different racial groups in given occupations, he said.

It was difficult to prove questions concerning victimisation and merit, and management could argue that they had discharged a white worker without replacing him.

He said the mining industry's announcement about security of employment was premature because mining unions had said they would decide on the issue only after an industrial council had been set up in the industry.

Paulus believed progress in reaching an agreement on the constitution of the 12 scheduled person categories only once an agreement had been reached on the establishment of an industrial council and on job security for white employees.

Robbie Buthelezi, general secretary of the Mine Surface Officials Association -- which is also involved in negotiations with the Chamber -- said guarantees regarding terms of service for whites were hollow because there was such a high turnover of employees in the industry that it would not be necessary for the Chamber to implement its guarantees.

He believed an internal appeal body would not be useful because disputes would ultimately still be referred to the industrial court.
Hitch in Mossel Bay oil scheme

PLANS to develop the Mossel Bay offshore oil scheme could be hampered by a lack of skills.

A welding industry spokesman said yesterday SA fabricators lacked key people needed to make the hardware necessary for the Mossel Bay scheme.

He added that the period between physically quoting for a job and being given the go-ahead would be too short to train adequate people to meet the demands.

SA needed welding engineers, technicians, inspectors, supervisors, non-destructive testing operatives and ordinary skilled welders, the SA Institute of Welders' executive director Chris Smallbone told Business Day.

And the SA Institute of Chemical Engineers has issued a warning that SA has a shortage of chemical and other engineers and that the number of engineering students entering universities was dropping rapidly.

LAWRENCE BEDFORD

"Traditionally the engineering skills needed to meet periods of great economic activity have been obtained through immigration, but this route is not expected to provide such a ready source in future," it says.

Smallbone said even though SA industry was in recession, it was having to import ordinary welders, mainly of Portuguese extraction, to meet present needs.

"What is more worrying is the absence in SA of welding engineers."

Smallbone's Institute is running a three-week welding training course at R4.5m Johannesburg training centre but this is not expected to make much impression on the skill situation.

"It means we are going to have to import people."
Racial service 'too dear'

Medical Report

A SEVERE shortage of money and staff meant that there was no choice but to consolidate hospital services if high-quality medical care was to be maintained, the Cape's director of hospital services, Dr Niklaas Louw, said yesterday.

In an interview, Dr Louw said consolidation of hospital and medical services supplied by the province had been under way for some time and would continue in the future.

'Separate'

He said although the policy of separate facilities for the different race groups was still in force, duplication of services on racial or any other grounds simply could not be afforded any longer.

Dr Louw said emergency and intensive care units were now racially integrated at the major hospitals since these were too expensive to run on a separate basis.

There was still general separation of races in the wards but it was his "sincere intention that a patient in need of treatment should never be turned away from a provincial hospital".

The financial situation of his department was so serious that two recently-completed 40-bed hospitals in Piketberg and Posternville could not be opened because there was insufficient cash to run them.

In a consolidation programme which began last year, wards had been closed in some hospitals, hospital administrations combined and staff relocated from day clinics to hospitals, he said.

"When we closed the wards for chronic patients in Conradie Hospital, and combined the administration sections of Woodstock and Volkshospital, we were able to open another 40 beds in Volkshospital for after-care rehabilitation of patients.

"Similarly, when the staff of day hospitals in the northern suburbs were brought into Karl Bremer Hospital, we were able to open more beds in that hospital which were desperately needed.

"We intend to move the beds available for after-care in Goodwood Hospital to Karl Bremer, making the latter our second hospital with rehabilitation facilities - as far as I know, these two are the only hospitals in the country with units specifically dedicated to rehabilitation," said Dr Louw.
Nursing care bars down
Can tournicites force St. V. Regional Hospital to fill vacancies from all race groups
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SA faces severe skills shortage

South Africa was facing a severe skills shortage, Escom chairman Mr John Maree said in the Johannesburg City Hall last night.

Mr Maree told 1,200 people at the Technikon Witwatersrand diploma ceremony that: "No matter which way one views the education and manpower resources in this country, those resources are unlikely to be adequate, in the coming decade, to educate and train the population to anywhere near its full potential."

Mr Maree said that because of that problem, careful consideration had to be given to the education offered to youth and emphasis had to be placed on the natural and technical sciences.

He said: "It is necessary that the number of students in the humanities be limited and the number in the natural sciences be increased.

"This is necessary because the economic future depends on the production of raw materials, its refinement, its manufacture of finished goods, and the marketing of those finished goods."

The skills to accomplish those jobs were of paramount importance.

Mr Maree said that bursaries and loans would have to be offered to attract students to high priority courses.

The country would not be able to finance students for low priority courses.

Mr Maree said it was important to create as many jobs as possible because unemployment created instability.

The consequences of instability "have been dramatically evident here in the past few months"."
74 engineers quit in SA in 2 years

JOHANNESBURG. — South Africa lost 774 engineers to emigration in the past two years, according to a report by the National Manpower Commission in Parliament.

The report said 469 engineers emigrated last year and 305 in 1984. This was 5.2 percent of 14,700 engineers.

The figures are supported by the Engineers' Association of SA (EASA) which says it lost 450 engineers from a membership of 3,800 in 1985. EASA, whose membership includes 500 new graduates, says that 1,500 associated personnel also left the country.

"These figures apply only to people connected with our association," said Mr Edgar Isie, director of EASA. "Indications are that 1986 could be worse."

Prof Roy Marcus, dean of the engineering faculty at Wits, said an immediate change of attitude by government was needed.

He said emigration was one of the main reasons why universities were experiencing staff shortages.

Mr Koos Kemp, deputy president at the Council for Scientific Research (CSIR) said he was concerned because the CSIR was having problems recruiting and retaining the services of engineers.
More skilled jobs on offer but few takers

By DEREK TOMMEEY
Financial Editor

WITH the end of the recession in sight companies throughout South Africa are looking for extra staff. But the response from Cape Town to their advertisements so far has been poor.

Mrs Val Middleton, managing director of Admark, Cape Town, a company which specialises in the preparation and placing of job advertisements for skilled staff, said today there had been a steady increase in the past few months in the number of jobs being advertised.

May had been a record month for Admark and so had August, with help-wanted adds up 30 percent on May. September had opened on an incredibly busy note so this could be a record month too.

However, recruiters were finding there was a grave shortage of skilled workers. Some placement advertisements drew as little as seven responses.

Mrs Middleton blamed the emigration of skilled workers and the reluctance of people to move from existing jobs for this situation.

"There has been a horrific brain drain," she said. "Every day people have been emigrating."

Recently a British company had recruited 27 computer programmers from South Africa. A large number of engineers and accountants had been going to Australia and the United States.

But another factor militating against the recruitment of staff was the unwillingness of people to move from their present jobs.

People were feeling insecure and were most reluctant to take a chance and move to another job. It was not unusual for successful applicants to refuse at the last minute to move to the job offered them.

This shortage of skilled people has meant that recruiters were having to offer a bigger carrot.

But though there was a skills shortage, many good people were still looking for jobs. Their difficulty was that they did not have the right skills.

School leavers and university graduates, especially women, were also having difficulty finding work. Employers usually wanted people with at least a year's experience so it was not easy to place young people straight out of school or university.

MORE APPLICATIONS

Mr Michael Lane, manager of the appointments division of PE Corporate Services, Johannesburg, confirmed there had been an increase in the number of companies seeking staff in the past month or so. But he had experienced an increase in the number of applications — though perhaps not from Cape Town.

A specialist in appointment of senior executives, Mr Lane said people living at the coast seemed far less willing to change jobs than was the case on the Reef.

The financial services field had experienced a serious brain drain. The answer was to step up the training of blacks. At present South Africa had only seven black chartered accountants.

He was increasingly working on the development of black management.
Call to use special job skills

BLOEMFONTEIN — Although a general economic revival had been predicted, it could safely be accepted that the unemployment problem in South Africa would not be solved in the short term. Professor N. P. du Preez, of Potchefstroom University, said at the symposium on disability in Bloemfontein yesterday.

He said there was a great shortage of certain categories of skilled and highly-skilled labour in South Africa and disabled people were a unique resource for those fields.

Professor Du Preez is the director of the postgraduate School for Management and professor of the Department of Business Administration.

He said it offered a unique opportunity and a great challenge to disabled people in South Africa to sell this resource to the private sector.

The low employment of disabled persons could be ascribed to a variety of factors. There was ignorance on the employers' part as to the capabilities and skills of disabled persons. This ignorance was largely due to deficient and unco-ordinated "marketing" of the disabled.

Professor Du Preez said as the costs of training the disabled were high, the country could not afford that people on whom so much time, energy and money had been spent to make them labour-ready and self-supporting, should be wrongly or unemploy.

There was thus a need for a national awareness of the disabled as an employee. Employers would have to be informed of their productivity, potential, social acceptance, low absenteeism and skills. Emphasis would have to be laid on the fact that disabled employees achieved the same or better in these respects than non-disabled. — Sapa
It's jobs that go begging and not job-seekers.

LEADING personnel recruitment consultants have questioned the accuracy of reports of high unemployment among middle management and blue-collar whites.

They say if the massive stockpile of vacant jobs on personnel agency files is any indication, all the signs point to an over-supply of positions right across the spectrum, from the factory floor to middle and senior executive ranks.

Key People Management's John Lupton says biggest labour shortages are in the skilled ranks of management and technology.

"But even lower-grade jobs are going begging. Offers of high-paying jobs in commerce and industry are going unanswered. One personnel consultancy specializing in the computer industry has 900 jobs on its books and few takers."

Drake Personnel area manager Renee Marsh says there are shortages of people to fill jobs in specific areas of industry.

"The situation is paradoxical. Employers are expecting too much. They expect the cream of the crop but are unable to fill positions in insurance, computers, some sectors of shipping and word-processing."

P-E Corporate Service appointment division manager Michael Lane says there is evidence of firms unable to fill jobs even from within.

"Immigration figures are starting to bite. While we only deal with senior executive placement we find companies constantly looking for the right people with the right skills."

Drake Executive CE Francois Marais does not see immigration as the root cause.

"But there are shortages of data-processing managers, accountants and engineers. In engineering the main sectors where gaps are seen are electronic, mechanical and electrical engineering."

Key's Lupton adds: "Where has all the labour gone? There's something very wrong in the employment market. In a high-inflation environment where companies are failing and re-trenching every day, you would expect to see mile-long queues for jobs. There ought to be — but there aren't."
High demand for new technicians

Staff Reporter

The demand for technicians was growing at double the rate of the labour pool, the Minister of Education and Culture, Mr Piet Clase, said in opening the first phase of the new Cape Technikon in District Six (Zonnebloem) yesterday.

Only 1.4 percent of South African men and a mere 0.4 percent of women were working in the technical field.

"A few years ago this shortage of technicians was estimated at 10.7 percent and is probably still growing," he said.

Mr Clase predicted an "economic rebirth" and said a shortage of technically trained people would "catch us unprepared".

Latest figures showed that in 1985, whites at universities in South Africa totalled more than 138,000, whereas technikons attracted fewer than 32,000 students and technical colleges just over 37,000 pupils.

"You should go out especially to recruit women. The days of the stereotyped female role have long since passed."

Mr Clase said that guidance teachers and employers should be informed of the task of a technikon so that they could understand the employment avenues and advantages that such an education offered.

The contract for the new technikon was signed in 1983 after a long battle with the City Council to have it built.

There were protests against the building of the technikon on the site of the old District Six, formerly a coloured group area.

The first phase of the building which was opened yesterday will house more than 1,000 engineering and architectural students.
e brain drain as 3000 a month quit SA

By Chris Steyn

South Africans are leaving the country at the rate of 3,000 a month, says Mr Martin Westcott, managing director of P-E Corporate Services SA (Pty) Ltd.

Mr Westcott said that the current supply of black matriculants was doing no more than match the outflow.

Aggravating the "brain drain" was the knowledge that foreign headhunters from countries such as Australia, Canada and parts of Europe were using the situation to poach South African management talent, Mr Westcott said.

Another survey showed that an astonishing 18 percent of South Africa's English-speaking population was likely to leave the country in the next five years.

While only three percent of the Afrikaners-speaking sector have indicated that they intend to leave the country, the recent surveys show that overall, one in every 10 white South Africans will have moved to another country by 1996.

"Those interviewed were asked "Where do you see yourself in five years time?""

These findings come from a poll conducted among 81 percent of the country's white adult population by Market Research Africa, show that South Africa faces an enormous brain drain.

"Unless economic and socio-political conditions are made more attractive, the country is likely to loose some of its most highly-skilled and entrepreneurial people," said Ms Sue Scott, manager of MRA's Omni Division.

"This will place even more pressure on the limited supply of skilled labour."

Seven percent of South Africans who were ready to leave the country said they would settle overseas. One percent said they would live elsewhere in Africa.

The poll showed that ties with South Africa were inversely related to income. Eighteen percent of those with monthly incomes exceeding R3,000 a month said they wanted to leave South Africa; this compares with seven percent of those with an income of less than R700 a month.

In another survey, also conducted by MRA, it was found that 69 percent of urban whites agreed strongly with the State President's decision to declare a partial state of emergency.

Support for his decision was strongest with Afrikaners-speakers, 82 percent of whom strongly agreed with the decision compared with 54 percent of English-speakers.

"The urgent need to establish law and order and to restore normal living and working conditions has support throughout the country," said Ms Scott.

"The fact that the majority of all sections of the community are in favour of Mr Botha's action indicates that this is not just a political matter, but reflects an almost universal desire for the restoration of peace and harmony in South Africa," she said.
MANPOWER — LABOUR SHORTAGE

1981
BLACKS account for 70 percent of the workforce in South Africa and yet not more than three percent of managers are black, Mr Jan Steyn, executive chairman of the Urban Foundation, said this week.

Delivering the keynote address at the opening of the second session of the Joint Management Development Programme (JMDP), Mr Steyn said while there was an over supply of unskilled labour, there was a damaging shortage of skilled resources, particularly at managerial and executive levels.

"That this is so is in no small part due to an inadequate education system but also, as one management consultant recently observed, 'the economic highway to power has few entry lanes for black Africans'," Mr Steyn said.

He said the situation could not continue.

It must be one of the factors constraining the growth and development of the economy, it also accounted for high stress levels among South African executives and was clearly intolerable for much of the black workforce.

Mr Steyn said in this time of transition, the private sector had a vital role to play in promoting, supporting and contributing to the management of change.

He said there was, however, a continuing and even disproportionate share of both opportunity and responsibility for leadership and management in South Africa. This he said posed particular challenges to the business sector and, in particular, to those new managers, especially black managers, who would take leadership responsibility in the future.
Concern at lack of mining engineers

The majority worked on the Zambian copperbelt and the SA goldfields.

The high number of UK engineering graduates was due to efforts by the local coal and oil industries, which lobbied high school students and encouraged them to join engineering as a profession.

Now the coal and oil industry no longer requires as many mining engineers, they are not recruiting at high schools and the effects are being felt in the graduating classes of mining faculties in the UK, and in SA's mining industry.

In the past, SA tended to only recruit people who had already entered university or those already enrolled in the engineering programme.

Gencor's human resources director, Du Plessis, says the type of engineers required by the mining industry, in order of importance, are mining, electronic, mechanical, chemical and metallurgical.

"There are only two universities in SA that have mining engineering faculties — the University of Pretoria and the University of Witwatersrand.

"Universities across SA graduate other types of engineers, but those graduates tend to look elsewhere for jobs before considering mining," Du Plessis says.

One reason for so few graduating mining engineers is the way school children and parents perceive the industry, says Director of the Department of Mining Engineering at Wits, Huw Phillips.

The industry worldwide has an image problem. People don't want to work underground because they perceive it as a dirty, high-risk job.

Long-term improvements in safety standards, contributions made by the industry and the long-term career possibilities are rarely identified.

This means there is an urgent need to improve overall communications at school and university level, says Phillips.

To this end, Gencor has increased the number of full-time bursaries it awards by 200% since 1986.

In 1985, the group launched a specific programme to make contact with career advisers at high schools, universities and technical schools.

In light of the fact that SA cannot produce or recruit enough engineers, a rethink of its marketing strategy in terms of selling the product and the country at university level and to high school students, especially in the UK, should be considered, says Renwick Executive Search's David Hutton-Wilson.

"There is a major problem getting engineers to come to SA on traditional recruitment remuneration methods.

"Revitalisation of the overseas recruitment campaign should be done professionally, under the umbrella of some well-coordinated national body to ensure engineers will want to come and stay here," he says.

Several major organisations in SA send representatives to the UK twice a year to recruit engineers for the mining industry.

Recruitment is hampered by the unco-ordination of company recruitment offices in London, and the inability of SA recruiters to adequately answer the socio-economic and political questions asked by university students, says Hutton-Wilson.

"The prerequisite for recruitment abroad is a strong, cost-effective UK-based operation with outstanding literature and film material on SA, and especially professional presenters with negotiating skills."

MANAGEMENT

There are just two universities in SA that have mining engineering faculties, says Du Plessis. And, while mining engineers training abroad are unlikely to graduate more than 120 mining engineers a year, they want about 200. Mining houses recruit about two engineers for every one local graduate. Since mining engineers graduating from UK universities will graduate about 25 mining engineers a year, and industry regulations requiring buying equipment from local manufacturers are the reason mining facilities in the UK are unlikely to graduate more than 120 mining engineers a year, Britain has always been SA's main training ground.

Du Plessis estimates that 25% of mining engineers recruiting in SA are from UK universities.

"Between 25% and 50% of mining engineers recruiting in SA are from UK universities," he says.

The universities that have a higher share of mining engineers recruiting in SA are Oxford, Cambridge, UCL, Imperial and Imperial College.

"There are just two universities in SA that have mining engineering faculties — the University of Pretoria and the University of Witwatersrand.

"Universities across SA graduate other types of engineers, but those graduates tend to look elsewhere for jobs before considering mining," Du Plessis says.

One reason for so few graduating mining engineers is the way school children and parents perceive the industry, says Director of the Department of Mining Engineering at Wits, Huw Phillips.

The industry worldwide has an image problem. People don't want to work underground because they perceive it as a dirty, high-risk job.

Long-term improvements in safety standards, contributions made by the industry and the long-term career possibilities are rarely identified.

This means there is an urgent need to improve overall communications at school and university level, says Phillips.

To this end, Gencor has increased the number of full-time bursaries it awards by 200% since 1986.

In 1985, the group launched a specific programme to make contact with career advisers at high schools, universities and technical schools.

In light of the fact that SA cannot produce or recruit enough engineers, a rethink of its marketing strategy in terms of selling the product and the country at university level and to high school students, especially in the UK, should be considered, says Renwick Executive Search's David Hutton-Wilson.

"There is a major problem getting engineers to come to SA on traditional recruitment remuneration methods.

"Revitalisation of the overseas recruitment campaign should be done professionally, under the umbrella of some well-coordinated national body to ensure engineers will want to come and stay here," he says.

Several major organisations in SA send representatives to the UK twice a year to recruit engineers for the mining industry.

Recruitment is hampered by the unco-ordination of company recruitment offices in London, and the inability of SA recruiters to adequately answer the socio-economic and political questions asked by university students, says Hutton-Wilson.

"The prerequisite for recruitment abroad is a strong, cost-effective UK-based operation with outstanding literature and film material on SA, and especially professional presenters with negotiating skills."
Call to reverse skills drain

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Faced with the fact that SA has lost 40% of its professionals during the past two years, there is little evidence that anything positive has been done to reverse the flow.

This was said yesterday by Sage Properties's development manager, Bernard Snoodyk, at the SA Property Owners Association (Sapoa) conference in Johannesburg.

Referring to the theme of the conference, "Are the Professions Dying?", Snoodyk said it was of extreme concern that SA was faced with the emigration of skills on a scale not previously experienced.

"The people leaving the country cannot be replaced in the immediate future. I know it is difficult to change the situation — in the face of our financial and political problems — but suspect that the collective lobby of all the professions has the power to motivate remedial action."

He called on all professional bodies in the building and allied trades to do everything in their power to reverse the situation.

"I would go as far as to say that they would be fully supported by all developers and Sapoa in any meaningful campaign to stabilise and improve the situation."

He said a popular perception had developed where it was felt that the professions, including architects, quantity surveyors and consulting engineers, were dying.

"I do not agree with this theory. Yes, the professions have suffered severe economic setbacks in the last few years. Such economic problems have however been in line with the SA economy and do not indicate a long term problem."
Clothing manufacturers face critical staff shortage

By Tom Hood

CAPE TOWN — Clothing companies have "extreme difficulty" in recruiting enough machinists and managers and as a result a shortage of skilled labour is hampering production.

About 44 percent of clothing manufacturers say they have not enough machinists, who form 59 percent of the labour employed.

The industry employs 64 500 machinists and needs to take on 9730 this year and 10 020 next year, estimates the National Clothing Federation.

Average annual intake will be 10 170 in the next four years, the federation forecast.

Forty-three percent of companies report "extreme difficulty" in getting enough managers while there is also a scarcity of sewing machine mechanics.

The federation's economist, Mr Hennie van Zyl, says business conditions in the clothing industry still appear to be improving after slumping to an 8-year low in 1996.

A recent survey reported that bookings were satisfactory and higher than a year ago and some two to four months in advance.

Another survey showed 39 percent of manufacturers expected an improvement in general business conditions in the first quarter of 1997, while 59 percent saw no change and only 11 percent expected a deterioration.

However a serious shortage of fabric was four times worse than the second major problem area: Insufficient demand for products.

Mr Mike Getz, president of the federation, said although the rand value of retail sales looked comparatively robust, the unit growth had been marginal or nil.

Fabric costs have moved up through a range of 20 to 80 percent, averaging around 30 percent in six months.

Suppliers of packaging, threads and accessories were proposing to lift their prices by anything from 30 to 50 percent on a year-on-year basis.

"All claim irresistible cost-push forces and of course rely on an environment where local buyers have no alternative source — an appalling situation. "It will surely bring about another round of instability as prices move beyond what consumers can afford."
Skilled workers shortage puts lid on clothing firms' output

By TOM HOOD, Business Editor

CLOTHING companies have "extreme difficulty" in recruiting enough machinists and managers and as a result a shortage of skilled labour is hampering production.

About 44 percent of clothing manufacturers say they have not enough machinists, who form 59 percent of the labour employed, and another 13 percent say they can only get them with some difficulty.

The industry employs 64,500 machinists and needs to take on 9,730 this year and 10,020 next year, estimates the National Clothing Federation.

Average annual intake will be 10,170 in the next four years, the federation forecasts.

Forty-three percent of companies report "extreme difficulty" in getting enough managers — 260 are needed — and another 19 percent have some difficulty in recruiting them.

Countrywide, 3,200 are employed in managerial jobs, 3 percent of the labour force, and the average annual intake is 210.

Scarcity of sewing machine mechanics is running at 37 percent, although 59 percent of companies say they have no recruitment difficulties.

These workers form only 1 percent of the labour force of 1,100 but 160 are needed.

Difficulty in getting supervisors is also experienced by 30 percent of employers. The 3,300 employed forms 3 percent of the labour force and there are vacancies for 160. Average annual intake is 440.

The federation's economist, Mr Hennie van Zyl, says business conditions in the clothing industry still appear to be improving after slumping to an eight-year low in 1986.

A recent survey reported that bookings were satisfactory and higher than a year ago and some two to four months in advance.

Another survey showed 30 percent of manufacturers expected an improvement in general business conditions in the first quarter of 1987, while 59 percent saw no change and only 11 percent expected a deterioration.

However, a serious shortage of fabric was four times worse than the No 2 problem area: insufficient demand for products.

Mr Mike Getz, president of the federation, said although the rand value of retail sales looked comparatively robust, the unit growth had been marginal or nil.

Fabric costs had moved up through a range of 20 to 80 percent, averaging around 30 percent in six months.
TV technicians in SA now in short supply

The manpower situation in the television industry is in a delicate balance because of the lack of skilled technicians.

Toron Television GM Andy Stead says the political situation, the poor rand exchange rate and lack of training in SA have created a situation where key skilled staff are in extremely short supply. Television operators, engineers and editors are in greatest demand.

"If any of our key staff resigned we would not be able to replace them locally, unless we indulged in headhunting. There is no one available who could step into certain positions and handle the job with confidence," he said.

With the advent of television in SA in 1977, the majority of skilled technicians were recruited from Britain. But with the expiration of short-term contracts and the advent of political turbulence in the early Eighties there has been almost no recruitment from abroad, said Stead. Currently, about 75% of the industry's technicians are South African.

"Two years ago the television worker's union incorporated a clause into its constitution which stipulates that technicians working in SA would not ever be employed in the UK again. While some may defy the ruling, the really top people — who we desperately need — are definitely influenced by it.

"Another thing is that we cannot afford to pay even equal their salaries in pound sterling. Television engineers earn about £40 000 a year (around R150 000). The top engineers in SA earn far less," he said.

Telecinque operators in the UK earn between £25 000 to £30 000 a year; mediocre editors earn about the same, but usually double their income by working overtime.

"Even if we could match their salaries, the union ban and the political situation would stop most people from coming to SA," Stead said.

Training of technicians is simply non-existent in SA, according to Stead. "There is no institution in the country that trains people to the level of a suitable applicant. Although the technikons and some universities offer television courses, none offer courses dedicated to the technical aspects of television operation.

Toron sends staff on training courses abroad, but because the courses are very specialised usually only highly skilled staff can attend.

Former SABC senior producer Shun Moodley says the SABC is the only real training ground in SA for technicians at the moment.

The small size of the industry makes a specific school for training television technicians unfeasable.

There are people available, but they have no experience. The small infrastructure means companies keep small staff complements, with the result that personal work almost around the clock to meet deadlines, he said.

Moodley says the television production companies must give people opportunities to improve their skills — i.e., by offering internships, as a service to the industry and in their own interests."
**Technician shortage**

SA faces a severe shortage of information technology technicians — in common with most developed countries in the West where most skilled technicians are drawn from.

According to Paul Booth, strategic sales manager for ICL, the worldwide shortage of technicians in this field exacerbates the situation in SA because there are more opportunities for those who have the right skills, elsewhere.

Increasing management awareness of the value — even indispensability — of information systems has spurred demand for both hardware and software technicians says Booth.

"We are looking at an international mushroom in demand for these people."

Booth identifies key areas of technician shortage in SA as the fields of real-time software, database and management information retrieval.

Leon de Freez, training manager at Radiokom (part of the Siltek and Microsciences groups which run training courses for information technology technicians), says Radiokom is unable to keep up with the demand for technicians. "We currently have three classes with 25 people in each doing courses in electronics, computer maintenance and automation. Some 80% of these people come from Eskom, First National and other major institutions — particularly those involved in finance."

The shortage is self-perpetuating, he says. Technology is changing fast and skills become obsolete, requiring retraining. Radiokom’s own training is essentially hands-on and performance-based, so technicians can get back to the specific systems they are required to install and maintain as soon as possible. Courses last from as little as three days up to two weeks.

Neal King, education manager (technical and engineering) at SA’s biggest information technology firm, ISM, says existing shortages are largely the result of the need for constant retraining.

The change from the typewriter era to the electronics era leaves casualties along the way. "Most of the newer information technology systems are modular, so little mechanical work is needed to install and maintain them," he says. "While this leads to much quicker diagnosis in fault finding, some people can’t make the adjustment because they are either wedded to electro-mechanical methods or simply don’t want to change their ways."
needed in our courts

More black lawyers
New Rhodes course to benefit 'future leaders'

Education Reporter

An international studies unit, offering training in international studies at post-graduate level, is to be established at Rhodes University in Grahamstown.

It will be based at the Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER) and the Department of Political Studies.

ISER director Professor Peter Vale said the course would be particularly useful for those interested "in exploring political and economic relations between nations, South Africa's regional and global problems and potential solutions, and the Third World's increasingly important role in international affairs".

The unit will offer two post-graduate options. The first is an international studies honours degree course for students holding a bachelor's degree with political studies as a major subject.

The second option is a diploma in international studies, with admission contingent upon the completion of a degree or an equivalent. Ministerial approval is being sought for this course.

Both courses are inter-disciplinary, with staff from departments such as political studies, history, sociology and industrial sociology, law, development studies and journalism and media studies participating.

"The course will be aimed at future leaders and full bursaries will be available for successful candidates," said Professor Vale.

Those interested in the courses should write to: Professor Peter Vale, Director, Institute of Social and Economic Research, Rhodes University, P O Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140.
More top jobs for blacks demanded

By Winnie Graham

South African business has been challenged to create more opportunities in management and in top executive positions for black men and women.

Mr Ernest Mecunu, a member of the executive board of the SA Institute of Management, believes this is the only way the country will be able to sustain its economic survival and compete favourably against other countries.

Writing on the frustrations of potential black executives in an SA Forum Position Paper, he says many black managers claim they have to be superstars in order to receive the same rewards as their white counterparts.

They believe they must consistently exceed their superiors' expectations of them.

Mr Mecunu writes: "A great deal of resistance to the promotion of black managers comes from white middle management who fear the loss of their own positions. One often finds a company with an equal opportunity policy is frustrated by this element."

Mr Mecunu claims blacks with potential have to be protected from inherent racial discrimination. Senior management has a duty to assist in establishing their authority.

It should be made clear to subordinates, black and white, that the black manager is in charge and there should be no hint that "we are just trying the poor fellow out".

Mr Mecunu says the only way to change the negative perception of capitalism held by many young blacks is to introduce changes to demonstrate that blacks have something to gain from the economic system.

He says blacks are beginning to emerge in middle and upper management positions in commerce and industry.

Although job ceilings still exist, black professional managers have increased markedly since 1976. The total number, however, is insignificant.

He says the aspiring black manager must be prepared to face the hurdles he will experience in the corporate world. He will have to be self-motivated, confident and assertive.

Starbridge is a campaign aimed at improving communications between people of different races. If you have ideas on how to build bridges, write to Starbridge, Box 1014, Johannesburg 0003.
R40m boost for PE employment

By KIN BENTLEY

MAJOR new civil engineering projects in Port Elizabeth totalling more than R40 million — one of which started yesterday — are set to boost employment in the city over the next few years.

Heading the list is a R30m road project linking Motherwell to Kwa-
zaule — including a R3m bridge over the Swart-
kop River.

And divers are busy with underwater investiga-
tion investigations for PE’s first pier-type head-
land extension at Hobie Beach.

The Swartkop bridge site was handed over to the contractors W J M Zululand yesterday, and, according to a spokesman for the consulting engineers, De Leur Cath-
er, the Natal company will employ mainly local labour, apart from a few skilled staff.

Mr Cornelis Brink, East Cape regional engineer for the Department of Transport, said today that early this year his depart-
ment took over the con-
tract, which was formerly handled by the PE Munici-
pality and subsidised 80% by the Urban Trans-
port Fund.

He said the National Transport Commission of the department would now subsidise fully the entire Bramlin Markman project of which the KwaZakhele Motherwell single carriageway road forms a part.

The 18-month R5 mil-
lion Swartkop River Bridge contract went to W J M Zululand in a tend-
der and was handed over yesterday.

He said a 19-month con-
tract — including the ap-
proaches to the bridge, the nine-kilometre road itself and smaller bridges and culverts — would go out to tender soon, with work starting in January
next year.

The entire route — from Westerleigh to Mark-
man — would take 18 to 29 years to complete, he said.

Due for completion about the same time as the road between Mother-
well and KwaZakhele — before Christmas 1999 — is the first pier in the PE beach improvement pro-
gramme.

An underwater founda-
tion investigation was un-
derway off Shark Rock today, with divers busy excavating a test pit — likely to be completed in two weeks. The outcome of these investigations will determine the final detail of the design for PE’s first groynes.

Together with an off-
shore breakwater, the Hobie project will cost about R2.5m, out of a total expenditure on groynes at PE beaches of R4.5m.

The groynes project, in turn, forms part of the city’s R185m beachfront plan.
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An artist’s impression of the new Swartkops River Bridge. Operations were formally launched yesterday with the handing over of the site to the contractors.

R40m projects set to boost Port Elizabeth employment

The development programme project — including the development of King’s Beach — which is scheduled for completion in about 1999.

Construction of the 100 metre-long headland extension is likely to start in May next year, with the project being completed by Christmas 1999, Mr Michael Nixon, regional manager of Watermeyer, Halcrow and Partners, said today.

He said the initial scoured survey of the area of Shark Rock (in front of the Red Windmill) started in May.

While Mr Nixon declined to put a figure to it, according to figures given at a recent meeting of the City Council’s Works and Traffic committee, the Hobie part of the R40m groyne programme (which includes an offshore breakwater) will cost nearly R3 million.

Mr Nixon said while initially it was intended to establish the first headland at Humewood, due to “greater demand for facilities at Hobie”, it had been decided to start there instead.

He said the breakwater would only be started on completion of the headland extension structure.

Planned to look like a pier, a walkway projecting about six meters above the mean sea level will be supported by concrete columns.

Pre-cast infill concrete panels, which will step down gradually the further out to sea the pier extends, will trap the sand. He said this would be done in such a way as to ensure no scouring at Humewood or King’s Beach occurs.

With Hobie Beach having developed as a “pocket beach” — due to sand being trapped by Shark Rock — he said it was planned that the pier would accentuate the role of the headland, thereby creating a bigger beach.

Two other major State projects currently underway in the city are:

1. The three-year R36 million final phase of the building in Main Street to house the new PE Post Office and Regional Headquarters of the Department of Posts and Telecommunications, where work started last month.

2. The R1 million six-storey office and stores complex at the Mount Road Police Station, which is currently being built and which will supplement the R6 million Louis le Grange Square, one of the largest police stations in the country.
AN MBA or BComm graduate might know a lot about running a business, but he's hardly likely to start one. Accurate statistics are hard to come by, but it would appear the number of business graduates who go into business after graduation is minimal. Among MBAs, considered the elite, it is probably less than 1%.

"But," points out Professor Andy Andrews, Dean of Wits Business School, "an MBA graduate is not trained for that. Business administration, as the name implies, is a corporate environment course in which the emphasis is on running an existing company."

Or, as Peter Cheales, head of the advertising/marketing group that bears his name, puts it: "They teach you how to run Anglo American single-handed."

Cheales, a Wits MBA graduate, explains why he was one of the few of his class to have started a business. "Consider the stark choice facing your typical graduate," he says. "On the one hand you can walk into a job offering a massive salary package — probably around R60 000 today. On the other, you can start your own business, which will probably only start making decent money after a couple of years — assuming it even lasts that long."

Cheales started with five months' experience in advertising and filmmaking, a few hundred rand in cash and the one intangible asset his MBA gave him: confidence.

As to why he defied conventional wisdom by not getting a few years' working experience first, he says: "The longer you wait, the harder it is to start up."

Another MBA graduate who made a go of it is Philip Copeman. He established Pink Software immediately after graduation. Copeman also singles out the confidence his degree gave him, though he makes no bones about just how tough the real business world is. "The first year was a real bitch," he says bluntly. "If I had to do it again, I wouldn't start cold. I'd join a small outfit and work my way up." Nevertheless, Copeman has no regrets.

So just how important is a degree in determining success? It is undoubtedly an asset in running a business, but some feel it could also be a handicap.

"A degree is probably the most inhibiting factor in starting a business," says John Simpson, of Independent Financial Services, the company he formed six years after graduating with a BComm.

A case of ignorance being bliss? Maybe. The Small Business Development Corporation (SBDIC) reveals that virtually all its clients are non-graduates, many not reaching Std 10.

"This could probably be called the Tony Factor factor: people who do not qualify by education for the high-flying jobs — with the golden handcuffs that go with them — have less to lose, and consequently "go for it."

The one qualification almost always associated with success in business is the coveted accountancy degree. Digby Brown, of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, explains why. "CA's understand the total finance behind a business. Not only are they aware of the pitfalls — they also know how to get out of them" (Sol Kerzner would no doubt concur).

Brown points out that lack of accounting knowledge is probably the most important reason for fledgling businesses going under. "About 75% of concerns that fail are actually making a book profit," he says. "But in running a business, cash is more important than profit." He concludes that a CA who also has an MBA would be "a totally beautiful, rounded animal."

But the really successful person is the entrepreneur with vision, guts and staying power. "No university can teach entrepreneurship," says Premier Milling's Tony Bloom. "Either you've got it, or you haven't."
Conflict between State and private institutions

Trained nursing staff shortage hits hospitals

HOSPITAL services in the Cape and elsewhere are approaching a crisis which few in official circles will openly acknowledge.

Privately, however, there is a willing expression of concern that serious problems are on the horizon which need to be tackled as a matter of urgency.

The most immediate of these — which is of national proportions — is the shortage of nursing staff and the scurrying this is creating between provincial/State-funded hospitals and those established for gain by the private sector.

The most critical is the fact that no new qualified nursing sisters can be expected to enter the market next year, exacerbating an already serious shortage of nursing staff around the country.

The plight of the massive Johannesburg Hospital, which has many of its wards closed because of the lack of staff, fully highlights the problem. But it is by no means limited to this one institution.

Similar is the dilemma facing Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town. In the last stages of a major expansion and refurbishment programme costing more than R270m and due for completion in a year’s time, the hospital has to recruit a minimum of 1,000 extra nursing staff to fully satisfy its commitments by 1989.

This represents a target staff increase of almost 30% on a complement which is already seriously stretched. Medical Superintendent J D L Kane-Berman says he is seriously concerned over how these needs will be met.

In contrast to Johannesburg Hospital, where total projected bed occupancy is extremely low — mainly as a result of the staff situation — Groote Schuur in its current format remains fully occupied, but at great strain to its already limited nursing fraternity.

It seems unlikely this problem will be resolved; rather, it can be expected to worsen once the new extensions to the hospital are commissioned. Like Johannesburg, Groote Schuur may also have to face up to closing immediately — if only temporarily — some new wards and ancillary facilities as a result of the lack of sufficient staff.

It is a problem which Kane-Berman, and others concerned, with the administration of provincial hospital care, are patently loath to openly discuss.

What is beginning to boil, however, is the growing confrontational relationship emerging between the needs of the provincial hospitals and those new private institutions that are blossoming in the Western Cape. Private institutions do not have to look towards the provision of training facilities that will also serve their needs.

Attracted by higher pay offers and better conditions, training medical staff are being honeyed away from State-funded hospitals to those emerging privately-run institutions, providing a national health care dilemma which the long-standing Browne Commission failed to properly address.

A crisis exists already, so all involved with the provision of hospital services privately admit: but they are reticent about discussing it in public.
Patching up the leaks

The shortage of professional engineers is reaching critical proportions. One answer would be to increase university funding for engineering students — possibly through a carefully thought-out levy. On the wider front, Taiwan could be looked at as a model economy which favoured engineering as a route to growth and prosperity.

Despite the fall-off in demand for engineers caused by the economic depression, supply also fell (see chart), so that there still remained at least two jobs on average for each graduating engineer. A developmental model predicted that this measure of shortfall would continue until 1990. But if the economy picked up, demand for engineers could easily rise to the point where there would be more than four jobs for every engineer in several disciplines.

In the past decade, notes Lloyd, SA has been significantly dependent on imported engineers. In the light of increased rates of emigration, and adverse overseas sentiment towards SA, it would be naive in the extreme for us to rely on this source in the future — except perhaps in narrow areas (and, of course, at exorbitant expatriate salaries) like military aeronautics or electronics.

So we are thrown back upon our universities as the only plausible source of most professional engineering manpower for the foreseeable future. All universities approached, regardless of other divergences, are unanimous in ringing an alarm bell over current deficiencies in engineering education.

Salaries and conditions of service within professional departments generally, but engineering in particular, cannot compete with those offered by the private sector — and even, in the case of engineering, the public sector too.

University faculties have responded to the salary crisis in various ways. The Afrikaans ones have tended, according to Professor David Glasser, dean of engineering at Wits, to promote enough consulting work to make up earnings to levels comparable with the private sector.

Professor Christo Viljoen, dean of engineering at Stellenbosch, confirms that the universities of Pretoria and Stellenbosch have assertively followed the sponsored research route. And it has brought in enough money from industry to give them an edge.
Wits's Glasser ... outside work hampers teaching

over other universities in attracting and holding "good teaching staff."

Pretoria, he says, has its LG1 (Laboratory for Advanced Engineering), while Stellenbosch has seven research bureaus or institutes — including electronics, mechanical engineering, structural engineering, and systems engineering. The Bureau for Systems Engineering at Stellenbosch is currently erecting its own building at a cost of R10m at the Stellenbosch Technopark.

This is all very well, except for the inevitable result that both teaching and research, as Glasser notes, suffer when university staff spend an important proportion of their time on outside work.

Professor John B Martin, dean of the faculty of engineering at UCT, concurs that "at a national level, there appears to be real cause for alarm as far as training for engineers is concerned. There are a number of unfilled posts, particularly at a senior level."

At a recent deans' meeting of the South African Council for Professional Engineers, Professor Colin Fleming, dean of engineering at the University of Durban-Westville, asked "that the matter be regarded as one of crisis proportions."

Generally, salaries are seen as a major factor. "University salaries in engineering are lagging well behind the private and even the public sector — perhaps by as much as a factor of two," says Martin. He confirms that there has also been a "steady drift" of engineering academics out of the country, while recruitment from abroad in current circumstances "is problematic. Some universities have responded by emphasising industrial contract research on a large scale, giving staff members in some departments additional income of 50%-100% of their university salaries. Some are paying "substantial augmentations."

But some "are appointing persons to senior posts before they really merit it." The result is that senior university posts "no longer carry very much prestige" in engineering circles. Glasser confirms that relative juniors are holding posts which would, under ideal circumstances, have been reserved for more experienced academics.

Martin says that such responses and so-called solutions oversimplify "the underlying very real problem" — the acute shortage of "real engineering academics." These are people "who have a Ph D, some industrial experience, and a solid academic background including a recognised track record in research."

Increased salaries will not create such people — at least not in the short term. On the contrary, under present constraints, universities "are likely to recruit people who are not making it in industry whom — in the long term — may inhibit the development of a corps of strong engineering academics in the country."

Glasser points out that government's subsidies are at present awarded as an aggregate amount. It is up to the universities themselves to parcel out remuneration between academic staff in the different disciplines.

This is a system which presents university administrators with a task both invidious and divisive. How does one establish relative salary levels between technical and vocational faculties on the one hand, and the humanities on the other?

This system, says Glasser, is a real obstacle to improving salaries for those faculties in direct competition with the private sector and government service, and bears particularly heavily on engineering. (Professors of clinical medical subjects are in a better position because they may also hold professional positions at teaching hospitals.)

Another frequently overlooked point is that university engineering faculties are of surprisingly variable cost-effectiveness. Whereas the cost of producing an engineering graduate at Wits is some R60,000, at the University of Durban-Westville the cost is an incredible R79,000. He argues the case for a policy of rationalisation in university teaching of engineering.

Glasser does acknowledge the merits of the recently formed Foundation of Research Development, established by government, which provides engineering departments with money. And industry, he notes, is also providing substantial salary increases, up to 20% of salary levels.

The obvious immediate need is more money for engineering lecturers and professors. One way of getting it would be for industry to set up a levy related to the number of professional engineers employed, the proceeds destined for the hard-pressed engineering faculties.

There is a major obstacle, however — the situation of the semi-government bodies and government departments themselves. This factor is confirmed by both Glasser and Martin. The private sector feels that the public sector — as, collectively, a major employer of engineers — should also pay the levy.

To date, the response from the public sector and government has been that government has, in effect, already paid once through university subsidies, and should not be required to pay twice.

Another possibility is that government should relieve universities of the invidious task of deciding, in the case of teachers of engineering, to deviate from the general prescribed academic salary levels. Something of the sort already operates with lecturers and professors in clinical medical subjects.

The situation is far too serious to be left as a playground for political and other sectional interests. The FM would urge all parties — the universities themselves, government, the semi-government bodies, and the private sector — to put aside partisan viewpoints and set up a form of liaison, perhaps a joint committee, to achieve quick and effective action on the engineering crisis.

A committee convened along these lines should consider both urgent financial first-aid (which Martin thinks should largely be directed to subsidise new, young Ph Ds converting to a university position) and longer-term measures to enhance the remuneration, career status and prospects of university teachers of engineering.

Failure to act effectively — and quickly — could eventually put South African industry in the straitjacket of a shortage of high-level technical manpower. We should not overlook the Taiwanese model. Part of that country's formula for breaking out of the vicious circle of national poverty was to train enough engineers to make it technically possible to achieve its almost unprecedented rates of industrial growth.

More, but not enough

Number of engineering degrees awarded in SA (1985-1984)

60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390

Source: "Hepburn." University of Stellenbosch
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SA faces worse skills shortage

PRETORIA. - SA is running headlong into an even more severe shortage of skilled workers which will severely inhibit economic growth.

This is the view of economists and labour authorities who claim current slack economic conditions are ideal for apprentice training.

Manpower director-general Piet van der Merwe questioned last week whether the number of artisans currently being trained was enough to meet future needs.

He called on employers and industrial training boards to indenture larger numbers of apprentices. Employers were disinclined to indenture apprentices during a recession, but this was "tantamount to short-circuiting oneself".

GERALD REILLY

(95) Biday 23/11/87
Cracks showing

The civil construction industry, placed under severe pressure during the recession, is now facing a new problem: even a 5% increase in
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business will mean difficulties in coping with demand.

The major reason is a shortage of experienced, qualified staff, lost to the industry as some contracting companies closed their doors and others were forced to retrench.

Murray & Roberts (Natal) MD Andrew Stewart says the extent to which the industry has shrunk was highlighted by the recent Natal floods. "It took an event of this kind to make it clear how many contractors have been forced out of the market in the quiet times, and just how acute the shortage of skilled workers has become. The construction industry is going to face problems in coping with an upturn in the building industry."

LTA Civil Engineering MD Daan Hurter says: "The contraction of the industry resulted in many people leaving, either to set up their own non-construction businesses or joining the mines. Also, construction people previously brought to SA have left.

It is unlikely that those who did find stable employment outside the cyclical construction industry will be enticed back. Nor is the route through which SA often solved its skills problems in the past — recruiting from abroad — the answer. The rand's value against major world currencies makes recruiting expensive, and outside perceptions of SA's political situation are another hurdle.

What's more, a foreign shortage of experienced skilled people appears to be developing — which would push salaries up even further and exacerbate recruitment problems.

Basil Read financial director Dave Was-
sung says: "There appears to be a shortage of qualified people on a worldwide basis. In fact, overseas companies have been recruiting in SA. Here, our people are given responsibility ahead of their overseas counterparts, and this makes them attractive to employers."

Based on a 5% increase in business, Wansung estimates Basil Read would experience a shortfall of 10%-15% professional and managerial staff. There would be a shortage of around 30% of artisans, and about 20% of semi-skilled workers.

The semi-skilled problem could probably be rapidly corrected, as there are already people working in jobs beneath their experience and level of skill. Also, semi-skilled workers require less time to train, and their training is normally via sandwich courses with on-the-job training.

However, the artisan problem would probably worsen, as any increase in building activity encourages those in employment to

Skills training ... Industry responsibility

become independent subcontractors.

Brian Herd, MD of Grinker Construction Transvaal, says the company already has problems finding all levels of supervisory staff from section leaders upwards. "If business for the civil construction industry were to grow by 5%, I estimate we would have a shortfall of about 10% supervisory staff, 15% highly skilled and about 10% semi-skilled.

Nor is there any relief forthcoming in the figures from SA universities on the number of students opting for civil engineering degrees. University of Pretoria head of civil engineering Archibald Rodhe says there has been a 50% decrease in the numbers of students taking civil engineering degrees in SA over the past 10 years, from an intake of 585 in 1976 to 263 this year. And only about 50% of students who start civil engineering degrees actually qualify.

Rodhe expects a short-term drop in demand of 3% from the present level; but the long-term demand for civil engineers will probably increase by 3%. As it is, he says, he is continually being asked by contractors if there are any civil engineers just qualifying who are available.

"We are losing completely in the long term. If the civil contractors' business were to increase by 5%, there would not be enough graduates entering the job market to meet demand."

So the civil construction industry has little choice but to train people itself. Department of Manpower director general Piet van der Merwe says the industry is making enormous efforts in this direction. However, he adds, some companies are doing little or no training in the expectation of being able to poach staff from the companies who do train.

"The need is for all the companies in the industry to accept responsibility for training. The department is providing industry with incentives to train by means of tax advantages, subsidies and advice."

The industry appears only too aware of the need for self-generated training and it does have a history of providing it. However, during recession, these efforts are reduced in response to reduced business and squeezed margins.

Says Grinker's Herd: "Our training levels have dropped. In 1981 in the inland

region we were training 600 to 1 000 people each year, which has dropped to 200 to 300 — and a large part of this is upgrading of existing skills and adding others, rather than training new people."

LTA has also started a crash training programme, says Hurter. The scheme is targeted at semi-skilled workers and has been successfully applied to repetitive hi-tech skills such as chimney lining.

However, there remains the problem of multi-disciplinary training: "We aren't getting the flow of people from trade schools who have gone through the full apprenticeship training, and so are having to take lower skills and improve them."

One thing that is forming a foundation for the industry is the National Career Path scheme. This means that a worker, regardless of race, can progress from labourer up to foreman.

Civil contractors expect to draw business in the next 12 months valued at R2 billion. The National Transport Commission, for example, will maintain expenditure levels. Also, if gold continues on an upward path, this could put pressure on the mining houses to engage in additional capital expenditure; in fact, there are signs this is already taking place. And the industry expects the Lesotho Highlands water project and toll roads to generate further business.

This trend certainly seems in evidence: if it gathers momentum, it could soon bring about the 5% increase in business, bringing the skills shortage into sharp focus.
Another high-handed intervention
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By FRANK MEINTJIES, Publicity Secretary of the Congress of South African Trade Unions

bosses' profits. Our law against theirs. Us against them. Where will the new Bill come in then?

If this kind of situation is to be avoided, then the new Bill should be repealed in its entirety; strike action should be decriminalised and guarantees should be built into labour legislation — which should be extended to include all workers — around things like a national minimum wage; a 40-hour week and job security. These things, which are taken for granted in democratic countries, are necessary if workers are to perceive the law as anything other than a boss' weapon against them.

But in our country the struggle for a living wage is branded a criminal communist plot. Police intervention in strikes is an almost daily activity. Bombings, bannings of our meetings, detentions, murder of our members, confiscation of our literature and these things are commonplace for Cosatu in 1987.

That the new Bill is aimed at drastically undercutting our rights in the area of the government's greatest reform is therefore no surprise after all this. We hope, against hope, that the employers and their government will come to their senses and have this Bill repealed.

As to our broad objections to some of the many aspects of the Bill itself: it is legalistic and complicated. The situation which the Wiehahn Commission envisaged of an industrial court functioning on informal and flexible lines has been severely undermined. The courts' equitable jurisdiction to determine unfair labour practices has been all but destroyed.

The new and lengthy definition of "unfair labour practice" adds no new worker rights to those established in the industrial court over the past five years and directly or indirectly undermines many rights established by the courts. We expect that employers will argue that the failure to mention specific practices as unfair means that the legislature did not intend these to be unfair labour practices. The failure by an employer to deal with a representative trade union is, for example, not part of the new definition of an unfair labour practice.

The Bill completely outlaws sympathy strikes and strikes over the same issue within the previous year. This illegalises the very basis on which Cosatu stands — an injury to one is an injury to all.

Unions involved in illegal strike action could now wind up facing damages claims running into millions of rands. Successful cases could even involve seizing the assets of the union. This is because the new legislation makes the indemnity provided for registered unions in the Act. In these cases, actions by union members or officials will be assumed as acting on behalf of the union.

The new Bill provides for a special labour court as a court of appeal which will hear appeals and review decisions of the industrial court. The special labour court is likely to be more conservative than the Supreme Court.

While employers are not obliged to deal with majority unions, any attempt to enforce collective bargaining will be regarded as an unfair labour practice. This is a direct attack on majority unions. It will also increase the power of management to deal with workers directly behind the backs of the union.
MANPOWER - SHORTAGE OF LABOUR
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Civil engineers in operation upgrade

Dr de Clercq believes that there could be opportunities for rationalisation between the university departments offering civil engineering courses.

Negotiations

Management skills are also important. People from a variety of backgrounds are needed to run any business efficiently. Management must be able to handle people, money and other resources.

Civil engineers have also become much more ecologically aware, and courses covering this topic are offered at most faculties.

"We aim to improve the quality of life for everyone," says Dr de Clercq.

The critical shortage of civil engineers outlined in last week's Manpower Mirror has raised several comments.

As an employed registered professional engineer, I claimed that the Department of Manpower had 160 out-of-work engineers on its books. However, Hennie de Clercq, chairman of the Institution of Civil Engineers, committee for public relations, echoes the view put forward in Business Times.

"In the recession of the past few years there were no more than enough civil engineers available. I knew of only one or two qualified engineers who were out of work in that time and generally speaking, they were difficult to employ. There will always be a few who do not make the grade in spite of their qualifications."

Plummeted

Dr de Clercq says that not only the numbers but the quality of students applying for university admission have plummeted in the past few years.

"The medical schools are inundated with applications for places and are able to take the best students. But the business and engineering faculties also require top students. The medical profession is sitting with all the good guys. There needs to be a better spread of skills."

He says civil engineering has always had its ups and downs and at the moment it is unpopular. It is a reflection of the long-term business cycle. Money-making opportunities are not always obvious, but Dr de Clercq believes that the civil engineering sector is taking off.

"The upturn in the economy is highlighting the shortage of skilled staff."

Incomes of civil engineers vary significantly. A top-notch consulting engineer normally takes a percentage of the contract value as a fee. In the recession such contracts were few.

Long-term development is taking place not only in SA, but in the rest of Africa. SA skills, already in demand, would be a powerhouse for Africa if it were not for political differences.

Protec scheme

The entry of black students to the engineering disciplines has been slow, but is quickening. In 1983, the Protec scheme was initiated by the Institution of Civil Engineers. Protec, a contraction of programmes for technology seeks to select top students in mathematics in Standard VIII from underprivileged areas.

Placed in Soweto, the
Sponsorship for accountants

JOHANNESBURG — To counter the current and anticipated future shortage of accountants in South Africa, the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) has embarked on a student sponsorship programme.

The CIMA said it would sponsor 18 students over the next three years and sponsorships for 12 students had been received from companies so far.

— Sapa
Accountancy sponsorships

4/2/88 S.L. (175)

To counter the current and anticipated shortage of accountants, the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) has embarked on a student sponsorship programme.

It said yesterday it had undertaken to sponsor 18 students over the next three years. Sponsorships for 12 students have so far been received.

"The programme is divided into two parts. The first is a year's full-time study, costing the sponsoring company R6,000.

"Thereafter the sponsoring companies would take the students into their employment for at least three years during which time they would complete their studies on a part-time basis while gaining valuable practical experience."

CIMA is being assisted in its scheme to train and develop mainly black matriculants to become management accountants by the Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa (Abasa) and the Rapid Results College.
Queries must be restricted.

The British Information Service telephone public inquiry service in Johannesburg will be restricted from Monday because of a staff shortage.

Calls to (011) 331-6161 will be dealt with only from 9 am to 1 pm, and will be restricted to questions in connection with British government departments, trade, industry, pensions and customs.

Inquiries can still be made in writing. The UK newspaper reading room at the Consulate-General will be closed.
A continuing shortfall in skilled computer personnel has prompted CPL Contract Services to look abroad for staff.

CPL, an operating division of the JSE-listed SPL, has two divisions. The Computer Personnel arm is a regular agency which assists in the appointment of permanent staff. Contract Services has people on its books who are contracted to clients.

CPL managing director Tony McKenzie says the shortage is about 20% to 25%. In 1974, when CPL Contract Services was established, the shortage of skilled staff was estimated at 25% to 30%. The size of the demand today is much greater than it was 10 years ago.

"The severity of the shortage of trained personnel has been compounded by the emigration of many skilled staff. We decided to look abroad to fill the vacuum," says Mr McKenzie.

Armed

The first recruits are due to arrive this month. CPL will employ them and contract them to clients.

"We did not have much trouble in selling South Africa in the US or the UK," says Mr McKenzie. "We went armed with facts and figures obtained from the places such as the Department of Statistics and SA tourism authorities, but we were not called on to draw from them.

By Julie Walker

"The kind of person we attract tends to be an independent thinker who likes variety, has a wide exposure to many facets of the computer industry and has often been self-employed. The ratio of interview to acceptance was high.

"They come on a fixed package. Their air fares are paid, and accommodation and a car are provided. CPL's reputation is at risk and we have been selective. I have interviewed all applicants to ensure that they meet our selection criteria."

Upper income

Another important aspect about the contracting of foreign staff is that it does not cost any more than the real price of hiring employing permanent members.

The recruits generally come from the upper-income bracket.

"They ask a few political questions, but are better informed than the foreign media would have them be."

CPL hopes to recruit between 15 and 20 foreign staff members a year on two-year contracts. This is unlikely to deprive South Africans of jobs.

"The people we are bringing here are all highly experienced. Although SA training is growing, there is no substitute for experience and training cannot be given overnight."

CPL's client base numbers about 70, although as many as 350 companies have used its services. Mr McKenzie says the response by his clients has been positive.

"The securing of staff members with specialised computer-technical skills ensures that CPL is able to supply personnel to cover more than 50% of requirement in a spread of categories."

Spectrum

In the US and the UK there is a large contract services industry, and in SA it is becoming established. This contract-worker mentality was a positive factor in attracting people to SA.

"It is gratifying to discover that there is a bread base of experienced skills that is available to SA companies," says Mr McKenzie.

CPL has several associates which assist in the recruitment drive. SA is seen to be technologically advanced, especially in banking, but there remains many challenging opportunities.

It is interesting to note that of the contract workers on CPL's books, more than half are female. Mr McKenzie estimates that 20% work half a day, allowing them to care for their families.

The average contract is for about nine months, and covers a spectrum of skills demands. These range from the development of projects, project management, maintenance, education and training.
OF more than 12 000 chartered accountants in South Africa, only 16 are black.

To counter the current and future shortage of accountants, the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) has embarked on a student sponsorship programme.

Denise Jenkins, past president of the CIMA and its present representative to London, says the brain drain has affected all classes of accountants.

The shortage will be compounded by expected economic growth and by the mid-1990s there could be a shortfall of 2 500 accountants.

**Sponsorship**

Mrs Jenkins says: "We became aware that we would never be able to fill all the vacancies in the traditional way, and to a degree Aslan, recruits. We asked our mother body in London last year for sponsorship for black and coloured matriculants.

The London office responded. Now it cannot understand why we do not have applicants queueing up.

We have attracted many black and coloured matriculants, but our screening system is stringent. He or she must have matriculated in mathematics and English and should preferably have studied accountancy at school. We are also looking for leadership qualities.

The CIMA is being helped to train and develop mainly black matriculants to become management accountants by the Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa (ABASA) and the Rapid Retail College (RRC).

**Fundamental**

Terry Burgess, president of the SA Council of CIMA, says: "It is essential that financial information be presented accurately and in a form needed by decision makers in business. The expected shortage of accountants cannot be made up from the black population group."

Management accountants work is fundamental to the strategy of a business and they are active participants in the management process — evaluating and monitoring operating performance and interpreting financial information from which decisions can be taken.

Mrs Jenkins says: "Management accountants look to see where we are going, not where we have been. We have been talking to a lot of potential students from the black and coloured population groups and it is starting to filter through that accountancy is a sound profession which pays well. It is to a certain extent an alien concept — many matriculated blacks look to the legal and medical professions to provide a good living. It is also important for them to realise that membership of the CIMA will be internationally recognised."

**Women shine**

The CIMA hopes to register 78 students this year — 60 through the newly commissioned college of ABASA and 18 through RRC.

It has undertaken to sponsor 18 students in the next three years. Sponsorships for 12 students have been received from Barlow, AECL, Wilson Rowntree, Eskom and Anglovani.

Of those 25, four are women.

"For the past few years females have taken the top prizes in chartered accountancy examinations," says Mrs Jenkins.

The programme is divided into two parts. The first for one and a half years full-time study — which costs the sponsoring company R8 000. Thereafter the sponsoring company employs the students for at least three years. They study part time while gaining practical experience.

The students would then be eligible for membership of the CIMA as they would have gained the required three years' practical experience.

Even among white accountancy students, who may have the advantage of a superior secondary education, the pass rate is not high.

Chartered accountancy firms are recruiting black articled clerks who have matriculated with mathematics and English. Articled clerks take between three and five years to become chartered accountants, many never make it.

A HOLIDAY Inn with 106 bedrooms, a shopping and office complex and 139 houses will be built at Umbudla, Natal, at a cost of more than R10-million.

The R10-million inn will be built on the banks of the White Umfolozi River on a 40 hectare site high above an oxbow bend. It will replace the 50-room Holiday Inn — the smallest in the world hotel chain.

The KwaZulu Finance and Investment Corporation (KFC) will own the hotel. It will be managed by Holiday Inn KwaZulu, in which Holiday Inn, KFC and black shareholders have a stake.

The hotel will be next to a 9-hole golf course reserve which is being developed by the KwaZulu Government's Bureau of Natural Resources. The region has many attractions of a historical and cultural nature and the Umfolozi game reserve is only 50km away.

Marlies Spies, executive director of the KFC, says the preliminary design of the hotel has been completed. A design competition held last year was won by P Internet, Marais & Moust, of Durban. Detailed planning has started and the complex should be completed in two years.

The shopping and office complex will cost about R12-million. Construction will start in March on a site close to the old Holiday Inn. A total of 7 500m² of retail area and 2 400m² of offices will be available. Most of the office space will be taken up by KFC for its headquarters.
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"Too few" blacks in high level jobs

The progress of South African blacks into high-level jobs over the last eight years has been "less than satisfactory" the National Manpower Commission (NMC) has found.

NMC chairman Dr. H.J. Reyners has warned that urgent attention must be given to the problem "since it influences the acceptability of the free enterprise system".

In a report on a study of high and middle-level manpower in South Africa, the NMC said that black advancement should not be subordinate to the promotion or protection of group interests.

This meant further changes to the remaining direct or indirect restrictions on occupational mobility in the Group Areas Act, for instance.

He warned that the country would not be able to "realise its development potential" and offer its people an acceptable standard of living if it persisted in recruiting high-level manpower from whites only.

Dr. Reyners partly blamed white managers for the lack of black job advancement. He said their attitude to black job advancement was positive, but they were often unwilling or unable to put these views into practice.

"This situation requires urgent attention, the more so since it influences the acceptability of the free enterprise system," he said.

In the study the NMC defined "high-level manpower" (HLM) as those with at least two years education and training after Standard 10.

Middle-level manpower (MLM) included all those with at least a few weeks or months of training usually with a minimum qualification of Standard 7 or 8.

The percentage of blacks in the HLM group was "increasing gradually" he report said.

In 1965, 25 percent of all HLM were black and in 1955 the percentage was 32 percent.

Nursing

Black women entering nursing and teaching were mainly responsible for this increase.

But there had been a "particularly sharp rise" in the numbers of blacks in the MLM group, from 20 percent in 1965 to 40 percent in 1985.

The biggest increase had taken place among clerical and sales workers, artisans and apprentices.

The report said that most of the statutory measures which hampered black mobility had been lifted.

Certain aspects of the Group Areas Act were still a problem but these were receiving attention.

However, there were still "environmental factors" such as housing, overcrowding and relations at work that were restricting upward mobility of blacks.

The quality of education and career services were also inhibiting black advances.
Accounting crisis

The pending crisis in the accounting profession has again been highlighted — this time by the Association of Black Accountants (Abasa).

Research by various bodies shows that SA will need 20,000 chartered accountants (CAs) in 12 years' time.

Of 11,500 registered CAs, some 1,500 have emigrated. Of those remaining, says Abasa, only 17 are black (excluding Indians and coloureds). Somehow, SA has to produce more than 800 CAs a year for the next dozen years.

Accountants have probably done more to encourage blacks than other traditional professions, such as medicine, law or architecture.

The most recent development was the formation of the Eden Trust by the Public Accountants & Auditors' Board, with the SA Institute of Chartered Accountants (Saica) and Abasa. The trust is trying to raise R20m by mid-year and has only R2m in its coffers so far.

Of that amount, R13m is earmarked for education. If that earns, say 10% interest a year, R1,3m will be available for accounting scholars. At the current cost of some R7,000 a year for a budding accountant at university, it will not go far.

And it assumes, of course, that enough blacks qualify for entrance to university accounting courses.

The gap between secondary and tertiary education is another area that will absorb Eden's funds — in academic support programmes, particularly at English-speaking universities.

Saica has also introduced a voluntary code of employment. Member firms are obliged, within three years, to undertake that 10% of trainee accountants will be black. That way, trainee accountants will be black. That way, the target of 10% of the profession being black by the year 2000 can be met.

All the bodies involved in encouraging black entry and advancement in accounting hope, of course, that funds will be given by other interested bodies.
SA needs technicians

THE private sector has to lead the way in massive training of technicians if SA is to realize its potential as an exporting nation.

Board of Control of Engineering Technicians chairman Tom Cooper said: "SA is going to find itself in dire straits unless the emphasis switches to the training of technicians rather than engineers."

"This is not to say we don't need engineers, but industry desperately has to support technical training."

Cooper was commenting on government's Engineering Profession Bill — shortly to be put to Parliament — which, he said, would go some way to improving standards of work, output and productivity.

"This is because the Bill requires all persons described as technicians to be registered with the board."

"In this way, the public will have a choice of employing people whose competency has been verified."

According to an accepted ratio in the profession, four technicians are needed for every engineer, six trained artisans for every technician and about 12 semi-skilled and unskilled workers for every artisan.

"The ratio of artisans to technicians would seem to be correct, the ratio of both to engineers is ludicrous."
Manpower Mirror by Julie Walker

Accountants — an endangered species

THE CA's Eden Trust — the chartered accountants' education endowment trust — has raised more than R12-million of the R20-million target to promote the profession.

Eden Trust was founded by chartered accountants to widen and improve the education and training of entrants to the profession. Many factors contributed to the need for the trust.

Emigration and the lack of immigration to SA by accountants caused an overall reduction in the number of qualified people in SA in the past two years.

Articled clerks

In November last year the number of absent members of the SA Institute of CA's had increased by 38%. Membership had increased by a modest 15%.

Between 1963 and 1968 there was a 15% reduction in the number of articled clerks enrolled. There are about 11 500 chartered accountants in SA today. The projected number required by the end of the century is 20 000.

African, coloured and Asian members number fewer than 250. Eden Trust hopes that they will account for 10% of the total by the end of the century.

Problems are compounded by the shortage of university teachers in accounting and related subjects.

The trust's objectives fall into four main categories: scholarships and bursaries for students on academic support programmes; provision of undergraduate and graduate bursaries; financial support of university teachers of accounting and related subjects; and encouragement and financing of accountancy research.

An annual contribution of R75 000 provides a single bursary and/or scholarship, for both academic support programmes and university education. This is in 1968 terms and the rise in the cost of living will lift the figure.

Contributors

A major industrial and mining group made the latest contribution to the trust. Contributions are being made by chartered accountants in public practice — of the total received, R8-million has come from such sources.

Several industrial, commercial and financial companies are considering making contributions to the trust, as are the smaller firms of practising accountants. The target of R20-million is steadily being reached.

The objectives of the trust are relevant to the European Economic Community and Sullivan codes which apply to some foreign-controlled companies.

Eden Trust programme chairman Mike Woods says the amount raised so far has assured the trustee of more than 100 bursaries next year.

There is no shortage of competent but disadvantaged students. It remains important for the trust to strive for the objective of 250 bursaries a year.

The trust has awarded its first bursaries to university accounting students in the Cape, Transvaal and Natal. The students are attending universities in Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town.
The exodus of professional people from South Africa had heightened the need for talented business leadership, guests at the launch of the Kellogg's-Black Management Forum "excellence in achievement" awards were told in Johannesburg yesterday.

The director of the forum, Mr Joe Tshume, said that according to market research at the University of Stellenbosch, 500 000 managers would be needed at the turn of the century. More than 45 000 professional people and personnel with managerial skills had left the country in the past four years.

In thanking Kellogg's for its sponsorship of the awards for the second consecutive year, forum president Mr Don Mkhwanazi said South African corporate giants should note that an overseas-based company had taken the initiative to encourage the growth of black business leadership.

"We are not looking for handouts," said Mr Mkhwanazi, "but we do want genuine commitment and involvement from big business in the development of the black nation."

Mr Mkhwanazi said the forum had three main aims: to develop managerial skills; to eradicate racism in the corporate world and to uplift the black community.
A CLAIM that South Africa is regarded as high risk by prospective foreign workers has been challenged by UK-based recruitment agent John Reeves.

In a story headlined Outrageous salaries as engineer shortage grows, Business Times conveyed the experience of a South African engineering recruitment agency. The report dealt with the problems of attracting engineers from abroad.

It said: “South Africa is bracketed in the same risk category as Middle Eastern countries as far as prospective immigrant workers are concerned.”

Mr Reeves spent several years in the recruitment business in SA. Writing from the UK recruiting office of Cape Town-based Roy Collett & Associates, he begs to differ.

“You comment is a little hard to swallow,” says Mr Reeves. His London office was established in November 1987 to recruit specialist personnel for SA companies.

“Our national advertising campaign in the first two months of 1988 brought more than 400 inquiries from engineers of all disciplines wishing to join in the upturn of the South African economy on an immigrant or contract basis.

“In the six months of operation more than 1 000 inquiries were received and the first applicants have arrived. I would be overoptimistic to suggest that all those inquiries would fit into prospective employers’ requirements, but interviews suggest that the ‘serious-minded’ have their sights set on continuing a career in this country.

“I would emphasise that most applicants are highly qualified people who have done their homework.”

Mr Reeves’s experience certainly casts the foreign recruitment scene in a new light.

He says that the most important member of the family is the wife. “If she is not happy the chances are that the family will return to the UK. We offer career counselling services which cover every aspect of SA life.”

A letter also came from Roy Silver, president of the Association of Personnel Service Organisations of SA (APSO).

Mr Silver’s association has made a recommendation to the National Manpower Commission supporting a change in the law to stop any charging of fees to work seekers.

Mr Silver says: “However, in our reply to the commission’s report we explained that there is a trend both locally and overseas to charge executive work seekers consulting fees for career path change advice as well as relocation planning and placement services.

“We believe that in certain cases this type of fee charging should be allowed.”

Charging of work seekers is not common in the skilled recruitment market, but is prevalent among agencies handling unskilled candidates.

Mr Silver says the Government’s approach to the personnel industry is that it will look after the unskilled work seeker and leave the advising of skilled people in the job market to private-sector agencies.

Standards

APSO is the only representative of the personnel industry. It has established an educational institute, the Institute of Personnel Service Consultants (IPSC), to uplift standards in the recruitment field.

APSO itself was born from the 19-year-old Apasan in 1977, and IPSC was formed nearly five years ago.

APSO members passed a resolution in 1988 that their own employees would be required to pass a three-hour examination covering general, legal and ethical points as covered in the IPSC Affiliate Handbook, within six months of joining the industry.

There are also examinations in which members may become certified personnel consultants. This follows a course lasting several years.

APSO represents more than 200 companies and has several divisions covering secretarial, temporary, artisan, drafting and management sections.

Mr Silver says: “Our clients also need educating. They need to learn more about management, motivation and job satisfaction. Our ethical code is to try to get the clients to overcome the tendency to discriminate against applicants for no better reasons than sex, religion or colour.”

There are several black consultants in the personnel placement industry. He says their numbers will grow to mirror the number of qualified blacks entering the job market.

There is a move to establish employment consultancy services in black townships.
PRETORIA — SA had to look beyond whites for the needed numbers of trainable managers and manpower to meet the demand, Eskom chairman John Maree said here yesterday.

Speaking at an SA Institute of Mining and Metallurgy colloquium on management techniques, Maree said blacks had to be encouraged and helped to play a more meaningful role.

This could be achieved by direct intervention of enlightened businessmen and managers who realised black advancement and white security were indivisible.

The economic recession had underlined SA’s heavy reliance on the black labour force.

“And if we are to be able to sustain even reasonable rates of economic growth, an enormous increase in SA’s management population will be necessary in the years ahead,” said Maree.

It was essential that management came to terms with the changes and expectations in the human resources field, the increasing militancy and power of the trade union movement, and the realities of sanctions.

“A vigorous policy of equal opportunities based on merit must be implemented to motivate those presently outside the system to participate.”

The central economic dilemma facing SA was that of making the black community part and parcel of the country’s free enterprise economy, he said.

Also speaking at the colloquium, Gold Fields of SA’s senior consulting engineer B Moore said productivity improvement was essential if SA mines, the backbone of the economy, were to remain competitive on world markets.

Gold Fields was tackling the problem in two basic ways: improved management and the introduction of new mining methods and technologies, he said.

SA needed an expanding economy to solve the social problems of an ever-expanding population. This was essential for political stability, Moore said.
More black accountants needed

THE Institute of Chartered Accountants aim to have 1500-2000 black accountants by the turn of the century, the Administrator of Natal, Mr. Radcliffe Cadman, said in Durban this week.

Speaking at the opening of the 8th national congress of the Institute in Durban, he said these accountants would represent about 10 percent of the total and it would be feasible and ethical to have such numbers.

He said bursaries should be given to those who would make the best use of opportunities. The profession, he said, required a high degree of ethics and exactitude in all respects and it was necessary to have men tailored to the task.

"I cannot understand why chartered accountants are not used more on a full-time basis by the public sector. Their expertise could be applied to a great diversity of procedures and yet, with the possible exception of the revenue offices, their talents were channelled into the private sector," he said.
Developers facing critical shortage of land surveyors

Black housing development and other urgent construction work could be badly affected if there is not an improvement in the number of entrants to the land surveying profession.

This is the view of Dr Michel Peyremorte, managing director of Wild & Leitz RSA of Johannesburg, the South African arm of the Swiss-West German multinational and a leader in the local surveying equipment market.

"Only about 25 land surveyors are graduating annually," he says, "and this is way below even present manpower requirements, much less future ones.

"No construction or civil engineering project can be started before surveying is complete. "So, much more should be done to attract young people into surveying."

Dr Peyremorte makes the point that gone are the days when surveying was a repitious, mechanical job.

Today's surveyor has the most advanced equipment which allows him to do in a day what would previously have taken several men much longer.

"While we must train more surveyors than we are doing at present, it should be remembered that the increased use of modern technology will make a highly significant contribution to avoiding surveying bottle-necks and consequent delay to vital projects," he says.

Wild & Leitz has boosted its presence in the international surveying equipment market through the acquisition of 67 percent interest in Swiss manufacturer of hi-tech products, Kern & Company.
IN the year 2000, South Africa will face a shortage of 500,000 skilled workers — and a surplus of more than nine million semi-skilled and unskilled people.

The forecasts come from the Institute for Futures Research at the University of Stellenbosch.

The Institute reports that the labour pool is likely to grow from 12m in 1985 to 17.5m at the turn of the century. Yet by that time, if past trends continue, the modern economy is likely to be able to employ only 8.1m people.

The institute's projections indicate that a national crisis of unprecedented proportions is building up — unless enough money and skills can be generated to create millions of new jobs.

The challenge of developing the entrepreneurial and technological talents needed to meet the crisis is formidable and multi-faceted. The schools, universities and formal technical institutions alone cannot come close to coping.

For one thing, 45% of the potential SA workforce is still functionally illiterate, having an educational level of Std 4 or less.

Changes are taking place, though far too slowly, in conservative official educational structures. They remain hopelessly inadequate for the requirements of an enfranchised free enterprise society.

Scores of private educational and training organisations — many of them with substantial overseas funding and expertise — are scrambling to plug the widening holes in the dyke.

Professor J P de Lange, whose 1981 report on education pointed the way ahead for SA, tells Business Day the shift from academic to vocational courses at secondary school level has been too slow — partly because of cost.

But, he says, vested interest and bureaucratic inertia have been other major factors contributing to the delays. So has tardiness in setting up bodies like the National Certification Council and the SA Council for Education.

The Certification Council, he notes, will take over the primary responsibility for content in official education. "Whether it is able to move quickly remains to be seen."

De Lange has long held that the realities of SA require a drastic move away from academic subjects and towards vocational courses at high schools. At white secondary schools, 80% of pupils still take academically-orientated courses.

Among black children it's 99%.

"The emphasis should be changed so that about 30% of children take academically-orientated courses and the rest vocational courses directed at business and technical needs."

De Lange, who now heads a Human Sciences Research Council section dealing with priority research into education, says a study by the this group as a follow-up to his original report recommended computer literacy for all children, and a computer science course for those who wanted to take it.

"Obviously many more would choose it if they were computer literate."

The recommendations are being implemented in part in black schools. In white schools, progress seems to be "rather haphazard," says De Lange.

Computer science is now available as a subject — but this is still restricted to certain areas.

Acknowledging the critical issue of adult illiteracy, De Lange says business leaders have "a huge role to play" in getting on top of the problem. "The best place to reach these people is where they work."

The Department of Education and Training runs adult education night classes ranging from literacy to matrix. These are held at schools under its jurisdiction, using specially trained school teachers as study leaders.

Numerous private organisations are also working with restrictive budgets to teach tens of thousands of blacks to read and write. But their efforts are a drop in the ocean — millions need help.

The National Manpower Commission (NMC) reported to Parliament earlier this year that SA could face a relative deterioration in standards if it tried to satisfy its high-level personnel needs mainly from white ranks.

It was therefore of the greatest importance that all its people should be able to develop their potential fully and equally. The NMC defined high-level personnel as people with at least two years of education or training after Std 10.
Potential shortage of students

JUST when capital projects are coming back on stream, the civil engineering profession is facing a potential shortage of qualified people.

This has necessitated the introduction of new training programmes and the recruitment of young people to enter the civil engineering profession — matters that rate high on the SAICE convention agenda.

From a peak enrolment of 700 in 1972, the number of new civil engineering students at the universities almost halved in 1977 and has dwindled to less than 300 this year, with the University of the Witwatersrand, the leading civil engineering school, experiencing its lowest intake in three decades this year.

The Mosaqo and Lesotho Highlands Water Scheme alone will draw heavily on the expertise of engineers in the next 30 years. Add to this the new demands facing the profession through the urbanisation process, and the shortage of graduates becomes a matter of great concern to all.

Rapid urbanisation has prompted black students to enter the engineering discipline. This has been slow, but is now quickening. In 1981, the SA Institution of Civil Engineering initiated the Protec scheme, which seeks out top achievers in mathematics in Standard 9 from underprivileged areas.

Started in Soweto, the scheme now extends to ten areas. It is an informal, privately financed scheme, which offers pupils an opportunity to develop a career along technological lines. It is now past the experimental stage and is making a positive impact on the numbers of blacks seeking to enter the profession.

According to Professor Archie Rohde, head of the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Pretoria, it has now become necessary to teach all pupils — even those in the grades — according to curricula which enhance their awareness and perceptions of science and technology and the role they play in modern society.

Prof Rohde, who is convenor of a session on education and training at the SAICE convention, says a new model for education in a developing South Africa embodying these principles is one of the keys to solving the country's problems, as well as those being encountered specifically in the civil engineering profession today.

"By the time pupils encounter high school mathematics and science, these should not be new, strange, or incomprehensible subjects but acceptable and desirable developments in the educational process," he believes.

This model will help to counter current trends, which see too few engineering students entering universities and technicians and an accompanying, marked decrease in their academic ability.

He says a consequence of this trend, if unchecked, will be a lowering of standards, a declining number of highly competent engineers facing relentlessly increasing workloads and an increase in the number of highly skilled engineers moving to greener pastures.

This would ultimately result in the deterioration and failure of national infrastructural systems because they could not be properly maintained and in the end would possibly fall into disuse.

Professor Rohde believes technicians suffer from the same declining numbers and academic ability problems encountered by universities, and that technicians should provide courses for technologists and technicians appropriate to the developing-country status of Southern Africa.

"Are we training people to be useful in the African and developing country context? Or are they being trained to some Western standard which has diminished relevance in Southern African circumstances?"

Education and training, he avers, should be shaped to be appropriate to the needs of developing countries as well as First World needs. A decline in standards at the universities was "absolutely unacceptable."

Presentations will be made at the session by, among others, Dr Dirk Meiring, deputy director-general of the Department of Education and Training, and Dr Jan Hugo of the University of Stellenbosch.

Dr Meiring will deliver a paper on "A new model for career education."

He will present the viewpoint that shortcomings in the present system of technical education are among the major reasons why an imbalance exists between "career" and "academy" education.

The paper will describe a new model which has been developed and in which children are exposed to the concept of career education from as early as Substandard A.

The new model has been structured in such a manner that a programmed upgrading of pupils' proficiency in skills and techniques will be possible, while their exploration of the different engineering disciplines at junior school level will facilitate their final choice between career education and academic education at Standard 8 level.

Dr Meiring's paper will indicate that not only will pupils have a much wider choice at senior secondary school level, but that they can choose a direction of study suited to their own personal aptitude, potential and interest.
Interests

Bookkeeping
A NEW type of liquid crystal display (LCD) panel allows data from a computer monitor to be projected instantaneously on a large screen — via an overhead projector.

The new technique promises dramatic improvement in the presentation of business, training and educational courses.

Data from one PC monitor can now be controlled comfortably and simultaneously by 30 people in a room — or by 300 in a hall.

The first monochrome LCD panels were launched in SA last August. The first colour panel — from the US computer and educational aid company, Telex Communications — appeared on the domestic scene a few months ago.

Several firms are competing for an LC panel market running into millions of rand.

ETA Audiovisual, distributors of the Telex products, has already sold 220, says MD Brian Blows. Of these, about a third have gone to educational and training organisations. The rest have been bought mainly by financial institutions where a lot of people need to keep track simultaneously of what’s going on.

The LCD panel — called a palette — is not much bigger than A4 size. It fits on top of the projector. “You plug in your computer and whatever appears on the monitor comes up as a mirror image on the palette,” says Blows. “It’s then thrown on to the larger screen by the projector.”

The size and distance of the projected image can be varied by using lenses of different focal length in the overhead projector.

The “real time” projection allows complete and immediate audience involvement.

The new system comes with a hand-held remote control that allows the presenter to control the presentation almost 10m from the PC.

All the LCD units on offer work with overhead projectors which transmit light from below the panel, says Blows. They do not work with reflective-type projectors where the light comes from above.

“Should people already have a suitable overhead projector, we will credit them with the difference.”

One model that ETA distributes is designed for IBM and IBM-compatible computers, the other for Apple machines. “We’ve found there are a few computers that LCD panels will not work with,” he says.

A unit to fit Lap Top computers that do not have a slot for an interface card is expected to be available before the end of July.

Litigation support

INDUSTRIAL courts are expected to be a popular area, says Andrew Levy & Associates, and legal professionals are beginning to need special litigation training if they hope to be effective in this field.

As part of its litigation support service, the industrial relations training and consulting firm — a member of Don Gray Computer Holdings (DGCH) — is offering two-day seminars on practical industrial relations for legal professionals.

Designed for attorneys, clerks and allied members of the legal fraternity, the courses are presented by well-known industrial relations consultants. Among them: Professor Andrew Levy, MD of AL & A and joint MD of DGCH, and Tim Shilling, previously a practising labour attorney and currently a labour consultant.

Course objectives are to provide the necessary background for delegates to assess and predict patterns of union behaviour, and to enable them to develop practical skills in conflict handling and conflict resolution.

“Litigation support — practical assistance to clients before and after unionisation.”

Levy says the workshops emphasize case studies, with comment and discussion from course leaders.

“We aim also to promote an understanding of the economics of wage bargaining, and of the way in which unions use power in negotiations.” Levy says.

Topics dealt with in depth include:

- Wage Bargaining — the economics of wage structures and wage negotiation patterns.
- Strike contouring — a method of tactical analysis for better decisions in con-
'800 houses have to be built per working day'

The Vaal Triangle was particularly fortunate in that all the land needed for housing development in the foreseeable future had been designated by the Government for that purpose.

Private enterprise could therefore now go ahead safely to acquire the land and develop it, said Mr John Knoetze, deputy Director of Manpower Administration, addressing a symposium on "Job creation in the Vaal Triangle" in Vereeniging yesterday.

To accommodate an extra 7 million people in South Africa by the turn of the century, Mr Knoetze remarked: "We would need at least 1 million modest dwellings in addition to an estimated backlog of 900 000 houses for blacks."

He said as a result 800 houses had to be completed per working day for the rest of the century.

Discussing the housing challenge, Mr Knoetze said the disadvantages included a shortage of skilled manpower, particularly among blacks, and mainly in the artisan, technician and entrepreneurial fields.

"We have the land we need for housing and urbanisation. And provided we manage our economy judiciously, we could raise the finance needed to fund the manufacturing industries which are to provide and process the raw materials required in the construction programmes."
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Minister says engineering needs rationalisation

By Claire Robertson, Pretoria Bureau

South Africa faced a serious shortage of trained civil engineers, the Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr Danie Steyn, told the eighth five-yearly convention of the SA Institute of Civil Engineers in Pretoria yesterday.

Pointing out that the University of Stellenbosch had only 17 first-year students in the engineering faculty, he proposed a rationalisation of engineering faculties at universities to offset State subsidy costs and promote the more efficient use of manpower.

Since 1981 there had been a decline in the number of civil engineers in the country — from 5 824 economically active civil engineers in that year to a meagre 4 950 in 1987”, he said.

“What is even more interesting is that there were only 40 registered professional female civil engineers in 1987, 27 coloured males, 23 Asian males and 14 black males.

“The answer perhaps lies in recruiting more students from other racial groups,” he said.

Mr Steyn said the field of civil engineering technicans was also “totally understocked”. This field of work could provide numerous jobs and fulfil the need for skilled labour, he said:

“We must thoroughly examine the rationalisation of our country’s engineering faculties.

“The running cost of an engineering faculty is about R5,76 million a year, of which the State subsidises about R4,03 million. Add to this the R15 million of laboratory equipment, which has to be replaced every five to six years, and you will see that engineering is one of the most expensive courses of study.”

He said the seven engineering faculties and the two semi-engineering faculties in the country cost the State about R36 million a year.
ARGUS managing director, newspaper division, Mr Peter Maclean receives an honorary award from BMF's past president, Mr Lloyd Ndlovu and the current president, Mr Don Mkhwenazi during a ceremony at Shareworld, Johannesburg, this week.

Crying need for black managers

AT LEAST 68 black managers have to be trained every day so that South Africa can be fully developed by the year 2000.

The chairman of the Johannesburg branch of the Black Management Forum, Mrs Sebokolo Mohajane, called on the corporate world to train blacks in an attempt to end apartheid.

She was addressing guests to honour 22 Founding Corporate Members of BMF during a ceremony held at Shareworld Gold Club in Johannesburg this week.

The Argus Printing Publishing Company Ltd., owners of the Sowetan, was among the companies honoured at this glittering occasion attended by leaders from various walks of life.

Mrs Mohajane said there were about 10,000 black managers compared to more than 61,750 white managers in South Africa and she attributed the disparity to apartheid.

BMF's president, Mr Don Mkwanzlizi, said the Government should abolish the Group Areas Act so that black business could play a meaningful role in the country's economy.

Chief Executive of Eskom, Mr I C McRae, said the BMF must be the facilitator between the black community and the employers.

"Help us to identify talent and we shall take them to make skilled workers, professionals and managers of them. South Africa needs them," he said.
SKILLS SHORTAGE

Are standards declining?

The shortage of skills in the information technology industry is reaching chronic proportions, with fears that standards in both the public and private sectors could be undermined.

At one end of the scale the Post Office, as the country’s single largest provider of electronics skills, is having its staff poached in “drover” by the private sector.

In turn, it is claimed the private sector is so short of qualified computer personnel that programming standards have fallen far below the international average. A negative side effect of the shortage is that people of limited competence are commanding disproportionately high remuneration for carrying out even mundane work.

Part of the problem is, undoubtedly, that the cream of SA’s computer professional is being skimmed off by the lure of attractive opportunities abroad which cannot be matched locally. But in some quarters, it is believed that the effects of this have been exaggerated.

Brett Botha, divisional manager in charge of personnel at Nixdorf SA, says the real problem is far more fundamental than emigration of key people.

“‘The real cause is the vicious circle which begins with the lack of training programmes provided by both the public and private sectors,” he says. “There is a total lack of planning of skills acquisition. Many middle managers suffer from tunnel vision, which results in little or no long-term planning in terms of skills acquisition. The effect is that companies have a diminishing pool of resources from which to meet their needs — trainees are taken on only as a last resort.’”

Botha suggests that companies plan their skills acquisition through long-term training programmes at least two years in advance, but notes sadly: “Most firms seem to base skills acquisition through long-term training by crisis.”

There is a flaw in the local philosophy of moving successful technical staff into middle-management positions, he says.

“These promotions are often unsuccessful unless one manager works as a bag carrier to another manager in order to learn new sets of skills such as budgeting, forecasting and job delegation. Many companies throw technically competent people into managerial positions with potentially disastrous results. If technologists are to be promoted into managerial positions, it is only prudent to assess the person’s sensitivity to the running of the company as a whole.”

An alternative, he says, is to give technologists the management status and perks while keeping them in positions where their skills can best be used.

But while this may reduce depletion among the technical ranks, where do the managers come from?”
PRETORIA — Some state services are threatened with disruption unless there is a quick turnaround in the resignation rate in the public service.

Public Servants Association (PSA) chairman Colin Cameron said yesterday the private sector with its higher pay levels for equivalent qualifications was proving a powerful lure for skilled government workers trapped in a pay freeze.

Cameron was commenting on a survey carried out by private sector consultants, which showed 33 000 posts were vacant.

The survey showed not only are private sector organisations ignoring government’s plea for salary hike moderation, but increases last year averaged 14.6%, and so far this year 15%.

The survey covered five state departments and found a staff shortage of about 13%.

The consultants found the public sector salary backlog was between 25% and 35% and, according to the PSA, by the start of the new financial year the figure would be around 35%.

Commission for Administration chairman Johan de Beer said the number of empty posts — 33 000 of a total establishment of nearly 600 000 — obviously caused concern, but the greatest concern was the loss of qualified staff.

This raised a short-term problem for the public sector.

In the medium and long term, the private sector would be adversely affected as, without the skills, the public sector would have great difficulty in maintaining standards and providing the necessary infrastructure for economic growth.

De Beer added that the question of salaries would be given a high priority next year.

See Page 3
Skilled labour shortage

The company's manpower policy is aimed at optimal utilisation of all its human resources and, therefore, at the development of all workers to their full potential.

Management will place emphasis on labour relations, particularly with a view to improved communications.

A shortage of skilled labour remains one of Alfa's major problems and it is envisaged that this shortage will not be reduced in the near future.

The first six months of this year was a period of consolidation and rationalisation of production facilities. In addition, the company restructured its marketing and administrative infrastructure to accommodate increased volumes.

Although it is competing in an extremely tough environment, management is satisfied that the company will achieve taxed earnings in 1983 which will exceed that of 1987 by at least the inflation rate.

A view of the extensive factory premises at Alfapark, Benoni.
Train Blacks Call To Firms
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Search method of recruitment is best

By Derek Tommey

South Africans were not being fair to themselves when they blamed the skills shortage in this country on the 'brain drain', says Mr Steven Finkel, an American specialist in 'search' methods of job placement.

He believed that the people with the desired skills were available in South Africa. But this country had to develop the techniques to find them and ensure they landed up in the right jobs.

These techniques were already being widely used overseas, and especially in the United States.

Along with South Africa, most Western countries also believed, because of the growth in their economies and the drop in their birth rates, that they also had a shortage of skilled people, said Mr Finkel. But it was not a real shortage.

It would be foolish to say that the 'brain drain' was not a factor in this country, but it was only small one.

South Africa still had some of the finest business, financial and medical minds in the world. However, there was not necessarily a correlation between a person's ability to do his job extremely well and to put himself into a career position and utilise his talents to the full.

This was where the companies and their recruiting agencies had a role to fill.

There was nothing wrong with the traditional British system of advertising for candidates and making a selection from the applications when you have lots to select from. But as the number of applicants declined it became less effective.

"Often when you advertise these days all you get is the best of the unemployed, the best of the unhappy and the best of the unskilled."

So, although the personnel agencies were extremely good at selecting, when they were seeing the best people they were seeing the best of what?

An answer which had worked most effectively in the United States was the concept of search.

The aim was to identify the best talent and the high achiever. Such a person was unlikely to answer an advertisement, but was available if approached properly.

Search was used in more than half the new appointments in the United States these days.

Mr Finkel has been brought to South Africa by the Association for Personnel Service Organisations (APSO) to speak at training conferences in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town.

He has been president of the Professional Search Seminars for the past six years. He is regarded as the industry's leading trainer.

"I am here to teach APSO how search is applied, and to help overcome the perceived shortage of skills and get excellent people into positions where they can really do the best job," he said.
Poverty Trap Stalls Growth
MANPOWER MIRROR by JULIE WALKER

A tough grounding, but high rewards

CHARTERED accountancy is highly regarded in South Africa. It offers guaranteed employment, increasing remuneration and high social status.

On the downside, CAs who remain in auditing with a view to becoming partners of the firm have to work hard to stave off monotony.

SA's auditing groups are loosely divided into the Big Eight, medium and small companies. The Big Eight are regarded as the training ground for executives who progress to mining house and large corporations.

REGIONAL

However, the element of entrepreneurship is sometimes absent from the large firms. Medium-sized firms, like Kessel Feinstein (KF), allow me to observe a day in the life of a chartered accountant.

By Julie Walker

KF prides itself on the people who have left as well as those who have stayed. There are 70 partners and directors in the management services division spread throughout six regional offices.

CONCERN

Top names who have passed through KF's system include Donny Gordon, Louis Shill, Manny Simchowitz, Jeff Lieberman, Derek Keyes and Bruce Mclean.

Managing partner Malcolm Segal says: "We regard every employee as a potential client, and render a high-quality service."

Mr Segal says the number of qualified people leaving the auditing profession has always been a cause for concern.

"They are often tempted away by our clients because we nurture an entrepreneurial flair throughout our activities."

It takes hard work and dedication to pass the examinations set by the SA Institute of Chartered Accountants because the standard is high.

Mr Segal says many people believe a quota system exists for the number of candidates passing the examination, but the claim is not true.

Last year only 46% passed; this year it was 51%. KF boasts 18 passes out of 22.

To reach a standard at which the examination may be taken is demanding. A school leaver can follow several courses. He can enter a university, studying towards a three-year Bachelor of Commerce Degree, which is followed by a Bachelor of Accounting course. This course can be taken full time over a year or part time over two years.

After this the graduate will join a firm of auditors and serve his articles for three years. In this time he will write the board's examinations.

He has five chances of passing, after which he is deemed to have lost out on the state of the art and must resume academic study.

Alternatively, a school leaver may join a firm of auditors directly. The firm will sponsor him to study part time or through correspondence. He will serve five years' articles of clerkship.

STANDARDS

Human resources partner Peter Kramer is encouraged by the number of girls entering accounting. At Wits University, almost half the students are female. But the growing number of blacks is hampered by their poor earlier education.

"Not all black universities are allowed to submit candidates to write the board exams and graduates from such universities are faced with yet more study to attain the required standard," says Mr Kramer.

Of the 22 black candidates who wrote the examinations this year, three passed. This raised the number of black CAs by 19% to 19.

The CA's Eden Trust has been established to raise funds for underprivileged students of high ability to redress the imbalance.

Malcolm Segal ... every employee a potential client

I wondered what the auditors did all day. They are expected to be out of the office serving clients at least 80% of the time.

The whole point of auditing is to allow an independent party — the chartered accountant — to arrive at an opinion regarding the fairness or otherwise of the client's financial statements.

An audit team is headed by a partner and led by a manager or supervisor. Junior auditors and the supervisor check the figures, but the entire team draws up an audit plan.

The rate charged varies from R50 an hour for the services of a vacation student to as much as R200 for the top consultant. Obviously, the lower down the line the less a problem can be solved, the cheaper it is for the client.

Should a difference of opinion arise between the auditors and the directors it must be reported in the company's annual financial statements. An opinion of the effect of the different way of stating the figures must also be given.

KF runs an internal training course which has three major objectives. It must ensure that the standard is kept up, it aims to improve efficiency and it trains the employee to render top-quality service.

Much of the work can become tedious and the introduction of computerised methods is advancing.

A KF special is TIFs — techniques for improving profitability. Malcolm Segal says: "When I was an audit check I often saw areas where the client could do better and wondered why things were done in an inefficient way."

"Nowadays KF staff offer their suggestions to the client."

Auditors are no longer seen and not heard.

Mr Segal says the training programme concentrates on the four A's — able, articulate, ambitious and assertive. His role is to retain the partnership's credibility and to keep everybody up to date.

"An accountant out of the scene for 18 months is virtually obsolete. There have been many changes, particularly in the legal field, much of it retrospective. One cannot be in tune unless one keeps abreast of the times."

KF is the SA member of Horwath & Horwath International.

Mr Segal believes it is crucial to maintain international links in order to serve clients effectively.

Senior partner Julius Feinstein says he has spent a long time consulting clients and partners alike.

"We strive to reach professional excellence and I hope my years of experience contribute to that aim."

The four A's of accounting

BEFORE I went to KF, I wondered what the auditors did all day. They are expected to be out of the office serving clients at least 80% of the time.

The whole point of auditing is to allow an independent party — the chartered accountant — to arrive at an opinion regarding the fairness or otherwise of the client's financial statements.

An audit team is headed by a partner and led by a manager or supervisor. Junior auditors and the supervisor check the figures, but the entire team draws up an audit plan.

The rate charged varies from R50 an hour for the services of a vacation student to as much as R200 for the top consultant. Obviously, the lower down the line the less a problem can be solved, the cheaper it is for the client.

Should a difference of opinion arise between the auditors and the directors it must be reported in the company's annual financial statements. An opinion of the effect of the different way of stating the figures must also be given.

KF runs an internal training course which has three major objectives. It must ensure that the standard is kept up, it aims to improve efficiency and it trains the employee to render top-quality service.

Much of the work can become tedious and the introduction of computerised methods is advancing. A KF special is TIFs — techniques for improving profitability. Malcolm Segal says: "When I was an audit check I often saw areas where the client could do better and wondered why things were done in an inefficient way."

"Nowadays KF staff offer their suggestions to the client."

Auditors are no longer seen and not heard.

Mr Segal says the training programme concentrates on the four A's — able, articulate, ambitious and assertive. His role is to retain the partnership's credibility and to keep everybody up to date.

"An accountant out of the scene for 18 months is virtually obsolete. There have been many changes, particularly in the legal field, much of it retrospectively. One cannot be in tune unless one keeps abreast of the times."

KF is the SA member of Horwath & Horwath International.

Mr Segal believes it is crucial to maintain international links in order to serve clients effectively.

Senior partner Julius Feinstein says he has spent a long time consulting clients and partners alike.

"We strive to reach professional excellence and I hope my years of experience contribute to that aim."

The four A's of accounting
Skills shortage not due to brain drain

Financial Editor

THE shortage of management and other skills in SA is not due to the brain drain, says Steve Finkel, a leading US personnel trainer visiting Cape Town this week.

"I have seen this kind of market before in other countries where the economy is growing while the white birthrate is declining. It is happening in the US, Canada, Mexico, Central America and other countries where there is no brain drain.

"Countries can get by in times of recession but when the economy starts expanding they need more skilled people and the supply is not there."

The answer, Finkel suggests, is for personnel consultants actively to seek out people of all races with abilities they are not developing to their full potential. He believes there are many people whose abilities are being wasted because they are not good at promoting their careers.

"Through his Search system, personnel consultants should build up a reservoir of high achievers 'who are good at what they are doing', who could be approached when the right vacancy came along.

Finkel said personnel consultants in SA were of a high standard, but they obtained staff by advertising and then making a selection for the employer to interview.

"If you advertise you do not get top people. The answers you get come from people who are either unemployed, unqualified or unhappy in their jobs."

"But if you actively go out, through Search, and look for high achievers you will find the right people who may not be highly qualified academically.

"You may find a person who is doing a fine job but reports to someone who is aged only 38, which means that promotion prospects are slim. Such a person may be happy to move to another job with better prospects."

Asked to elaborate on his statement that a declining white birthrate was causing a shortage of skills in the US, Finkel said that blacks made up only a small proportion of the total population.

But as whites moved up to better positions, opportunities were created for blacks also moving up the ladder to get to the top. It was due to this that the black middle class had emerged in the US.

Emphasizing that he was not concerned with political factors, Finkel said it would be a mistake for blacks not to start at the bottom of the ladder and acquire experience on the way up.

"It is self-defeating to move someone into a position he is not qualified to handle."
THE greater use of female labour on the mines could alleviate shortages of skilled labour in the industry, Gencor OFS and Evander gold mines MD Gary Maude said yesterday.

He noted the liberalisation of the mines, giving black workers access to more skilled work, had not extended to women, leaving discrimination against them in force.

Maude said in terms of the law, women were not allowed underground or on a mine at night unless they had obtained an exemption from the relevant Minister.

Government Mining Engineer Jan Raath said although a number of exemptions had been applied for, none had been granted.

He said SA was a signatory to an International Labour Organisation agreement recommending women did not work underground.

Raath said several informal representations had been made by the mining industry requesting the scrapping of the law, especially where it affected specialised posts.

Maude said the Act prevented women doing certain technical jobs that the US experience showed they were physically capable of.
Send forces into Namibia
SA short of highly skilled

PRETORIA - A dearth of highly skilled manpower, particularly at technical and managerial levels, and an abundance of semi-skilled and unskilled labour, very much under-employed.

Of the 10-million potentially active only about 10% had a standard 10 or higher qualification. For whites it was 47%, coloureds 5%, Asians 16% and blacks below 1%.

In First World countries the executive class constituted 7% of the economically active. In SA 2%, the highly skilled 33% versus 9% in SA; semi-skilled 40% versus 35%; and unskilled 20% versus 53%.

Authorities claimed the skills pattern in SA continued to deteriorate because of a population growing at a rate higher than the GNP rate and inadequate upgrading of manpower through education and training.

Politicians talked glibly about introducing equal education for all, but it was clear, using traditional methods, "we don't have the financial resources to achieve equal education at the present white education level".
SA faces shortage of chemical engineers

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA - SA's political situation and the low value of the rand had meant a traditional overseas source of chemical engineering manpower had virtually dried up, Cape Town University's DM Fraser said here yesterday.

Fraser said at the SA Institution of Chemical Engineers conference at the CSIR that even those accepting employment eventually never came to SA.

This coupled with a decline in the number of students entering chemical engineering over the last few years had led to an increasing gap in the demand-supply situation.

SA chemical engineering departments were understaffed relative to those in other countries. Lecturers were faced with large teaching loads, increasing pressure to produce research and low salaries, he said.

Swapo lost 14
How to train more engineers

Education Reporter

South Africa must sharply increase its output of professional engineers. The way to do so is by rationalising existing engineering faculties at universities instead of creating more, Dr P J D Lloyd, group technology manager for an engineering company, said today.

He was speaking at the "People for Research and Development" conference in Pretoria.

He said the average cost to the taxpayer of producing an engineer at the professional level was about R70 000.

However, if a university produced only 10 or so engineers a year, it incurred costs at a similar rate to a university producing several hundred, and the costs per engineer were 10 or more times higher.

Closing an inefficient faculty, he added, might release some 20 trained staff and perhaps R15 million, sufficient to boost graduate output by 25 percent or 300 engineers each year at no additional cost.
SA scientists and engineers ‘to stay in short supply’

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — The demand for scientists and engineers would exceed supply in the foreseeable future, Sasol technology GM A Brink said.

Speaking at the People for Research and Development conference, he stressed for industry to grow it needed dedicated manpower in the fields of science and engineering.

Industry should do all in its power to see it attracted its fair share of trained manpower.

“...industry should do all in its power to see it attracted its fair share of trained manpower. And it must see it not only keeps them but also — and this is perhaps the most difficult — keeps them alive.”

Scientific and engineering faculties at most SA universities were understaffed in terms of quality and quantity.

The explanation, apart from the fact that SA had too many universities, lay in the disparity in salaries between tertiary educational institutions and non-academic organisations.

P J D Lloyd technical manager Edward Batemans said government had suggested nationalisation of engineering education by closing some faculties.

The average cost to the taxpayer of producing a professional engineer was R70 000.

However, if a university produced only 10 or so engineers a year it incurred costs at a similar rate to a university producing several hundred and the cost an engineer would be 10 or more times higher.

The case for nationalisation had never been stronger, and the case for creating yet more faculties to serve sectional interest had never been weaker.
CSIR warns on R & D

PRETORIA — Highly skilled manpower had to come from the small First-World pool of the population, a pool in which all the professions were fishing, CSIR chemical manufacturing technology director A Pizzi said yesterday.

Speaking at the "people for research and development" conference, he said research needed its share of the crop but unless drastic steps to improve the reward of research scientists were taken "we're not going to get them".

Pizzi said: "We, the diminishing First-World component of the population, will determine whether SA becomes a Utopia or an Ethiopia."

Top research scientists in natural sciences and agriculture were as necessary as top people in all other professions and must be valued as such, if problems facing SA were to be properly tackled.

The First World had tried to solve Third-World problems by providing billions of dollars of aid.

Pizzi said: "Vast amounts of foreign aid pumped into the Third World was like a rain storm on overgrazed land — instead of creating growth it caused soil erosion, destroying instead of sustaining the potential for growth and development."

Agriculture and Water-Supply superintendent-general A Heyns said it had become obvious that SA could not afford the luxury of an agricultural research establishment for each "Own Affairs" administration.

For this reason, an investigation had been launched into what could pave the way for the establishment of an agricultural research council outside the central government service structure.

Heyns said it was imperative that agricultural research efforts be intensified.
GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — President P W Botha will be informed by top scientists of the need for short-, medium- and long-term plans to develop scientific manpower and technology.

CSIR president CF Garbers said critical areas for development in the scientific field, and factors affecting economic growth, were identified at this week's R & D conference.

Analyses of world trends in science and technology were made by speakers who stressed the tendency towards high-level manpower at the expense of less-skilled workers.

Manpower quality instead of quantity was the trend in First World countries.

The delegation will comprise: Garbers, Pretoria University rector Danie Jonkheer, Ikecor and IC chairman Marius de Waal, and Professor Pieter de Lange, of the Human Sciences Research Council.
MORE than 200 black accountants will converge on the Boulevard Hotel in Pretoria this weekend for a soul-searching exercise that will focus on the acute shortage of black management accountants in the country.

Delegates from the Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa (Abasa) regions will formulate strategies for survival as well as explore ways and means in which economic advancement and empowerment can be achieved.

The conference, whose theme is "Black Economic Empowerment - A challenge", will be addressed by leaders from local and international business, political and trade unions forums.

The question of economic empowerment is crucial among blacks today and the concept was analysed by the National African Fede-
Another Tutu tape

CAPE TOWN — Police took possession yesterday of a second tape of Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s contentious sermon at St George’s Cathedral in Cape Town on Sunday.

Law and Order spokesman Lt Peet Botha confirmed two senior police officers had visited the Argus newspaper yesterday with a search warrant. A reporter’s tape recording was handed over to them. — Sapa.

PRETORIA — PSA puts public service staff shortages at 12% (G)

The public service manpower shortage is put at about 12%, or 33 500 workers, by the Public Servants’ Association.

It adds that in some groups the shortage is serious. The main shortages are in the Registrar of Companies office, magistrates’ courts and State prosecutor’s office.

The association says in its official organ the first to go were quality personnel and it was clear the red light had begun to flicker.

The PSA says a national manpower commission investigation showed that by the year 2000 there would be a shortage of 238 000 workers with tertiary qualifications.
Study plan to train accountants

CAMILLE KRAEPLIN

A NATIONAL campaign to address the shortage of management accountants in SA has been launched by the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (Cima), an international accountancy body.

Student sponsorship programmes, geared to train matriculants of all races, will be run in Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth next year. In addition, a number of universities have implemented or are designing courses in line with the Cima curriculum, said Dilane Schneider, administrative officer of Cima in Johannesburg.

The student sponsorship programme will introduce suitable candidates to sponsoring companies. Firms will undertake to finance one year of full-time college study in management accountancy and then employ candidates while they continue their studies on a part-time basis.

The programme was initiated in Johannesburg this year and will be implemented in Durban and Port Elizabeth next year.

Most students study now by means of correspondence courses or home study packs.
A bleak future

In an era of economic isolation and serious skills shortages, the local computer market is neither large enough nor the industry sufficiently developed to entertain local manufacture on a significant scale.

This was the grim message delivered to the SA Institute of Chartered Accountants national action committee for computer au-

diting symposium on management of information into the Nineties by PE Corporate Services MD Martin Westcott.

Economic constraints may be expected to force companies to spend less on IT and computer power, resulting in downsizing large mainframes installations to mid-range, and mid-range installations to more powerful PCs. Both these trends, coupled with an international trend towards “leaner and meaner” organisations, will demand a more flexible and versatile approach.

Greater flexibility will also be needed to handle the tremendous diversity of software, languages, systems, and machines, which make the information technology field inherently inefficient at grassroots level.

However, a major move toward industry standards and integration must be on the cards in future, says Westcott. Once this happens, SA’s IT industry will have the opportunity to build some very effective, innovative inter-organisational structures and cross departmental teams.

Among the obstacles facing the industry are the brain drain and high staff turnover. By the turn of the century, he says, SA will have more than half a million unfilled managerial, professional and technical posts — many of them in the data processing (DP) and information technology (IT) industries.

“Companies suffering most are those not training and replenishing specialist staff,” he says. “The result is often a vicious circle with inadequate training leading to productivity drops which worsen the shortage situation. Added to this is the fact that advances in technology suggest that staff working in this field will need retraining more frequently (every two years has been suggested just for technology updates) than in other areas.

On the positive side, Westcott points to the high degree of computer literacy being taught at tertiary and even secondary education levels. This provides an excellent background to those now entering the business world, he says.

Nevertheless, the only long-term solution to meeting the need for skilled manpower, he says, is a massive educational initiative mounted by companies and/or industry groups rather than government.

“Government has an obvious role to play, particularly in facilitating the educational process to secondary and even tertiary level. But the State has limited knowledge of industry training needs and its record in this area is, at best, patchy. Industry level solutions to some of these problems are likely to be found in improved, more innovative and sustained training systems, plus more flexible use of existing resources.”

Westcott ... State has limited knowledge of industry training needs
only skills wastage

No skills shortage

Computers/Edited by Terry

MANY Management Information
SA must reverse drain of engineers

By Clare Harper

It was likely that less than 40 percent of present university civil engineering graduates would remain active as civil engineers in South Africa until retirement, the South African Institution of Civil Engineers heard yesterday.

Professor D Sparks of the University of Cape Town said it was recognised that a developing country required a large group of technicians who could work together with engineers to further the technical expertise of the nation.

He was speaking at a workshop on tertiary education in civil engineering attended by about 150 SAICE members yesterday.

Professor Sparks said that prior to the introduction of bursaries, which tied a graduate to return to the profession for about three years, civil engineering lost about 50 percent of its graduates to other business enterprises.

Recent events, he said, had caused a significant proportion of graduates to emigrate and certain students had avoided taking bursaries in order to facilitate emigration prior to possible military service.

The brighter students had also found it easier to enter post-graduate business degrees and to change to other professions, he said.

Professor Sparks said there was an urgent need to address the status of the civil engineering field and to assist the status of the professional engineer to avoid the lure of other important professions.

Participants also recognised the need to:

- Improve the remuneration of lecturers to prevent standards dropping.
- Enforce strict standards for entrance requirements.
- Consider the possibility of a single unified institution or engineering school to rationalise tertiary education.
- Students from disadvantaged education backgrounds should be provided with opportunities to come into contact with professional environments.
- It should be easier for students to change from technikons to universities and vice-versa.

The participants unanimously agreed that institutions should not be racially orientated.
Skilled labour crisis predicted

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — There will be a shortage of 200,000 skilled workers in South Africa by the year 2000 if the annual average growth rate is 2%, according to a recent publication by the SA Institute of Race Relations.

The current recession has led industry as a whole to cut back on skills training, especially for blacks on whom the country will be dependent by 2000, said institute researcher Ms Monica Bot.

A sustained upturn in the economy would uncover shortages in several industries, notably the construction, agriculture and nursing, she said.

Several employers interviewed by Bot expected a shortage of skilled personnel with only a marginal improvement in the economy. Others predicted that the development of large scale projects such as the Lesotho Highlands Water scheme would add to this skilled labour shortage.

A major reason for these expected shortages was the structure of the present educational system, said Ms Bot.

Waste of funds because of segregated institutions and poor educational standards in the African education system limited the number of students that could enter technical education institutions.

The number of African students at university far exceeds the number in technical institutions, and white education is aimed at a general rather than a technical education, she said.

"Only 10% of SA's workforce is being trained in a technical field."

A solution could only be found if "industry substantially increased its emphasis on skills training", she said.
Chris Beltouacos (left) and Anthony Rudeton have been appointed to the board of The Lion Match Co.

Motor industry faces labour shortage

By BRUCE WILLAN

The motor industry is facing a critical shortage of skilled workshop technicians which demands swift corrective action by the major motor manufacturers, according to Nissan's service department GM Marinus Parlee.

Of the 1115 apprentices entering the industry last year only 120 wanted to train as workshop technicians.

Parlee says this is insufficient to meet the industry's needs and the problem is compounded by the fact that historically, only 46% of the apprentice intake remains within the industry.

This is illustrated by the fact that of the 129 apprentices entering the course for workshop technicians last year, 30 decided to leave the trade believing white-collar jobs offer better opportunities.

In an effort to reverse this critical situation, Nissan is upgrading an introducing incentive schemes for dealer technicians and support for technical schools and colleges.

Parlee adds that Nissan will provide training for apprentices at its Roslyn factory.

At present Nissan is tapping both black and white technical colleges as well as the pool of national servicemen.
Foreign doctors recruited

MARRITZBURG. — About 30 foreign doctors are expected to fill posts in Natal and KwaZulu’s rural hospitals next year, while South African doctors applying for posts at KwaZulu hospitals may be jobless.

A delegation of Natal and KwaZulu officials returned last week from a trip to Europe to recruit young doctors for understaffed hospitals.

According to Mr Val Volker, Natal MEC for Hospitals, only 40% of posts at KwaZulu’s rural hospitals have been filled, while at Natal’s rural hospitals, 20-30% of the posts are vacant.

At KwaZulu’s regional hospitals, seconded doctors financed by the Department of Development Aid, may be refused jobs as government purse strings are tightened. — Sapa
THE need for more education and training in the technical field has been highlighted by two experts.

The first is authoress Monica Bot in a publication entitled Training on Separate Tracks. She says there will not be enough skilled workers to underpin economic growth unless there are dramatic improvements in black education, particularly technical.

On present trends, with only a 2% average annual growth rate, by the year 2000 there will be a shortage of 200,000 skilled workers. Her view is similar to predictions by Manpower Minister Pietra du Plessis.

She says that by 2000, 77% of the economically active population will be African and only 11% white.

Although SA will then depend on skilled black workers and managers who should now be in training, Miss Bot says the recession has led industry as a whole to cut spending on training. Another problem is the emphasis on academic schooling and a general lack of interest in vocational education among students of all races.

"While skills training is becoming a growing priority, only 10% of South Africa's manpower is being trained in a technical field while 75% should be trained to meet manpower requirements."

KwaZulu Training Trust managing director Brian Stewart looks at the importance of training artisans in the December issue of the IPM journal.

Describing the artisan as a dying breed, Mr Stewart says that to replace him it is important to assess industry needs in the light of changing technology, the cost of training and the appropriate skills.

He paints a gloomy picture of SA — a decline of 3.5% in the number of people employed in manufacturing industries since 1989, a fall of 5.5% in real output in them, and an average annual "growth rate" of gross domestic product per capita from 1991 to 1996 of minus 2.1%.

"As the investment in plant, equipment and facilities for apprentice training is high and training is by its very nature a long-term process, employers, industry boards and institutional training bodies will have to re-assess their responsibilities in light of future trends in the provision of skilled workers for the South African economy."
MARBURG — Provincial hospitals in Natal were experiencing a general shortage of staff, Hospital Services chief director Dr Charles Roper said at the weekend.

He said it was "extremely difficult" to create additional posts because of the state's decision not to increase the number of public servants.

Pressure was being put on all hospitals and there was a tremendous increase in the workload. With the economic downturn, more people were going to provincial hospitals.

"The only source of nursing staff (for the new hospitals) will be provincial hospitals," Roper said.

An organisation, Friends of Grey's, is to hold a public meeting here on January 16 to form a group of volunteers to help out in the wards and the out-patient department at Grey's Hospital thus relieving some of the pressure on hospital staff.
Company is to train airline pilots

DURBAN — A company has been formed to train commercial pilots in an attempt to avert critical shortages.

It is estimated that at least 35 pilots will have to come into the industry each year over the next two decades.

In recent years the commercial aviation industry has suffered a growing loss of pilots to South African Airways and international airlines. In addition, during the past seven years, many SAA pilots have resigned in dissatisfaction over working conditions and salaries and taken up more lucrative contracts overseas.

In an attempt to avert a crisis, the Airline Pilots’ Training Association (Apta) is to establish a training school for airline pilots.

In the past, it was necessary for pilots to have a commercial licence before they could join SAA. However, the Apta training programme will eventually offer a school leaver full training, which is estimated to cost up to R200 000 for each pilot.

Mr Pieter van Hoven, managing director of a leading commercial airline, Comair, says: “Historically, SAA has not been involved in the training of pilots and has relied on pilots from the private sector and the air force.

“The expansion of the airline industry and the recent increase in the number of local pilots who have left to join overseas airlines have led to airlines’ deciding to consider training commercial pilots.”

Discussions between SAA and commercial airlines had been under way for 12 months before the formation of Apta last month, he said.

The association’s intention is to train pilots to commercial licence standard for entry into the airlines. It hopes this will avert future pilot shortages.

According to World Airnews, official journal of the Commercial Aviation Association of Southern Africa, Apta has already studied overseas pilots’ training colleges.

Existing training schools will not be put at a disadvantage because students will be sent to schools selected by Apta.

Mr van Hoven said the cost of training pilots would be borne by the industry.

“Initially, young pilots who have their commercial licence but lack the experience to work for an airline, will be taken on. Later, Apta will accept candidates with less experience and will ultimately train pilots from scratch.”
There's a price on training

LOOKING at the training programmes which have emerged recently, it would appear that some people are taking advantage of the skills shortage.

But are standards being maintained? Drake Computer Training Course manager Katrina Berridge believes they are not, saying the competitive market has resulted in a lowering of training standards, along with a drop in prices charged for courses.

"Potential students should understand that computer training, if executed correctly, cannot be a cheap exercise. They should investigate low-cost training schemes in an effort to determine the standard and level of training they're being offered."

In spite of the mushrooming of computer training establishments countrywide, reputable institutions, with professional instructors who offer hot-line telephonic support to graduates, are rare.

REASON

"The current trend in the market place—a poor reflection on the computer industry—is to cut the duration of courses and increase the number of students per class."

The shortage of trained and experienced computer personnel in South Africa is well known, and is one reason why many companies are jumping on the band-wagon and introducing low-cost, low-standard courses.

The lack of good financial managers is a problem. A university which launches a course to alleviate the shortage should be encouraged.

Pretoria University has launched a programme to educate potential financial managers by way of a manager of commerce (MComm) programme.

The course has been developed in management accounting and financial management to offer participants a structured exposure to a wide variety of topics.

Knowledge of Johannesburg Stock Exchange rules and regulations, capital and money markets, financial policies, information management and corporate reporting are a few of the subjects in the course.

The programme aims to build on the academic and professional accounting backgrounds of participants.
Sits vac by the hundreds

ROLL up, roll up, jobs galore.
That's the message from today's Business Times and personnel agencies countrywide.
The improved economy, increased confidence, reviving company profits and neglected training have combined to cause an acute shortage of executive, professional and skilled technical people.
Business Times, for years an accurate barometer of the job market, today publishes its record-equalling edition — 52 pages — thanks to a flood of job advertisements.

Explosion
Renwick Group, the largest management agency in South Africa, reports that demand for personnel this month has been the strongest ever.
Chief executive Charles Rowlinson says there has been an explosion in the number of clients and the number of advertisements they seek to place.
"It would appear that people are more confident and prepared to move out of their jobs and seek employment with other companies.
"The big bonuses paid at the end of 1988 have given them mobility. The skills shortage means there is a huge demand for professional people."
Many companies trimmed staff ruthlessly in the recession. Now that demand has revived they find that skeletal staffs are inadequate. Their profits have grown and they can afford to increase payrolls.
High tax rates and lay-offs in the recession increased the number of self-employed.

By Robyn Chalmers

The pay increase for public servants set an example for the private sector, increasing competition for skilled people.

Association of Personnel Service Organisation (Apro) president Roy Silver says his organisation made a telephone survey of about 20 personnel agencies and they reported there were more jobs available this year than before.
"Matriculants with good symbols are in demand, but others need to get qualifications if they wish to find a good job."

Kelly Personnel Group managing director John Dawkins says there has been a huge increase in the number of jobs available.
"In the recession companies were lean. They have started to reshock their staff resources. Opportunities for school-leavers have improved."

Mr Silver says salaries for secretaries have increased by 22%, artisans by 18% and bookkeepers and accountants by about 24%.

The downside to a generally happy scenario is that higher personnel costs could lead to higher inflation.

Nedbank chief economist Ted Osborne says an inflation rate of about 18% can be expected for 1989.
"The constant demand for higher wages and salaries is the driving force behind costs and demand and therefore inflation.
"People are seeking compensation for taxation and inflation. There are, however, a million other factors which contribute to our inflation rate."

The pay increase for public servants set an example for the private sector, increasing competition for skilled people.
get the skills

BY ZB MOLEFE 20 JUNE 87

For too few blacks will be able to receive the higher education needed to meet the demands of the job market. The Institute said research had found that the low standard of mathematics taught in schools was preventing those passing maths from entering the sciences.

The Committee of Fundamental Departments, established in 1985, has been working towards the introduction of a provincial examination board in the four white provincial education departments for four years. The report has been adopted by the NED and the government has set up a commission to examine all recommendations for black education. The commission will report early next year.

"Although the report has not been adopted," said the commission, "the NED has recommended that the provincial departments adopt a provincial examination board system for all black education departments.

The committee has recommended that the provincial examination boards should be adopted to be independent of government control.
TAKING THE PIQUE OUT OF PEAK TIMES

Relieving the load during peak pressure periods is one of the advantages of employing high-level temporary professional assignees.

They can also be used as part of planned staffing—a policy increasingly forced on companies by the shortage of skills, particularly of accounting staff.

Statistics from the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) show that while there are 12,000 CA's, there are only 850 management accountants in SA seen against a need for at least 1,000 a year.

A number of specialist companies cater in tempo-

rary accounting and financial assignments.

Accounting assignments director Lynne Frost says administrative and accounting fields are one of the largest areas of demand for temporary assignees.

With 12 years in the assignment industry as well as an accounting background to her credit, she is well qualified to assess professional assignees in the field.

She stresses that fees are not comparable with consultancy fees.

Hourly fees are close to what the employer would pay for a full-time employee, but are in fact often at a lower real cost because of the fact that every cent paid is for productive time.

Manpower Department statistics show that between 1983 and 1985, the shortage of manpower to fill vacancies in managerial, executive and administrative categories rose from 4113 to 6168.

Accounting assignments is a division of Stanley Westerner Associates, a part of the listed Techni-Hire group which hires out experienced draughtsmen, engineers and technicians to companies in the mining, industrial, and engineering fields.

Stanley Westerner, a CA by training with experience in financial recruitment, says: "Our critical skills shortage has dramatically increased salaries payable to full-time skilled staff. As a result the concept of using contract personnel has become firmly established.

Westerner says reasons for companies choosing to employ on a short-term basis are:

☐ The need to fill a gap when a permanent staffer is away;
☐ Expertise to train on new systems; and
☐ Collection of outstanding debts.

Advantages he believes clients gain from the service are:
☐ Flexibility for getting staff at short notice;
☐ Cost-efficiency;
☐ Realistic rates; and
☐ Resources that are not a continuing overhead expense to the business.
SURVEYS SEE
SHORTAGES

SA has a typical annual shortage of about 3,000 skilled computer personnel — particularly those with between three and 10 years’ experience.

This is the finding of regular surveys conducted by computer personnel agency, CPL, says MD Tim Sargent.

CPL’s base of about 200 skilled contracting staff are among those contractors helping to fill this gap by being available to assist with short-term peaks in work load.

The contractor base is growing at 20% to 30% a year, adds CPL’s Don MacKenzie.

There are a number of advantages for the professional — the pay is a little higher than permanent rates, there are potential tax advantages and they are exposed to a greater variety of technology.

The client, on the other hand, can maintain his DP department at the right level for the average level of activity, staffing up to full complement with contractors only when he needs to. The cost to the employer should not be higher in real terms than a permanent employee and since he is paying only for productive hours worked, this is an effective way of planning skills needs.

A typical DP department has different phases of activity. Development phases require more employees than maintenance phases. The use of contractors should be an integral part of a DP manager’s planning, giving flexibility.

“Permanent staff, far from being threatened by contractors, actually get more motivated because of the fast, productive pace. ‘Contractors get a project moving,’ says MacKenzie.

By dealing with the same professional consultancy, the client can ensure continuity as well.

“Our contracts average three to 11 months and are often repeated annually for as long as seven to eight years using the same contractors.”

Some interesting statistics from CPL show to what extent women are represented in computing: 55% of the contractor base is female.

Mackenzie says the company employs only professionals with a minimum of three years’ experience and its skills bank covers 95% of the technology presently used in the country.
Serious skills shortage in construction industry

Financial Staff

HIGH overseas wages are tempting skilled people away from the construction industry — causing a serious shortage of qualified and technically competent staff, says Jan Kaminski, joint MD of the Ovcon group.

Describing this shortage as the most serious he could recall, Kaminski said yesterday: "The plain fact of the matter is that too few building graduates are coming through from the universities and technical colleges.

"This has always been the situation but in the past it was alleviated by recruitment from overseas. Recently, for the first time in 30 years, SA firms have been losing substantial numbers of staff to Britain and other overseas countries.

"This is because salaries there are once again highly attractive, especially to young qualified people. There are interesting job opportunities and a less stressful business environment."

Kaminski said the staff shortage was not always appreciated by professional people who were in consequence committing themselves to unrealistic programmes.

"We have seen professionals, under pressure from their clients because of high interest rates, commit themselves to programmes 20% faster than they would have accepted a year or 18 months ago. "Ovcon itself has had more than one contract on which the flow of information has suffered as a result of understaffing by professionals — and it is almost invariably the contractor who ends up carrying the can and not being paid for the extra or remedial work that the situation causes."

Kaminski said another result of the staff shortage was that qualified people moving to new jobs were able to demand "ridiculously high increases."

Few blacks

He was concerned that so few black people were sufficiently well educated to be trained for supervisory positions.

"For at least a decade we have been assured that the basic educational skills required will be improved to make blacks capable of post-matric training — but there is little evidence as yet that this is happening. Intensive tuition is almost always required after leaving school if black students are to be capable of taking technikon or university courses."

Kaminski said he foresaw an increase in management contracting. This meant that the client liaised first with the contractor who assembled the professional team and ensured the work was done within the prescribed budget. This system reduced the risk of poor information flow to the contractor.

Commodity Index 1967.5
Platinum ........... $931.50
Palladium .......... $141.00
Raw Sugar .......... £145.00
A MULTI-billion rand training scheme — believed to be the biggest of its kind in the world — is moving into top gear to combat the chronic shortage of skills needed for SA’s synfuels programme and other capital projects.

The scheme, run by the SA Fabrication and Construction Training Trust Fund (SAFCITTF), received its initial funding of R57.5m from the Central Energy Fund (CEF) and Mossgas.

SAFCITTF executive director Rene Schmetz said yesterday 1 700 people — of whom 99% were black — had already been trained by the scheme. By the turn of the century the number could reach 30,000.

Executive director of the SA Institution of Welding (SAIW) Chris Smallbone said the fund would require R75m in the next three years and R800m by the year 2000.

Schmetz said SAFCITTF was funded by a 1.5% levy on the local content of engineering contracts and discussions would be held with government to obtain tax concessions for the fund.

He said it cost R80,000 a year to import a skilled foreigner but only R20,000 to train a local person. To import skilled people for the Mossel Bay project would cost R672m, but only R57m to train and pay local people.

For the completion of the Mosselies project an additional 7 000 jobs in the mechanical, electrical and instrumentation fields would have to be filled over the next few years, Schmetz said.

Such numbers were not available if other projects were to continue without disruption of manpower needs.

He said a decision had been made to move away from traditional training methods which could not produce sufficient artisans fast enough.

Schmetz said 90% of all tasks performed in the fabrication and construction industry could be effectively performed by skilled people other than apprenticed artisans.

The SAFCITTF’s programme would bring suitably trained people on stream much faster than the traditional four-year apprenticeship scheme without lowering standards.

Entrants typically received three months’ intensive training at technical college and 22 weeks’ practical training before graduating.
Media training

THE shortage of black women journalists in South Africa - source for concern for a number of years - has prompted an Lenasia-based newspaper, The Indicator, to start a media training project aimed at prospective women journalists.

Editor of the newspaper, Mr Ameen Akhalwaya, said he was concerned why black women don’t join journalism in great numbers, and the project was geared at addressing this problem.

The minimum qualification to enter the course is matric, and trainees will be paid while on training.

Enthusiasts can telephone Mr Akhalwaya at (011) 854-5872 for further details.
Remanufacturing hit by personnel shortage

Hot on the expansion trail, VPP is to plough some R5-million into its business of remanufacturing engines.

According to MD Fred Glaus, the budgeted turnover is R740 000 a month and six engines a day for 1988.

The company was started by Mr Glaus in 1987 after a five-year trade restraint agreement with Mercedes-Benz.

“The main drawback to expanding this type of business in South Africa is finding trained specialists,” Mr Glaus said.

“There is a critical shortage and remanufacturers have suffered by employing poorly trained or inexperienced personnel.

“We have an in-house training programme which brings our staff up to the high standards required for this business.

“But, unfortunately, we can only do so much and, to maintain quality, we are turning away export orders.”

In 1972 Mr Glaus launched MGP in his backyard and built it into a big business, which Mercedes-Benz eventually bought from him.

The plant at Athrode, Alberton, remanufactures Mercedes-Benz truck engines and Fiat and ADE tractor engines.

Saying

It has been designed on an assembly line basis. An engine is rebuilt in 40 hours compared with more traditional methods which take up to 70 hours.

With the engines being sold for R15 345 — compared to a new price of R47 000 — a considerable saving is made. Engines are supplied on exchange from stock, and carry a new engine warranty.

Mr Glaus said there has been a proliferation of engineering shops providing reconditioned engines.

“This is really a route which gives the customer a false sense of economy as reconditioning usually means replacing only those parts showing immediate signs of wear,” he said.

“This decision is at the discretion of the reconditioner, who is not compelled to work in strict conformity with factory tolerances.

Mr Glaus said: “Reconditioning shops don’t have to machine to factory tolerances — nor are they compelled to fit original parts. These factors are critical in achieving new-unit performance and economy.”
Spark needed to upgrade electronics

TANIA LEVY

SA's ELECTRICAL and electronics industry is deteriorating to Third World status, said incoming president of the SA Institute of Electrical Engineers (SAIEEE), Professor Jan Reynanders, in his inaugural address at the SAIEEE's AGM last week.

Reynanders said a serious manpower shortage, a high percentage of imports and a lack of local research and development were contributing to the industry's slide. "Some 45% of SA's requirements are imported, and we have the dubious distinction of being the sixth largest nett importer of electronic goods in the Western world," he said.

Reynanders added that SA had to develop a strong electronics industry with a view to becoming a nett exporter of electronic goods if it wants economic autonomy. Local firms had to be persuaded to invest a greater proportion of their turnover in research and development, and government should devote more expenditure to civil rather than military research.

Reynanders added that the supply of university graduates to the electrical and electronics industry had been roughly half of the demand since the early Seventies.

Not exaggerated

"The roles of technicians and technologists are as important as those of professional engineers, and the output of our technons needs to be quadrupled if we are to meet the demands of industry.

"Sceptics may argue that the need is exaggerated, but it is the major cause of our dependence on imported expertise and goods."

He warned that rationalisation of university education as a means of restricting State expenditure may lead to the closing of "non-viable" electrical and electronics departments. "But the cost of resurrecting a teaching resource or opening a new one is far greater than that of nursing an existing one back to viability through recruitment drives."

Reynanders pointed out that innovative teaching techniques, such as "distance learning" with modern audio and video technology, had proved successful in other developing countries and could provide a powerful and cost-effective means of meeting the backlog in tertiary education.

He called for an urgent and committed effort from both industry and the State to formulate a policy for the future and challenged electrical engineers themselves to put the wheels of change in motion.
WITH AN estimated shortfall of 3,000 staff in the computer industry, an innovative scheme has been set up to promote more interest in jobs in this field.

“The SA Computer Fair will launch its Career Centre when it opens its doors on June 7 this year, aiming to attract more staff into the industry.” Chairman of the event, Mark Gasser, believes SA needs a fresh approach to personnel placement and career planning.

“The Career Centre is a new concept for SA, but has already become an established part of the staff placement industry overseas,” says Gasser.

Indeed, Britain already has a show concentrating only on placement. And one industry source points out that the Computer Fair was traditionally a job-hoppers paradise in SA, so the new Centre will ‘legitimise’ this to some extent.

The Centre will cater for personal agencies, large companies and government bodies with major data processing departments, as well as training organisations. Gasser says the Centre will allow these organisations to project their corporate image as well as handle enquir-

ies from prospective job seekers. The event is expected to draw at least 20,000 people this year, so the Centre is aimed at allowing more people with an interest in computers to become actively involved in the industry.

And while some sceptics believed that the Centre could impinge on the activities of placement companies and agencies, this doesn’t seem to be the case. CPL director Peter Maybury points out that his company has already signed up to join the Centre, and believes it will mean good exposure.

“We expect major interest to come from school or university leavers, an area where we have historically played only a small part because we generally sell the skills of experienced DP staff,” Maybury says.

Many corporate staff-seekers are expected to be selling themselves and the opportunities they have, and most in the placement industry do not see that this will take business away from them.

Glasser points out that the Centre will concentrate primarily on interacting with staff already in the industry or those wishing to enter it. “It is not a headhunting exercise, but will take a soft approach so that people with skills can talk about their careers, evaluate job opportunities and compare their positions,” he says.
Seagoing ... gone

In an era of lengthening jobless queues, there’s one area where unemployment is virtually unknown — the maritime profession.

The shortage of SA officers is reaching crisis proportions.

Shipping lines which once used non-South Africans to sail their vessels to sensitive trading areas under the guise of expediency are now left with little alternative but to employ foreign officers.

South Africans are no longer inclined to seagoing careers. The General Botha nautical academy at the Cape has become something of an enigma, and there is growing concern about the qualifications of some Asian officers being recruited. Many SA

ships are sailing with Sri Lankan officers.

The demand for Far East staff by hard-pressed Western shipowners has led to cramming courses run by so-called sea schools in the Philippines.

The use of foreign staff may offend traditionalists, but as a shipping executive comments: “What’s the alternative? Must we quit running ships out of SA?”

Seafarers argue the problem has been exacerbated by shipowners switching to fast- turnaround cargo carriers, known as ro-ros, and cellular box vessels. They may earn more by enabling vessels to spend less time in port — but at a cost.

Seagoing staff no longer have the opportunity for shore visits at ports of call. What used to be a 24-hour stay in dock is now little more than a whistle-stop, and staff complain they never get a break.

Officers assert that while regular leave may be generous, on-the-job pressure encourages seafarers to opt for shore jobs. For engineers, the opportunities are enormous.

SA shipowners offer three months’ leave after six months’ service. Junior engineer officers earn above R30 000 a year. Some SA vessels have British or German officers, but unless paid in their home currencies, they aren’t interested.

It is notable that Hong Kong, which is becoming the fulcrum of world shipping, is absorbing more and more Western officers. A high proportion of SA merchantmen are managed from the colony.

If SA is to overcome its shortage of ship’s officers, the nation’s youth will have to go down to the sea again.
MANAGEMENT

B(l)ack to school

The management school boom continues, but while blacks are crowding into the small and basic business courses, few are being trained as executives.

The only black on the most recent Wits Business School top executive management course was a Zambian national. Only 10% of students enrolled for the school's flagship course, the business administration masters degree (MBA), are black.

Even there, the number is declining, says the dean, Professor Andy Andrews. He laments that the black student generations of the past 20 years have been lost to the economy, victims of the conflict in education.

"Even if every skilled person who left the country came back, and there was a negotiated settlement and foreign trade was normalised, we would still have a serious managerial problem."

Len Pink, in charge of executive courses at the school, says SA is making the same mistake as Zimbabwe which, after independence, did not have the expertise to manage an economy.

Andrews says: "Some firms are trying to do something. But even where blacks are promoted, they are not being equipped with the skills for the job. In this sense, they are being set up for failure.

"A major reason for reduced black management performance is that black managers are not yet in the informal management network where power plays and patterns are established."

However, he says a number of firms are starting to respond — the result of pressure from a younger class of white managers in their late 20s and early 30s. Andrews says: "These are the managers who believe they will inherit this problem in the future."

Pink says: "Companies are not looking hard enough. There must be people in their organisation with potential. These are the people companies should be looking to develop."

Nielen Brummer, principal of Damelin Management School, says the number of blacks attending his basic management courses has risen by 47% since 1986.

Even when blacks are promoted to management positions, problems remain, he says. "White managers are often waiting for blacks to reach their standard, while blacks are waiting for whites to learn their culture."
Mr Leslie Boyd ... proposed establishment of training scheme.

'Need to train more workers to be skilled'

By Mike Siluma, Labour Reporter

There is an urgent need to establish a national training scheme to increase the number of vitally needed skilled personnel in all industries, says the chairman of Highveld Steel, Mr Leslie Boyd, in his annual review for 1988.

Mr Boyd described the shortage of technicians, engineers and artisans as a cause for concern. Every effort was being made to improve the situation through education and training, he said.

Mr Boyd proposed the establishment of a training scheme similar to the one in operation in the metal and engineering industries to increase the incentive to train skilled personnel.

Of the 91 trainees who qualified at Highveld in 1988, 31 were black. A total of 122 black artisans had qualified to date. The group presently employed 111 black artisans, compared to 91 in 1987 and one in 1984.

The removal of job discrimination and the achievement of equal opportunities for all employees remained top priorities on Highveld's manpower programme.

With 78 percent of eligible employees having accepted the group's share ownership offer, more shares were to be made available during the first quarter of 1989, said Mr Boyd.

After a turbulent 1987, the industrial relations climate at Highveld had improved "considerably" in 1988. The closing of the wage gap among employees had continued, following the conclusion of wage negotiations with unions concerned.
‘Real need’ for black CAs in South Africa

By Adele Baleta

There was a real need for qualified black chartered accountants in view of the dwindling white minority in an economically active population, Mrs Jane Hofmeyer, of the education department at the University of the Witwatersrand, said recently.

Presenting a paper to the Natal Society of Chartered Accountants, she said the white male-dominated character of the profession was problematic.

Of the 12,000 chartered accountants in South Africa in 1989, about 35 were African and about 400 were women.

Not enough

Mrs Hofmeyer said another problem was that although the profession could generate enough accountants for its own needs, there were not enough to supply commerce and industry.

It was predicted that by the year 2000 there would be a shortage of about 7,000 accountants.

The brain drain of white chartered accountants had to be seen in the context of the predicted expansion of the black labour force by the year 2000 – 74.1 percent compared with 14.2 percent for whites, 2.4 percent for Asians and 5.2 percent for coloureds.

Short-term strategies proposed by Mrs Hofmeyer to overcome the problem were to maximise the existing pool of chartered accountants and to compete more effectively for the best students.

Chartered accountancy should be boosted by members of the profession at black schools where there were no guidance counsellors, she said. Financial aid in the form of long-term, low-interest loans should be encouraged so that more blacks could have the chance of furthering their education.

Affirmative action would have to be taken to open the profession’s ranks to all candidates, irrespective of race or gender.

Thought needed to be given to how the profession was perceived in the black communities. For chartered accountants to be effective agents for change, they might have to take a stand on political issues that affected their ability to go about their professional business.
Bid to beat the skills shortage

BECAUSE of the severe shortage of skills in the South African computer industry, several large companies will use the inaugural Career Centre Computer Faire to inform potential employees about career opportunities.

Eben de Klerk, managing director of Bankorp, says: "One of the main reasons we decided to book for the Career Centre was that we are looking for a different approach to recruiting people. "We work closely with consultants, but we must look wider than that and at new ways of recruitment. "The Career Centre is a good opportunity for any company that wishes to attract top-quality people. "We will try to use the exhibition to promote the image of Bankorp and to recruit personal - not only experienced people, but those who are interested in making a career in high technology."

Training

Mr De Klerk says that the in-house training carried out by Bankorp is among the best in SA. "Our training department is important to our company," he says. "Every person in the organisation spends at least 7% on average of working days a year in training - from senior management all the way down. "Our training programme...

By Mark Davison

covers two main areas - managerial development and technical.

"We also hold several additional seminars throughout the year."

Mr De Klerk believes the Career Centre can be of tremendous benefit to organisations such as Bankorp. "The computer environment is a difficult one to be in, there is a lot of competition. In some ways, I think it is a good thing to get everyone together to see if we are on the right track in this environment. "We are really going to use technology on our stand to explain the career opportunities we can offer and to get information across," he says. "We will also have people arranging interviews at our offices for a later date so that prospective employees get to see the company at work."

"The Career Centre is a good idea and it will incorporate training as well as recruitment. We will show both aspects of our stand."
Agency criticises driver training

THE transport industry is suffering from a "terrific shortage" of good transport drivers because hardly anybody is putting the required investment into driver training, says driver employment agency Transman MD Graham Dick.

He says the problem starts with an attitude that is widespread: Why should I spend money on training when somebody else is going to poach my drivers? The result is that there are people being put in charge of big, fancy rigs and fancy documentation who don't really have the skills or experience — even though they have the appropriate licences.

"These are very sophisticated, very expensive vehicles and they need well-educated, well-qualified people to drive them." The problem is partly poor wages, particularly for new drivers.

"The Manpower Department's minimum wage levels for the transport industry are an absolute disgrace. Wage Determination 493 has not been updated since 1980 — it still sets a minimum of R56/week for drivers of extra heavy vehicles (Code 14, gross vehicle mass of over 25 000kg) in the Cape."

Many operators say they pay better than Industrial Council rates (minimum R173.42, Code 14, for a 45-hour week).

Dick says this often means they pay a couple of rands above the minimum.

"One company pays 3.5c/km, which only encourages speeding and long hours behind the wheel."

"Even where more experienced long-haul drivers are getting R5 500 to R3 000 a month, they're sometimes flogged half to death by being put on the road for 26 days on the trot."
Skilled manpower shortage rules out fuel plant — CSIR

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — The shortage of highly trained manpower would rule out the establishment of another synthetic fuel plant in the next five years, CSIR chairman Louw Alberts said here this week.

He doubted that the plant would materialise, even if the oil price increased steeply in the immediate future, the oil boycott became more effective or even if the capital was available.

Alberts said SA was richly endowed with mineral raw materials and relatively cheap energy — a powerful background for technological development.

He stressed the greatest single obstacle to this development was the lack of highly skilled manpower.

Demographic factors determined the extent of high-level manpower among whites. Out of every 100 births, 33 attained matric exemptions, 30 degrees and 27 degrees in science and engineering. The number of white births had decreased from nearly 90 000 in 1974 to just 70 000 in 1987 — a decrease of 22%.
Foundation to solve serious skills shortage

SANKORP and Sanlam would establish an SA Skills Foundation to find ways to solve the serious shortage of skilled labour in the country, chairman of Sanlam and deputy chairman of Sankorp Tjaart van der Walt said last week.

He was speaking at a two-day national training conference on skills, competencies and economic growth organised by the Institute of Personnel Management in Vanderbijlpark.

Van der Walt said the level of skills had to be improved. The country had a "skills imbalance" which hampered productivity, competitiveness, economic growth and development.

Comparative figures showed that SA had lagged far behind industrialised countries in skills competency.

There was an excess of semi-skilled and unskilled labour and a "serious shortage" of skilled and professional personnel and managers.

Mobilise

Van der Walt said the foundation's aim was to make a creative contribution which would have the greatest possible impact on SA's skills profile in the shortest possible time.

The intention was to mobilise the private sector and to exchange knowledge and experience in order to identify the "critical skills bottle-necks and eliminate them in a productive way".

The foundation would work in close co-operation with government.

Van der Walt said he had already held discussions with various business leaders, experts and politicians who had reacted positively to the idea.

Talks would take place shortly with a view to formalising the foundation.

Nick Barnardt misquoted

OWING to a misunderstanding, Trust Bank economist Nick Barnardt was incorrectly reported on Friday as saying anyone who disputed that SA was no worse off now than 20 years ago was unable to make basic economic calculations and interpretations. Barnardt made no such general criticism of other economists. The error is regretted.
Technology slips

Author Anagnostis Fournis says that by world standards, SA has a small number of scientists and engineers for every million people. North America is the highest at 190.2, Israel next with 87.3, Europe, excluding the USSR, has 48.6 and SA only 16.6.

Even more important, the number of scientists and engineers emerging from SA's universities is diminishing. Traditionally drawn mainly from the white population, demographic factors are shrinking this pool.

Evidence of the downward trend is that in 1937, 20,000 fewer white children were born than in 1970.

Dr Fournis says financial incentives and professional aspirations also limit the share of scientists and engineers in the pool of graduates.

"In 1969 more than 16% of all graduates were awarded first degrees in natural sciences. By 1985 this had fallen to less than 9%. During the same period the share of engineering degrees decreased from 9% to 5%.

This is in an era of scientific intensification and technological advance that is fast gaining momentum and transforming social and economic spheres, and in the face of the international competition for qualified manpower, the consequences, if not arrested, will be severe.

"We are making the same mistake that the more developed OECD countries made in the 1960s. They believed that, by satisfying the manifest social demand for education, the manpower needs and goals of equality and opportunity would automatically be met.

"However, subsequent experience has shown that neither egalitarian nor optimal manpower provision was achieved. More importantly, the policy of satisfying the manifest social demand also failed to attain the economic growth objective."
Skills shortage causes problem

ONE of the biggest problems facing the Unix market both internationally and in South Africa is the lack of skills and expertise in operating the system.

The problem is aggravated in SA by the brain drain. Rob Hockey, office automation products manager at Uniskills, says: "The Unix market has been in disarray for some time and many companies are running with various products without giving the required support and training. They treat Unix software like they do DOS packages. You cannot do that. Unix is different because it is versatile.

"You can spend a week working on the built-in programming or the communications software when installing a system. There are many examples of various parts of Unix which are sub-systems, but which are still part of the operating system."

Unaware

"For example, because DOS is a single-user operating system, you do not need a system manager. But with Unix you do need a system manager and many people are unaware of this."

Mr. Hockey says more than 4,000 products are available in the Unix Directory, but few of them come from abroad because of the lack of skills and knowledge in the SA market. "We are trying to change this state of affairs with the concept of open software," he says.

"We have access to more than 700 Unix products. Although we will not distribute all 700 now, we can offer the user a wide choice."

Another problem caused by the lack of skills is that many companies will have to pioneer the Unix environment.

Myth

"An obvious problem here is that most companies do not want to be pioneers. But when they do take the plunge, people in the company often end up with more product knowledge than those who sold the system."

Mr. Hockey says the myth that Unix is an unfriendly operating system has been perpetuated by the lack of knowledge in the market.

"Unix can be made user-friendly by using the many utilities available on the market."

"It is up to the software houses to make the system as friendly as possible. The user need not know that he is using Unix. Software houses are to blame for this misconception -- and we are as guilty as the rest."

"Lack of training is not only a problem faced by the user, but by the dealer. "In Europe and the US, people are far more aware of the operating system. When a system is installed, the user is at least given some basic training. In this country few users even know the basics."

Mr. Hockey says that Uniskills is trying to alleviate this problem and has instituted a Government-approved training school. "We have presented several courses for approval. Some -- more specifically on the product side -- have been approved."

Demand

Siemens' Jochen Raedt believes that the skills shortage is a case of supply and demand and a problem that will be alleviated in the future.

"I do not think it is that much of a problem. To train a technician to the level where he can service a Unix box does not take much time."

"The shortage in skills is mainly due to the phenomenal growth of Unix. Many people are entering the Unix market."

"Although experienced Unix people can demand all kinds of salaries now, I think this will end in about two years when the market is more stable."

A TRAINING programme to meet the needs of various projects being undertaken in SA is moving ahead at full speed.

The scheme, run by the South African Fabrication and Construction Training Trust Fund (SASCTF), was initially funded by the Central Energy Fund to provide skilled workers for the Mossgas project.

It is believed to be the biggest training programme in the world.

To date 2,053 workers have been trained in skills such as welding, draughting, boilermaking and mechanical and electrical engineering.

By the end of the century more than 30,000 people will have been taught new skills, says SASCTF executive director Rene Schmitz.

He was reacting to comments made by CSIR chairman Louw N. Smit who said it was unlikely that any new syngas projects could be developed in the next five years because of the shortage of skilled labour.

The training scheme has been adopted by engineering contractors and various associations which pay a levy of 1.5% on the local content of each project.

The authorities have also agreed in principle to pass on some of the cash grants offered to other employers some training schemes.

Training involves three months' attendance at a technikon and 2½ weeks of practical work. Training schemes are run in Outshoorn, George, Mossel Bay, Saldanha, Pinetown, Benoni and the Vaal Triangle.

It is expected that 8,000 trainees will pass through the various schemes by 1985 to meet the needs of Mossgas.

The fund will also train workers for other projects, such as the Lesotho Highlands power scheme, power station development and syngas plants that might be set up by AECL and Gencor.

Trainees are developed to various levels, but do not qualify as artisans who have served a four-year apprenticeship.

It has been found that about 90% of all tasks performed in the fabrication and construction industry can be carried out by skilled workers instead of artisans who have served an apprenticeship, says Mr Schmitz.

The training will provide a base from which further study can continue.

Two years of haggling with employer organisations achieved acceptance of the trainees. But, says Mr Schmitz, the need for apprentice training to provide middle-management skills will not fall away.

---

**FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT**

The South African Shipbuilding Industries Ltd. (SASKI) requires a Financial Management Accountant at its offices in Port Elizabeth.

---

**CLERK OF WORKS**

Osmond Lange Architects requires the services of a Clerk of Works for the Butterworth Technikon project.

---

**PERSONNEL OFFICE**

Dynamic, degree-qualified young lady with initiative and intelligence needed for Consultancy. Learn all about the world and earn an excellent salary. Contact B. Bøe (011) 453 2477.
Skills shortage causes problem

ONE of the biggest problems facing the Unix market both internationally and in South Africa is the lack of skills and expertise in operating the system.

The problem is aggravated in SA by the brain drain. Rob Hockley, office automation products manager at Uniskills, says: "The Unix market has been in disarray for some time and many companies are running with various products without giving the required support and training.

"They treat Unix software like they do DOS packages. You cannot do that. Unix is different because it is versatile. "You can spend a week working on the built-in programming or the communications software when installing a system. There are many examples of various parts of Unix which are sub-systems, but which are still part of the operating system.

Unaware

"For example, because DOS is a single-user operating system, you do not need a system manager. But with Unix you do need a system manager and many people are unaware of this."

Mr Hockley says more than 4 000 products are available in the Unix Directory, but few of them come from abroad because of the lack of skills and knowledge in the SA market.

"We are trying to change this state of affairs with the concept of open software," he says.

"We have access to more than 700 Unix products. Although we will not distribute all 700 now, we can offer the user a wide choice."

Another problem caused by the lack of skills is that many companies will have to pioneer the Unix environment.

Myth

"An obvious problem here is that most companies do not want to be pioneers. But when they do take the plunge, people in the company often end up with more product knowledge than those who sold the system."

Mr Hockley says the myth that Unix is an unfriendly operating system has been perpetuated by the lack of knowledge in the market.

"Unix can be made user-friendly by using the many utilities available on the market.

"It is up to the software houses to make the system as friendly as possible. The user need not know that he is using Unix. Software houses are to blame for this misconception — and we are as guilty as the rest.

"Lack of training is not only a problem faced by the user, but by the dealer. In Europe and the US, people are far more aware of the operating system. When a system is installed, the user is at least given some basic training. In this country few users even know the basics."

Mr Hockley says that Uniskills is trying to alleviate this problem and has instituted a Government-approved training school.

"We have presented several courses for approval. Some — more specifically on the product side — have been approved."

Demand

Siemens' Jochen Raedel believes that the skills shortage is a case of supply and demand and a problem that will be alleviated in the future.

"I do not think it is that much of a problem. To train a technician to the level where he can service a Unix box does not take much time.

"The shortage in skills is mainly due to the phenomenal growth of Unix. Many people are entering the Unix market."

"Although experienced Unix people can demand all kinds of salaries now, I think this will end in about two years when the market is more stable."
THE standard of science and technology today will determine the quality of life in South Africa tomorrow, says Foundation for Research Development (FRD) group executive Hein Arndt.

FRD is one of the two operational group activities of CSIR (Council for Scientific and Industrial Research). The other is the SASSA (South African Science and Technology Advisory Council). The two organizations work closely together to develop policy and strategies for science and technology in South Africa.

Arndt says that the shortage of skills in South Africa is a critical issue. He notes that the country has a large number of graduates in science and engineering, but their skills are not always in demand in the job market. This is partly due to the mismatch between the skills that are in demand and the skills that are being taught in schools.

He adds that the shortage of skills is not just a problem in South Africa, but is a global issue. He cites the example of the United States, where the shortage of skilled workers is leading to a skills gap in many industries.

Arndt suggests that to address the skills shortage, there needs to be a closer alignment between the skills that are taught in schools and the skills that are in demand in the job market. He also suggests that there needs to be more investment in education and training to develop the skills that are in demand.

He concludes by saying that the shortage of skills is a complex issue that requires a multifaceted approach. It involves not only the education system, but also the job market and the economy as a whole.
A shortage of skills and a lack of formalised education and training to prepare DP professionals for the changing demands in their careers are common factors in South Africa’s data processing industry.

“This training gap between initial education and the secondary skills needed to specialise should be urgently addressed by the DP training industry,” says Tim Sargeant, recently appointed manager of SPL’s training division.

“DP professionals usually enter the field with sufficient technical expertise to handle the initial programming task. “This expertise is gained from a university, technikon, a private training establishment or on the job. But shortcomings appear some three to four years later.

“That is when more training is required in order for programmers to position themselves for the second phase of the DP career.”

There are three areas which must be addressed by the DP training industry to prepare people at this critical stage of their careers, he says.

They are technical specialisation; systems analysis and design; and management or supervision.

The technical specialist may choose to become a super-proficient applications programmer or specialise in database operating systems software or data communications.

MAINTENANCE

But where, Mr Sargeant asks, do they go for a proper systems programming education, or even training in database administration and advanced programming techniques?

And what about people who want to specialise in systems enhancement or maintenance?

He says SPL is now gearing itself to provide the necessary training skills for the individual to become an information technology professional, rather than a skilled technician only.
SA still short of nurses

Staff Reporters

South Africa was still short of nursing sisters, particularly student nurses, despite having nearly 50 percent more courses now than in 1989, said Dr Coen Slabber, the director-general of the Department of National Health and Population Development.

"Speaking in Johannesburg at the launch of a nurses' upgrading programme, known officially as a bridging course, Dr Slabber said there were at present 159 719 nurses as against 169 195 in 1989. "But we do not have enough and we do not have them in the right categories," he said.

He said there had been a steady decline in the number of student nurses over the past five years — from 13 360 in January 1984 to 9 955 in January 1989.

He blamed the shortage on this country's lack of a manpower policy and plans for the production and employment of health personnel as part of a National Health Plan.

"The situation is complicated by advances in technology that demand intensive care which rapidly drains nurses from community health care," he said.
Standards slip as skills shortage starts to bite

STANDARDS are beginning to slip in the engine rebuilding industry, because of a shortage of skilled artisans, says Rolf Schudel, MD of heavy-duty engine rebuilders Schudel Swiss Engineering.

The problem is that bright young artisans do not regard the reconditioning business as glamorous, so they are no longer attracted to it.

They would far rather, says Schudel, join an original equipment manufacturer where, if they do well on the shop floor, they can be promoted to sales or administration, “and are lost to the trade”.

The answer, he believes, is a mixture of training, creating attractive career paths and making the workshop as attractive and as interesting as possible.

He has been following his own advice for some years now and claims it has paid dividends. “My youngsters can see the opportunities for themselves. Some that left returned, even after I encouraged them to work elsewhere for a year,” he says.

He advises his competitors to do the same to enable the industry to return to the high standards it should and once did enjoy.

Judging by the work brought to him to sort out — after it has been signed off in other shops — there is, says Schudel, more than adequate evidence that standards are slipping in certain rebuilding workshops.

He regards the present situation as “something of a paradox”. In the last few years the industry in SA has grown to one worth R120m a year and one of the most advanced reconditioning industries in the world.

The reason why the local industry grew at the rate it did was it paid operators to rebuild, recondition and remanufacture their existing vehicles, because of the high price of new trucks and buses.
Action, or face a crisis

SOUTH Africa needs an urgent, co-ordinated effort at national level to overcome a perceived shortage of skilled people in the electronics field, says SA Institute of Electrical Engineers president Prof Jan Reyniers.

Universities are producing only half the electrical engineering graduates the country needs — and technical institutions are turning out only a quarter of the required technicians and technologists, he warns.

In view of curtailed state financing of higher education, Reyniers sees a greater degree of private-enterprise funding of universities as inevitable and crucial if the needs of the economy are to be met.

Siemens joint MD Geoff Haebach adds that skills shortages in the electro-technical arena are hampering efforts to earn extra foreign exchange SA needs for economic expansion.

Warning

Reyniers describes present school and tertiary education as woefully incapable of providing the skilled engineers and technicians needed to satisfy the demands of a high-technology future.

A similar warning comes from Daan van Wyk, executive director of the CSIR's Foundation for Research Development (FRD): "The ominous cracks in science and engineering education in the US are being

Blacks

Reyniers adds that the basics of science and maths are even more important at school level. Yet the school system is not producing nearly enough young people with the required skills in these disciplines, particularly in black education.

Yet it is largely in the black community that the country needs to develop scientific and engineering expertise. Some universities and technikons have introduced bridging schemes for black students.

There is evidence, says human resources consultant Debra Stevens of Vertex Management Services, that more blacks would enter electrical engineering if they could be assured of equal opportunities.

Also, in Japan, young women are learning computer science and a variety of technological skills at technical high schools for girls as long ago as 1972.
Black engineers crucial component of our future

The most disastrous long-term legacy of apartheid will be the human resources and skills shortage it created via separate education.

Many would describe our dilemma primarily in political or economic terms. Serious as these are, history has examples of successful and fairly rapid political settlements and economic transformations.

The human resources crisis, by contrast, will take decades to resolve, even under optimal political and economic conditions and an enlightened education policy.

With our shaky economy, high population growth and half the population at school-going age or younger, we simply don't have the resources for conventional formal education solutions to succeed.

Long-term solutions, such as a non-racial education system, are important, but in the interim it is imperative to develop and expand intermediate solutions rapidly.

No prospect

Despite the quantitative increases in black education this decade, a growing number of black matriculants have no prospect of any useful employment.

At the same time we face a desperate shortage in managerial, engineering and technological skills. Between 1969 and 1984 the number of pupils in primary and secondary schools increased by 5 million, while enrolment in technical education increased by only 180,000, of whom 89 percent were white.

Of the tens of thousands of students who sat the DET examinations in 1987, only 64% gained university entrance to study engineering.

Statistics abound demonstrating the shortage of technological skills and our disastrous position compared to competitive nations.

We need greater commitment, especially to a technological culture in society and particularly in our education system, and this should be reflected in resources allocation.

It is vitally important to recognise and support the initiatives which are being taken to overcome these problems.

Behind the scenes a quiet revolution has been taking place in recent years. From almost a zero base in the early 80s, nearly 25 percent of first year intake into engineering faculties at Wits, Cape Town and Natal is from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Academic support programmes are playing an important role at all these universities.

Failure rates are still alarmingly high, but significant numbers of these candidates are graduating at our universities.

The problem is to increase the supply of matriculants with the necessary qualifications and aptitude.

The anatomy of disadvantage inherent in the black education system particularly is characterized by such things as rote learning, poor teaching (particularly in maths and science), poor language ability, disadvantage in cultural and home environment, and breakdown of communication with parents and teachers.

Part of the solution is private schools. Various private school initiatives have grown up with the specific objective of addressing these problems.

It is a costly option available to select candidates only and cannot be reproduced on a mass scale.

An important contribution is Protec (Programme for Technical Careers). Protec is a non-formal enrichment programme to develop the potential of students hampered by disadvantage conditions.

It identifies high school candidates with maths and science ability and who have an interest in careers in technology.

The programme focuses on a holistic approach to providing non-formal input across a broad spectrum of needs, and covers maths, science and English, career guidance and life skills. It involves about 70 contact days per year outside formal school hours.

Protec has demonstrated in seven years that it is a cost-effective and reproducible model which can make a major impact on the present crisis without having to wait for fundamental change to take place.

High pass rate

Protec now has more than 2,700 students in Std 8, 9 and 10 actively involved in 11 branches.

Last year, 513 Protec students wrote Std 10 examinations with an 87 percent pass rate.

Almost half obtained mature exemption with maths and science, an outstanding success compared with DET pass rates.

Compared with DET results for the whole country, the Protec results represent a significant contribution to the numbers of matriculants with maths and science.

Qualitatively, the contribution is even more significant. The holistic approach prepares students to participate in the world of work and take responsibility and initiative.

For employers offering bursaries and in-service training, risk is minimized by choosing these students.

Protec has also succeeded in maintaining credibility across a broad spectrum, including among donors and employers as well as the student communities.

Yet despite all these initiatives, employer commitment has probably declined recently, mainly because of disinvestment.

The last recession seriously undermined the investment in bursaries and training.

The extent to which this progress will be made is directly dependent on the commitment of employers in providing bursaries, in-service training and a work environment which will contribute to overcoming the background disadvantage.

Models are in place. Some are very effective. None is perfect.

Concerted support from employers is needed to make them so.
Survey call to rationalise engineering education

NEIL YORKE SMITH

RATIONALISATION of engineering education is vital if the supply of new engineers is to grow in line with demand.

A survey of the supply and demand for engineers by Phillip Lloyd of the Federation of Societies of Professional Engineers (SACPE) notes SA has eight universities offering engineering degree courses, of which three together produce fewer graduates than any one of the five major universities. The survey says rationalisation based on cost-effectiveness should take place in SA universities. Minor engineering campuses are not economically viable, they carry the full cost of resources and staff without producing sufficient graduates.

The survey puts the cost of training an engineering graduate at R70 000. However, a Wits University lecturer says universities are not the only option. He notes the growing importance of technical schools, both in the quality and number of engineering students.

Demand for engineers continues to outstrip supply. The survey estimates there are two posts open to every engineering graduate. The problem is compounded by minor universities growing too slowly and by the lack of skilled immigrants.

The survey notes the declining number of young SA engineers. In 1983 nearly 15% of registered engineers were under 30. By 1988 the figure had fallen to around 10%.
Black engineers crucial component of our future

The most disastrous long-term legacy of apartheid will be the human resources and skills shortage it created via separate education.

Many would describe our dilemma primarily in political or economic terms.

Serious as these are, history has examples of successful and fairly rapid political settlements and economic transformations.

The human resources crisis, by contrast, will take decades to resolve, even under optimal political and economic conditions and an enlightened education policy.

With our shaky economy, high population growth and half the population at school-going age or younger, we simply don't have the resources for conventional formal education solutions to succeed.

Long-term solutions, such as a non-racial education system, are important, but in the interim it is imperative to develop and expand intermediate solutions rapidly.

No prospect

Despite the quantitative increases in black education this decade, a growing number of black matriculants have no prospect of any useful employment.

At the same time we face a desperate shortage in managerial, engineering and technological skills.

Between 1989 and 1994 the number of pupils in primary and secondary schools increased by 5 million, while enrolment in technical education increased by only 110,000, of whom 80 percent were white.

Of the tens of thousands of students who sat the DET examinations in 1997, only 464 gained university entrance to study engineering.

Statistics abound demonstrating the shortage of technological skills and our disastrous position compared with competitor nations.

We need greater commitment, especially to a technological culture in society and particularly in our education system, and this should be reflected in resources allocation.

It is vitally important to recognise and support the initiatives which are being taken to overcome these problems.

Behind the scenes a quiet revolution has been taking place in recent years. From almost a zero base in the early 80s, nearly 23 percent of first year intake into engineering faculties at Wits, Cape Town and Natal is from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Academic support programmes are playing an important role at these universities.

Failure rates are still alarmingly high, but significant numbers of these candidates are graduating at our technikons and universities.

The problem is to increase the supply of matriculants with the necessary qualifications and aptitude.

The anatomy of disadvantage inherent in the black education system particularly is characterised by such things as rote learning, poor teaching (particularly in maths and science), poor language ability, disadvantages in cultural and home environment, and breakdown of communication with parents and teachers.

Part of the solution is private schools. Various private school initiatives have grown up with the specific objective of addressing these problems.

It is a costly option available to select candidates only and cannot be reproduced on a mass scale.

An important contribution is Protec (Programme for Technological Careers). Protec is a non-formal enrichment programme to develop the potential of students hampered by disadvantaged conditions.

It identifies high school candidates with maths and science ability and who have an interest in careers in technology.

The programme focuses on a holistic approach to providing non-formal input across a broad spectrum of needs, and covers maths, science and English, career guidance and life skills. It involves about 70 contact days per year outside formal school hours.

Protec has demonstrated in seven years that it is a cost effective and reproducible model which can make a major impact on the present crisis without having to wait for fundamental change to take place.

High pass rate

Protec now has more than 2,700 students in Std 8, 9 and 10 actively involved in 11 branches.

Last year, 513 Protec students wrote Std 10 examinations with an 87 percent pass rate.

Almost half obtained matric exemption with maths and science, an outstanding success compared with DET pass rates.

- Compared with DET results for the whole country, the Protec results represent a significant contribution to the numbers of matriculants with maths and science.

Qualitatively, the contribution is even more significant. The holistic approach prepares students to participate in the world of work and take responsibility and initiative.

For employers offering bursaries and in-service training, risk is minimised by choosing these students.

Protec has also succeeded in maintaining credibility across a broad spectrum, including among donors and employers as well as the student communities.

Yet despite all these initiatives, employer commitment has probably declined recently, mainly because of disinvestment.

The last recession seriously undermined the investment in bursaries and training.

The extent to which progress will be made is directly dependent on the commitment of employers in providing bursaries, in-service training and a work environment which will contribute to overcoming the background disadvantage.

Models are in place. Some are very effective. None is perfect.

Concerted support from employers is needed to make them so.
Civil contracts on the decline

By Sven Lünecke

Civil contracts awarded to South African companies are showing a significant decline in the wake of the significant slowdown in economic growth.

Only 70 new civil engineering contracts, valued at R160 million, were awarded during June, bringing the total for the second quarter of the year to a modest R310 million.

The SA Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors (Safecce) in its monthly release points out that this was the lowest quarterly figure since the beginning of last year.

Safecce says that the less buoyant outlook has already resulted in increased competition for available work with longer lists of tenderers and keener prices.

Companies are, however, still reaping the benefits of last year's boom period and for 1989 some real annual growth in the volume of civil engineering construction is expected.

Commenting on the growth prospects, Safecce says that the order book position at present is reasonably satisfactory although contractors expect the tempo of construction to slow down, later this year or early 1990.

"Because of the state's tight capital expenditure budgets and also, for instance, the impact of the higher interest rates on private township development, which is already being felt, tender activity is expected to be lower in the second half," Safecce writes.

On the other hand the outlook for next year may improve should the construction of major works for the Lesotho Highlands Water Project commence; the development of townships for lower income groups be stepped up or mines embark on programmes of expansion.

Projects in Lesotho are already coming in by dribs and drabs — in June a R13 million contract was awarded for the construction of the engineering services at Katsie Village, near the site of the future Katsie dam.

In the meantime civil engineering contracts at Southern Africa's second major project, the Mossel Bay gas venture, are in full swing — some R140 million of contracts at the Mossel Bay refinery were awarded in the first half this year, following last year's R40 million earthworks contract.

However, South African companies lost out on a major R120 million contract in Botswana, when the construction of the railway line from Francisco to AECI's Sua Pan ash deposit was handed to Italian contractors CMC.

Despite the slowdown in the June quarter, the industry certainly had a buoyant 12 months.

According to Safecce, contracts worth R2.96 billion were awarded from July 1988 to June this year, compared with R2.69 billion during the previous 12 months, an improvement of some 42 percent in nominal terms and 25 percent in real terms.

Total employment in the industry has recovered from about 95 000 at the beginning of 1988 to some 95 000 at present.

---

[Graph showing quarterly value of new contracts awarded (R million).]
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CSIR warns of looming manpower crisis

PRETORIA — SA was running headlong into a shortage of high-level manpower which could amount to hundreds of thousands, CSIR Chief Executive Chris Garbers warned here last night.

Speaking at the opening of the Foundation for Research and Development’s (FRD) new building, Garbers said this was in spite of the flood of black matriculants.

The black secondary school population would grow with close to a million pupils in the next 10 years, he said.

This was a massive resource and the FRD would have to assist in unlocking latent scientific and engineering talent.

It would also have to ensure meaningful research and development at SA universities and techlions.

However, statistics were discouraging, particularly in maths and science. A further complication was that doors were opening for SA in Africa and the Republic would have to help with its African expertise.

Stressing the crucial role of the FRD in manpower development, Garbers said about 10 times as much progress in science and technology was predicted for the next 12 years as in the past 12. He said remarkable progress had been made in the funding of research in science and engineering at universities.
Training alleviates skills shortages

WHILE major efforts must obviously be made to raise the general skills level of the SA work force, even more attention must be paid to the training, education and development of managers.

That is the view of management consultant, author and MD Tony Manning, who has just attended the Best of America human resources and training conference in New York.

"We have a serious shortage of basic skills," he says. "But we have an even more serious shortage of competent managers and leaders. The country is just not educated enough to make the most of our scarce resources."

Giving his reasons why companies face an uphill battle and need to buy lots of training now, Manning — whose company organises strategy workshops, leadership development, corporate communications and motivation programmes — says productivity in SA lags far behind that of most of its key trading partners.

"With capital now being used effectively, the brain-drain has cost this country dearly."

"Disinvestment has forced many foreign companies out of SA, so the influx of international managers has been sharply reduced."

Manning says that, in spite of loud cries from many quarters for black advancement in business, recent black matric results indicate there will be serious gaps for years to come.

Add all these factors to the increasing competitiveness of the world market and it is clear SA faces an uphill battle.

"Throughout the Seventies, Western nations watched with horror the relentless advance of Japan. But not every company was paralysed. Many put large amounts of time, money and effort into transforming themselves."

"Now, there's an army of tough new competitors in Europe and America poised to become winners in the global market."

Manning says the development of human capital is central to any long-term growth strategy. Companies can no longer afford to pay mere lip-service to the idea that "people are our most precious asset". Now they must show they mean it.

"Because of the accelerating rate of change, the shelf life of success gets shorter every year. Knowledge is a perishable commodity. Constant innovation and improvement must be the watchwords in any organisation. Continuous learning is the key to success."

Manning says to make it happen, managers must rethink all they know about managing. They must review their assumptions, re-visit their ideas and re-invent their companies from top to bottom.

"A priority for every manager should be training, education and development."

Training gives managers skills and knowledge to use today. Education equips them for tomorrow. Development helps them become well-rounded human beings who will be able to cope with the future.

"Each of these issues demands attention. Success begins with a long-term strategy and a commitment to supporting managers ever many years."

Manning says sending someone away on a short course often has limited value. There are few quick fixes in business. Long-term success demands long-term investment.

"It's virtually impossible to over-train people, so everyone should be trained and re-trained."

A factor that should be carefully considered is the individual manager's commitment to learning. Experts in adult education say the best results come when a manager chooses to learn, when or you take part in creating the learning experience.

"This suggests it's a waste of money to tell managers to attend a course. If they don't really want to be there, if they don't really want to grow, then don't send them. Try to motivate them first, or save the money."

Tomorrow's top executives will need a far more eclectic education than their predecessors. They'll have to be at ease with new technology and skilled in the arts of human relations. In addition, they'll have to be visionaries, entrepreneurs and innovators.

**Tony Manning**

more emphasis on training

South African business leaders must be to create a learning environment. The most successful companies are the ones that know how to learn from their mistakes — and they make lots of mistakes.

"As the economy cools, training education and development budgets are likely to be cut. This could be commercial suicide."

Manning says: "In assessing where to spend the money, they need to understand the difference be-
Industry facing an acute shortage of artisans

By Roy Cokayne

The number of apprentices in training in South Africa has dropped from 37 130 since 1984 to 23 415 at the end of 1988 — a distressing decline of 37 percent, says Director-General of Manpower Mr. Jool Fourie.

"No country can afford such a drop in the ranks of its artisans," Mr. Fourie told Iscor Limited's annual engineer-in-training symposium in Pretoria Tuesday.

"In the next 10 years in South Africa at least 10 000 apprentices must be enrolled annually to provide for the needs of existing production processes. Currently only about 8 000 apprentices a year are enrolled."

However, Mr. Fourie said provided certain changes were made in time, there was no reason why South Africa, with its huge manpower potential, could not develop into one of the phenomenal growth points of the world.

"We have the necessary raw materials and worker potential but have not yet succeeded in acquiring the required know-how and technological skills," he said.

Mr. Fourie said South Africa's first priority was probably to update the present education and training system and, secondly, to encourage studies in physical rather than social sciences.

He said the present ratio between the number of students receiving academic education and those receiving vocational education was about five to one.

Mr. Fourie said this ratio was almost reversed in most industrialised countries. A much higher premium must be placed on vocational training, which was a prerequisite for technological advancement.

Mr. Fourie advocated the use of subsidies to enable the engineering profession to take its "rightful place" in the education system.

He said the sixth survey carried out by the Federation of Societies of Professional Engineers (FSPE) into the supply and demand for professional engineers in 1988 indicated the situation was better than in previous years.

However, two jobs were still on offer for every engineering graduate.

The FSPE also noted that for every two professional-level engineers, there was on average a need for a technologist, a draughtsman and three technicians.

Mr. Fourie said this indicated an annual demand for at least 1 200 technologists, 1 200 engineering draughtsmen and 2 500 technicians.
Marlin to polish own granite

By Julie Walker

LEADING granite producer Marlin has taken a step towards benefiting some of its production with the purchase of Marble Products.

Pentelic is one of South Africa's foremost contractors in processing and application of dimension stone for use in construction.

The announcement that 95% of Pentelic had been bought came with Marlin's results for the year to June 1989 during which earnings a share grew by 50% to 84c. The dividend was raised by the same margin to 30c.

Marlin chairman Peter Gain says that buying Pentelic is a natural extension to Marlin's operations. Marlin is the world's largest producer of Belfast black granite, and a leading supplier of Rustenburg grey as well as various coloured material.

Almost all production is exported as raw blocks to the world's cutting and polishing centres where it is processed into cladding for buildings and as monumental stones, among other applications.

Situated in Germiston, Pentelic has been built up by the Krilovos family, who will stay on to manage the operations. The sum paid for Pentelic has not been disclosed, and its acquisition is not expected to make an immediate effect on Marlin's earnings.

"We aim to expand Pentelic, and put it in a position where we are able for the first time to export beneficiated material from our own quarries," says Mr Gain.

The world's dimension-stone sawing capacity is booked for many months in advance, and saw-makers have orders for a year ahead.

Pentelic prepares SA and imported stone to customer requirements. Blocks are delivered and sawn into thin slabs by a machine which resembles a giant broadslicer.

They are then either flame-polished to a rough finish or polished to a shiny one, then sawn into size for use in cladding buildings or for vanity tops and furniture.

Pentelic has clad some of SA's smaller buildings, including JCI House in Johannesberg and Mobil House in Cape Town. It hopes to be involved in First National Bank's City project currently out to tender.

There has been a large swing worldwide by architects to the use of granite, especially since new techniques have made the hard stone more workable.

Pentelic and Marlin have done business for several years.

Mr Gain says Marlin expects higher profits in the current year. The shares are 776c, 9.2 times earnings and on a dividend yield of 8.5%.
Aircraft maintenance hit by manpower shortage

THE Aviation Maintenance Association of Southern Africa (Amosa) has expressed concern over deteriorating standards in the industry.

C H "Obie" Oberholzer, speaking at the association's AGM in Germiston yesterday on his re-election as Amosa president, said aircraft maintenance standards were threatened by manpower shortages.

"We should take our manpower shortage far more seriously than is now the case," he warned. "We are still losing experienced personnel to other industries, and the inevitable age gap also has to be bridged."

Delivering his annual report, Amosa's CEO Cor Beek attacked government's handling of the import surcharge in the case of aviation.

He said the SA Air Force's ability to keep its aircraft operational had been badly affected by the surcharge. So had SA Airways' and the private sector's cost of operation. The amendments to the surcharge regulations came into effect on August 10. — Sapa.
IN an effort to alleviate the shortage of engineers, the SAACE Association of Consulting Engineers is to award bursaries to deserving students. They will go to students wishing to study any branch of engineering at a South African university and who are citizens of SA or neighbouring countries.
Preliminary Examination

Two jobs for every engineer

The strain on the rails.

For every 10 professional
engineers there are only
6 paid by the railroad.

1989 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1988 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1987 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1986 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1985 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1984 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1983 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1982 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1981 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1980 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1979 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1978 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1977 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1976 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1975 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1974 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1973 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1972 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1971 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1970 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.

1969 shows that all of
our students are
qualified for engineering
positions.
CRASH-TRAINED South Africans are replacing their more expensive foreign counterparts on the RTA’san Mossgas project. Project engineers say Mossgas has exposed the country’s acute shortage of skilled engineers and semi-skilled assistants and has prompted a remedial training programme.

The principal training body is the Mossgas civil engineering training scheme, which was launched late last year under the auspices of the SA Federation of Civil Engineers (SaFrec) — representing 238 engineering and construction companies — which identified the need for a massive injection of local labour.

Trained SA personnel for Mossgas

"They may appear as rough and ready workers, with greater contracting experience the scheme should be regarded as a success," says Smith.

The trainees, men and women and made up of all race groups, are drawn from within the area extending from Kraaipan to Albertinia and Outshoorn.

The scheme is financed by a levy imposed on contractors working within what is called the “fenced area”, and deducted from all payment certificates submitted by the contractors for the duration of the project, says Smith.

Training is carried out in the South Cape Training Centre for four categories: including labourers (basic hand construction), lower semi-skilled, higher semi-skilled and skilled. The total number of persons to be trained for Mossgas through the scheme is 4 000."

"Although at the point of initial appoint-
Hong Kong settlers could benefit SA

The Government's willingness to consider allowing skilled workers from Hong Kong to settle in South Africa has been welcomed in political and business quarters.

Although the Government has dismissed reports that it is considering accommodating 40,000 refugees from Hong Kong over a period of 10 years as "unfounded speculation," it has said it will "welcome all applications for permanent residence from prospective immigrants, including residents of Hong Kong."

These applications would be considered by the Immigrants Selection Board on merit, the aim being to supplement the shortage of skilled manpower and introduce entrepreneurs able to create job opportunities and training.

The National Manpower Commission has determined that there is an undersupply of engineers, technicians, computer personnel, artisans and skilled mining personnel among others.

Said Mr Sidney Matus, president of the Associated Chambers of Commerce (Assocom): "The introduction of skilled immigrants from Hong Kong will boost South Africa tremendously. The shortage in management and entrepreneurial skills is serious here. These skills are currently being drawn from a 5 million strong white community serving a population of 30 million."

Dr Denis Worrall, co-leader of the Democratic Party, said his party would "welcome" this development. "Clearly, the immigrants would be people with considerable skills. In addition, the Chinese are known to be diligent, conscientious and hard working."

The drive was not an attempt to get cheap labour, Dr Worrall said. The sort of people leaving Hong Kong were afraid of a "strait-jacket" regime after 1997, and would be "committed to individualism and the principle of democracy. They would have the education and financial means to bring job creating skills into South African society," he added.

He said he believed there would be no objection by the black community to Chinese immigrants. "It would not take the form of competition, rather a situation of productive interdependence," he said.

Conservative Party spokesman Mr Frank le Roux said his party could not comment on "speculative reports that had not been confirmed."

However, the CP's immigration policy was that "selective immigration of whites should be encouraged" (Chinese are considered honorary whites) and that they should be able to fulfill the needs of the labour force.

The 1820 Settlers' Association is planning a seminar in Hong Kong to attract people with expertise to settle in South Africa.

Mr Warren Smith, the association's general manager, said the idea resulted from the shortage of skilled manpower and a desire to help Hong Kong Chinese find a new home before the colony is handed to China.

"We have been approached by many companies asking us to find them skilled people. We have decided to take a group of businessmen and introduce them to the people of Hong Kong at the seminar before the end of the year," he said.

The South African Government is also advertising in British newspapers for workers and professional people in more than 30 categories, seeing the chance to obtain sorely needed resources - technology, entrepreneurs, foreign exchange and the Far Eastern work ethic, as well as the capital immigrants could bring from Hong Kong.

Observers believe South Africa could also learn from these immigrants how to handle the country's major socio-economic crisis. Much could be learnt in the fields of rapid urbanisation, mass housing and the development of small business.

At the same time, General Magnus Malan recently instructed the SADF to "initiate a process of registration of Chinese with SA citizenship in consultation with other departments."

Manpower shortage 'critical'

By HELEN GRANGE

The number of graduates in the fields of science and engineering in South Africa is expected to drop by 20 percent by the end of the century - a disastrous scenario for the country's economy.

This is the prediction of Professor Louw Alberts, chairman of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). Addressing members of the Executives Association of South Africa, Professor Alberts said if the country's economy were to survive, it was essential for industrialists to incorporate improved technology and the skilled manpower able to use it.

However, one of the biggest problems South Africa was facing was the critical shortage of skilled manpower able to interpret, understand and adopt new technology available here and from overseas.

"Of every 100 people born, only 33 get university exemptions. Sixty-one percent of these get degrees and only 4.7 percent of these get degrees in science or engineering. This number will decrease by 20 percent in the year 2 000," he said.

South Africa had the option of importing" skilled people from technologically advanced countries (including Taiwan and Hong Kong), although this could not be done fast enough.

The other option was to diversify students, both black and white, into the technological field. The CSIR was playing a major role in this respect having recently changed its philosophy from being research oriented to providing technological training and skills.

Professor Alberts said South Africa's move to introduce skilled refugees from Hong Kong was a "wise decision. Again against the salary structures of the Far East, even the weak rand was favourable. There was also a copious supply of trained people in Hong Kong, he said."
Fewer jobs open to specialists

By Norman Chandler,
Pretoria Bureau

It is difficult trying to be an astronomer, a radio or television announcer, a sculptor or a cartoonist — there aren't any jobs for you in South Africa.

It means that chaps like Andy, The Star’s cartoonist, or John Bishop, a well-known face on Network, will not be able to find another job if they suddenly decided to look for pastures new.

Stargazers who look at the heavens through giant mirrors at Sutherland, in the Cape, may also find it difficult to look into the Future (or the past) if they walk the streets as well.

That’s the sad news from the Central Statistical Service, which revealed yesterday that the job vacancy rate had dropped to 2.2 percent.

The good news is the total number of jobs vacant fell from 2.7 percent in 1987 to 2.2 percent last year.

According to the CSS the country needs doctors, computer programmers, nurses, security officers, motor mechanics and many unskilled workers.

The people who work in various industries are: professional and technical 678 831; managerial and administrative 200 286; clerical and sales 1 206 518.

Transportation, delivery and communication 203 719; service 765 319; production, miners and operators 1 416 545; artisans and apprentices 357 976; and labourers 1 382 854.
Headhunter sees major SA execs shortage.

DANIEL SIMON

ONE of SA's top headhunters says the country will need an additional 120 000 middle to senior management personnel by the year 2000 to maintain the present economic growth rate.

Woodburn Mann MD Trevor Woodburn warned yesterday SA could be caught off guard and suffer the consequences of an executive shortage if it did not address the problem now.

His warning follows the release of a Central Statistical Service statement this week indicating the number of employed managerial, executive and administrative workers had fallen sharply by more than 17 000 to 208 268 in 1995 as compared to 1997.

He said at present, SA's educational facilities were not capable of generating so many executives in such a short space of time.

"By the year 2000, SA whites will only be able to account for 45 000 of this much-needed executive skill."

He said the lack of educational facilities for the training and grooming of other race groups in fields of management was of major concern and needed urgent attention.

Woodburn said a temporary solution to SA's problem would be to start importing European executives. This would alleviate SA's problem till the start of the next century.

"An alternative to the shortage, but one which is an interim solution, is to attract European executives to SA when Europe starts deregulating in 1992. These people could fill SA's management skills gap for the next 10 years while other race groups are trained to take their rightful place in management positions."

He said European companies were already conducting mergers and takeovers in anticipation of 1992.
Using all the resources

"The traditional slow career path is not going to work either. We need to accelerate advancement. There is a great need for more black managerial staff right up to board level."

However, there are serious problems with accelerating black advancement as sub-standard education and stay-aways, which often result in the pupils' education being incomplete, leave them poorly prepared to face the challenge.

Says Ms Mitchell: "There is a shortage of good black matric students and everyone wants them. Traditionally, we have taken black matrices and placed them on a variety of bridging programmes. They are then pushed up through accelerated on-job-training. There would also be a range of quasi-educational programmes covering areas such as communication skills, business and assertiveness. But while they would perform well on the programme, results when back in the workplace were disappointing. This led to the development of the 'mentor' system.

The mentor is a person who acts as a combination of coach and support in the workplace. The idea being that the mentor would show the black staff member "the way we do things here". But though the idea has produced some positive results, it does not address the lack of success due to the negative reactions often experienced in the work environment.

Ms Mitchell says: "White employees often feel threatened by rising black stars. There is a need for input to reduce resistance and racial tension. You can't just have black advancement, it must be multiracial and designed to develop all the rising stars, regardless of race."

She notes that due to the lower ratio of managers, skilled staff are subjected to enormous amounts of stress. This lowers their performance and often leads to ill-health. She says companies are beginning to realise the need to become more "Africanised" and adopt the best of both worlds. She points out that SA cannot afford to neglect any of its resources and this means advancing women into positions of greater responsibility and employing handicapped people.
Real need for SA to upgrade attitudes to training

SOUTH AFRICA'S skills shortage is not simply a question of lacking skilled people, but of resources being wasted training the wrong skills.

Former chairman of the IPM training and Development Division and executive partner in Management Audit Partners, Barry Venter, points out there is an imbalance between the four skills categories; namely professional managers and the highly skilled, skilled, semi-skilled and the unskilled or unemployed.

He says the reason for the imbalance is the type of skills which are coming into the economically active portion of the economy.

"People are coming out of occupational training programmes in the wrong proportions to the country's needs. "In SA less than 16% of the people are being trained on the same basis," says Mr Venter.

In West Germany less than 10% of school leavers are training at university.

Meanwhile, in SA, 70% of those who pass matric go to university and a large percentage of these people are training in social sciences.

"It is time to change the approach and train for skills which the country needs."

Reasons

"One of the main reasons for West Germany's competitive advantage in the world market and its high growth rate is its practical approach to training," says Mr Venter.

He points out that, in SA, each time the economy grows beyond a certain point, the country lacks the skills to sustain the growth. He says this is one of the major reasons for SA's lacklustre performance in the past.

The private sector has a major contribution to make towards upgrading the level of useful skills. Some companies are doing so now, but others are not.

Benefits

Literacy is an area which can produce major benefits for the companies which adopt effective schemes. The modern factory cannot be run by illiterates and those have increased their staff literacy level have experienced important production gains. The effort is thus well rewarded.

Says Mr Venter: "If the skills problem is not addressed effectively there is no future. Without skilled people this country cannot make full use of its natural resources and will become increasingly uncompetitive."
Eskom chief urges need to develop black technical skills

Prof Brian Davis

SA WILL need a substantial pool of technical and managerial skills in the 1990s to drive not only the developed parts of the economy, but to encourage the informal sector to grow and develop into the formal sector.

This was said yesterday by Eskom CEO Ian McRae when he addressed an engineering and management convention in Johannesburg.

McRae said the traditional belief that skills shortages could be met by white males only, and that the rest could be imported, no longer held good.

"Blacks will increasingly fill managerial and technical positions. Indeed, the lack of skills in SA is not as formidable as it may appear — if we develop the right mindset. We already have the people — more than 34-million of them — who can meet most of the skills requirement if they are given the chance and opportunity to do so."

He said countries like Japan, South Korea and Taiwan were all faced with similar challenges — and they had succeeded in meeting them by utilising their national resources.

McRae proposed a five-point strategy which included the commitment to mobilise SA’s resources; an education system that should match the skills requirement of the market place; a more prominent role by business in education; motivation for the workforce to acquire and apply skills; and the improvement of productivity and product quality.

He warned, however, that the process was slow and that companies should create a working environment which was more user-friendly to people of different cultural groups.
Some labour brokers operate as modern day 'slave traders'

EDWARD WEST

SOME labour brokers in the SA construction industry were "modern day slave traders" and were inflating wage costs by about 70%, industry sources said yesterday.

Constructional Engineering Association executive director Rene Schmetz said some labour brokers were conducting unscrupulous and unethical labour practices, costing the taxpayer millions every year.

Schmetz said there were about 700 labour brokers in SA, some of whom promoted corruption, bribery and kick-backs.

These brokers exploited the skilled manpower shortage. The brokers lured staff from permanent employment by offering substantially higher rates of pay, usually for short periods of employment.

They recruited staff from site to site on a merry-go-round system and encouraged tax evasion by telling employees to register as close corporations, sub-contracting labour to clients with brokers acting as agents only. Registration of employees with bodies such as the industrial council was required by law, but many brokers only registered a few of their employees.

This meant people employed by brokers had no social security, medical cover or workmen's compensation insurance.

Schmetz said the use of fictitious addresses, avoidance of levy payments and the importation of employees from overseas on tourist visas were all part of the dark side of the labour broking industry. Between 16 000 and 20 000 people were working for brokers.

A Manpower Department spokesman said the department was aware that some broking practices were causing problems in the industry, but there was little it could do about it.

The Labour Relations Act said disputes arising out of labour broking practices could be referred to the Industrial court.

Group Five CE Peter Clegg said brokers were necessary in peak periods of construction activity because of the cyclical nature of the industry, but he realised the potential of brokering rackets.
Seeking solutions to skills shortage

By Robin Chalmers

But it's not all bleak

The unemployment rate in South Africa is exceptionally high, but in recent years there has been a growing concern about the shortage of skilled workers. This has been exacerbated by the fact that many industries require specific skills that are not widely available in the local workforce.

In response to this challenge, the government has implemented various policies aimed at increasing the number of skilled workers. However, these efforts have been met with mixed success.

One of the main solutions proposed is to increase training and education programs. This includes providing vocational training and offering incentives to workers who complete these programs.

Another solution is to attract skilled workers from other countries. This has been done through various measures, including offering visa and settlement packages to skilled workers.

Despite these efforts, the unemployment rate remains high, and there is a need for continued investment in education and training programs.

The government has acknowledged the need for a long-term solution and has committed to investing in education and training programs to address the skills shortage. This includes providing funding for training programs, improving the quality of education, and partnering with businesses to create more training opportunities.

While the situation is not ideal, there are positive steps being taken to address the skills shortage. The government and private sector are working together to create a more skilled workforce.

In conclusion, while the skills shortage in South Africa is a significant challenge, there are efforts being made to address it. More can be done, but progress is being made towards a more skilled and competitive workforce.
Industry grapples with shortage of skilled labour

One of the operating constraints with which industrial groups appear to be having increasing difficulty is the shortage of skilled labour.

The primary methods used to cope with the situation include in-house training, improved pay packages and better industrial relations.

In his annual report, Nampak chairman Dave Brown refers to the greater emphasis that was placed on the recruitment and training of apprentices and technicians "in order to overcome the growing skills shortages which affected a number of divisions.

Major effort

"In addition, a major effort was put into the development of a production management training scheme to provide for the development of existing production management staff and newly recruited staff to fill positions of competence in this vital function."

In his MD's review, D&H's Richard Bruyns says: "As with all businesses in SA, the shortage of skilled labour remains a problem. During the year, the group encouraged further studies through its bursary scheme, which is focused towards the achievement of technical skills requirements."
A CONCERTED effort to increase exports by manufacturers working multiple shifts is necessary if SA's economic ills are to be cured.

A capacity utilisation survey by the Federated Chamber of Industries (FCI) and the Steel Engineering Industries Federation of SA (Selica) shows that about 70% of manufacturers work less than two shifts. Less than 10% work three shifts.

The survey found that the main problems facing SA are a shortage of capital, the failure to create sufficient jobs, high inflation and balance of payment constraints.

By extending the number of shifts worked, most of these problems could be resolved.

Equipment would be used more productively, job opportunities would increase, the need to import expensive machinery to expand production would be reduced and manufacturers could dedicate more of their output for export.

Inflation would also fall because capital equipment would be more effectively used. SA would become more competitive in world markets.

However, several factors prevent more shifts being worked, the main one being the lack of skilled workers and supervisory staff.

To overcome this, education and training must be improved. It is suggested that as much as 5% of company profits be spent on training.

FCI executive director Ron Haywood says: "If by the year 2000 we have hordeS of hungry people, there could be unrest and businessmen would be to blame."

In tough times, spending on advertising and training is the first to be trimmed. It would be better for companies to forfeit profits, but maintain training programmes, says Mr Haywood.

Education also has to be improved. But it is not necessary for everyone to have a matriculation certificate. People should be trained to do a particular job.

The second major problem preventing multiple shift work is current and future demand for products.

A solution, says the survey, is import replacement and export development. Exports would increase demand and help to cushion cyclical movements in SA's economy.

Apart from this, a common market is needed in Southern Africa, although political problems have prevented it. Trading houses should be established to help the small producer and barter trade should be considered.

The survey says it is vital that the importance and size of the manufacturing sector be increased, exports expanded and training improved.
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The basic accounting controls are essential

SKILLS shortages and false expectations are creating problems in the computerised accounting field.

Price Waterhouse partner Andrew Spalding says these two factors are having an adverse effect on the way many SA businesses are handling their day-to-day accounting functions.

"There aren't enough people who know how to implement computerised accounting systems," he says.

"This is compounded by some companies believing computers obviate the need for basic accounting controls and principles."

Of particular concern is the number of companies that expect a computerised package to provide a panacea for unsound accounting methods.

Procedures

He says there is a need for proper accounting procedures to be in place before a computerised system can be installed.

"No matter how good a package is, it can only be properly implemented by people with a knowledge of the package and the business requirements," Spalding says.

A common problem is the trend for small businesses to buy hardware and off-the-shelf software from suppliers who aren't aware of their accounting needs.

This leads to operational setbacks for companies that have invested money in systems they can't use.

Companies are finding it pays to spend a little extra on quality software that is well supported, together with reliable equipment that can be expanded to keep pace with growth.
SHORTAGE OF 420 000 MANAGERS IN 10 YEARS

By JOSHUA RABOROKO

"There is a real need to create the opportunity for people who have been part of a disastrous education system and who believe that they have the potential to be top managers," Van Werkmeskermeaken says.

Trend Management Consulting have created the facility for advancement from an environment where education has been largely shunned to one where achievement and accomplishment is the order of the day. This is through a two-day programme aptly called - The Challenge of Managing for the Future.

He says there is often only a small difference between the top leaders in every field and those who merely do well. The consulting offers a simple, yet profound principles shared by great achievers of the present time ... principles that give you the winning edge in every situation ... principles which are essential for survival in the new South Africa.

The Challenge of Managing for the Future offer an opportunity to discover how to develop a truly effective system of managing - a system for planning for survival - for harmonising with and leading others - for moving your business life forward to greater expectations and, perhaps, most important for all the feeling the personal satisfaction which comes with setting new goals and achieving them on schedule.

Steps set up by the Challenge for one to be adequately trained:

* Identify the challenge of managing and what you can contribute.
* Plan through objective setting and targeting.
* Manage through organising, staffing, team building, time management and control.
* Communicating effectively and delegate and building and motivating a team of professionals.

For more information about the courses contact Dolly at 783-4218.
Engineers in short supply

THE number of civil engineers graduating annually in SA needed to be raised by at least 50% if the country was to become internationally competitive, says SA Institute of Civil Engineers president Louis de Waal.

In a Regional Development magazine article De Waal said that during the past 15 years the number of first-year university students registering for civil engineering had dropped by a third.

Although relatively better than university figures, the number of students studying engineering-related courses at technikons was also too low, he said.

In Japan the annual number of graduating engineers was 500 per one-million of the population, against 370 per million in America.

But SA lagged way behind at 35 graduating engineers per million, he said.
South Africa's lack of scientific skills disastrous

SOUTH Africa's future welfare may rest heavily on its ability to resolve a crisis in black education.

"I think it is no exaggeration to say that our future constitutes a race between education and disaster," says Kenneth Maxwell, former president of the Chamber of Mines mineowners' association.

Maxwell is one of many prominent businessmen to voice concern over the critical lack of skills needed to support a prosperous post-apartheid society.

Education

"To say that there is an education crisis is a gross understatement," declared John Kiitoe, chairman of Shell South Africa.

Brian Clark, president of the state-funded Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, describes the country's technological backlog as frightening.

"Today anyone worth his salt in the developed world knows that science and technology are the major levers generating economic growth," he says.

Yet in South Africa, scientists and engineers make up only 1.7 percent of the population, well below the world average of 2.3 percent and nowhere near the 8.5 percent of Israel and 12.6 percent of North America.

Maxwell says vocationally-oriented studies which have produced economic revolutions in Pacific countries such as Taiwan and South Korea are virtually unknown in South Africa.

It has 23 000 artisans in training when it should have 100 000. Compared with Australia's 800 000 students in technical education, South Africa, with double the population, has 60 000, he says.

The crisis has its roots in an education policy instituted by Hendrik Verwoerd.

As Minister of Native Affairs in 1953, he introduced Bantu Education, portraying blacks as fit only for menial work.

"What is the use of teaching a Bantu maths?" Verwoerd once asked.

"There is no place for him in the European community above the level of certain forms of labour," he said.

The Government spends nearly five times more on a white child's education than it does on a black child. The result, by some estimates, is that up to a half of the country's adults are illiterate, while half of school-age youngsters do not attend classes.

Those that do are crammed into dilapidated, overcrowded schools where textbooks are shared by up to three pupils.

Malnutrition stunts potential. Black teachers are underpaid, many of them are underqualified, and there are far too few to cope.

Of every 10 000 black school entrants only 130 achieved school-leaving certificates last year. Only one of those passed with mathematics and one with science. A mere two percent of black adults continue formal studies beyond school.

Uprisings

Black uprisings in the 1970s and the 1980s, which spawned the slogan "Liberation before education", contributed to school boycotts and what commentators call a lost generation.

"A situation in which a school certificate is a far less effective weapon in the battle for jobs than is a driver's licence, provides a strong disincentive to learning," the Standard Bank Investment Corporation remarked in a recent review. "Sopa Rent.

Engineers in demand

AT LEAST two posts are available for every engineering graduate and this state of affairs is likely to continue for the foreseeable future, says Philip Lloyd, head of Industrial & Petrochemical Consultants.

In particular, the demands in civil engineering and heavy-current electrical engineering are such that every young engineer has at least three jobs awaiting him when he graduates.

Although total applications have increased the number of graduates by more than 25% in the past 10 years, many more are needed if SA is to avoid demand-driven cycles of boom and bust.

There is a direct relationship between the demand for engineers and that for goods, says Dr Lloyd. Between 1987 and 1989 the index of physical volume of manufacturing increased by more than 6% and the demand for engineers rose by 25%.

"We do not have enough engineers to deliver more goods on demand, so when demand increases we merely import more - than the Government has to cool the economy to keep our balance of payments positive."
The plastics industry has set up a national training board to investigate its skills needs and co-ordinate training.

Plastics Federation chief executive Bill Naphade says the board is seeking accreditation from the Department of Manpower. It hopes to develop vocational qualifications which will be recognised abroad.

Board chairman Ralph Oxburn says the plastics industry is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the economy.

"The major constraint on the maintenance of this high growth rate is a shortage of skills at all levels of a highly technical business."

The training board initially aims to give tuition to 260 trainees each year along guidelines which will form the basis of a long-term national strategy.
Room in Pro Ranks
There's Plenty of
SOUTHWESTER BUSINESS

BY JOSHUA
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Technicians to ease accounting shortages

ACCOUNTING firms have begun training accounting technicians to help maintain standards and cope with skills shortages.

While SA was starved of highly skilled accountants, many countries had introduced accounting technicians to undertake routine work and free those with expertise to concentrate on complex issues, Price Waterhouse partner Chris Frame said last week.

"Educating those from disadvantaged educational backgrounds to join the profession will take time, and the short-term solution is to simplify the job," he said.

KPMG Aiken & Peat CS Guy Smith said the rise of informal sector entrepreneurs to the formal sector would intensify the need for accounting services.

"Due to the high barriers to entry — the chartered accountancy (CA) examination is extremely difficult — there is a danger of splinter groups forming, such as blackubs creating their own bodies. This could lead to a lowering of standards.

"Having a tier system, like the one used in Lesotho, would ensure that those who could not achieve the CA qualification could stay in the profession while being given encouragement to study and climb to the next tier," Smith said.

SA's accountants had been "cocooned" in a First World commercial and industrial environment.

With the rapid political and socio-economic evolution taking place in SA, it was "not difficult to anticipate a situation in which the accountancy profession will have to straddle First and Third World business conditions".

Frame said that since only education would provide a long-term solution, it was hoped that SA would become an attractive destination for skilled professionals.

"There is already a shortage of highly skilled accountants and our aim should be to ensure they are not burdened with routine work," he added.
‘Workers must learn skills, not Latin’

The South African economy is faced with an absurd anomaly: rocketing unemployment and a shortage of skilled labour. SAMANTHA WEINBERG looks at moves to ease the situation.

This will be close to three million unemployed, unskilled workers in South Africa by the year 2000. Ally that to a projection of a shortage of over 500,000 skilled workers and you get a pretty ridiculous situation. Factors in the negative spin-offs of a large pool of unemployed labour, and it leads to an overwhelming justification for training — to turn some of the unwanted and unskilled people into desperately needed skilled workers.

Papie Moloto, of the newly convened Centre for the Development of Human Resources (CDHR), says human resources were treated as a third-rate priority in the “old” South Africa. Traditionally, whites filled the jobs which required more skills — and pulled in larger wage packets. To this day, there are only 20 black accountants out of a countrywide total of 12,000.

The economy, driven by the mining sector (with its great reliance on cheap, unskilled or semi-skilled labour) flourished — until the 1960s, when growth started to exceed the country’s ability to meet it. The bottlenecks were quickly identified as skills shortages.

So what to be done? Instead of training South Africans to take the vacant jobs, immigration was encouraged — which wasn’t too successful as many of the people the country desired were repulsed by its policies — and labour-saving technology introduced.

As South Africa slides into another recession, it has become clear that something must be done to develop local human resources — and done quickly.

Two years ago a group of people from a myriad of different organisations — many of them at the time banned — met in Harare to discuss employment promotion in a future South Africa.

Last year, after researching the problem, they met again and convened the CDHR. The aim of the organisation is to promote the need for skills training and facilitate its implementation.

He says the centre is not specifically affiliated to any political organisation, but backed by those interested in developing skills for “victims of apartheid”. “Our cause is too big to be party-political. Everybody needs to eat and the food must be provided — that is the end we are working towards.”

Moloto admits the work of the centre is still in its embryonic stage but priorities have already been identified. Administrative skills will be at a premium under a new dispensation. People filling administrative posts, especially in government, should be hired on merit not loyalty, he says.

Skills in key areas in industry, agriculture and communications should be developed as well as the maintenance and management skills needed to keep the present operations going. Career guidance should be given to ensure people are trained for the correct jobs.

A certain quality of life in terms of social, recreational and cultural facilities must be ensured, he says.

The most rapid and effective way to train people is by practical training — preferably through some sort of internship programmes — and more technicians should also be set up.

As Moloto says: “A knowledge of anthropology and Latin won’t give anybody food — only a headache.”

Since the centre started operating at full speed in May it has achieved a certain measure of success in its objectives, says Moloto. A training programme to upgrade secretaries at the Alpha Training Centre in Broederstroom has produced nearly 100 graduates and there have been several management development courses.

Rome wasn’t built in a day, and the next step is to bring in the private sector. “The private sector is the second-biggest employer after government. They have to see human resource development is in their best interests and play a role in this, it’s either that or they will have no economy to participate in.”

“We aim to dovetail all efforts to present a strong lobby to government, to create an environment within which our group can better develop,” he says.

Another major step the CDHR has taken is to forge strong links with the Commonwealth. A Commonwealth expert group on skills development has been put together, its local representative Papie Moloto.

The group intends to look at ways to forge better links between South Africa and the Commonwealth. Hopefully these will include the use of facilities and training institutions within Commonwealth countries.

The group will come up with its final proposals by the middle of next year.
are expected to drop out before they earn a certificate of competency.

A shortage of trained staff can often result in costly mistakes and accidents at sea. For example, in September government’s R25m fish research ship *Africana* was disabled after water short circuited its electrical propulsion off Port Elizabeth.

The cause was human error. The second engineer was fired and then, when it was established that the British chief engineer’s certificate of competency was false, he was also sacked. The episode cost SA taxpayers more than R300 000.

It has long been argued that to cope with the scarcity of crews, the two government research ships — the *Africana* and the Antarctic relief ship *Agulhas* — should be managed by Safmarine or Unicorn. They could more easily provide relief crews and offer officers a variety of ships on which to serve. Government opposes this, though Safmarine crews a Post Office cable repair ship.

For more than a decade young South Africans have not been drawn to careers as marine officers. This is partly because the increasingly quick turnarounds — hours instead of days — ships now make at each stop leave little time for exploring exotic ports. The requirement that applicants must also have matric with science and mathematics makes it difficult for shipping companies to compete with better paying jobs in other sectors.

So, as jobs on SA ships go begging, shipowners are employing more Poles, Yugoslavs, Sri Lankans and other foreigners.

One locally owned oil tanker has a Polish captain and Filipino deck and engineering crew supplemented by South Africans. Two of the largest coastal trawlers have had sharply reduced machinery maintenance costs since they switched to Polish engineers. Another oil tanker has an almost entirely Polish crew.

The problem is not limited to SA. A study released this month by the London-based International Shipping Federation and the Baltic and International Marine Councils finds that there is a shortage of 50 000 deck and engineering officers worldwide. The study, which compiled information from 80 countries, estimates that the shortage will soar to 400 000 by 2000.
Shortage of accountants could impede economy

By MONDI MAKHANYA

UNLESS there is an intensive campaign to train accountants, the eagerly awaited “New South Africa” faces a severe economic crisis, says former president of the Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa, Jeffrey van Rooyen.

Van Rooyen, who recently won an award from the American National Association of Black Accountants for his contribution to increasing the number of black accountants in South Africa, believes the shortage has far-reaching implications.

“The development of businesses will be stunted and they will not have access to the technical expertise accountants offer. This in turn will lead to increased unemployment and slower economic growth.”

Most accountants are employed in the corporate sector, leaving the rapidly expanding small business sector unattended. This is detrimental to the campaign for black economic empowerment, he says.

“It is important to create opportunities for black businesses and make them more meaningful in generating wealth. We can’t achieve this success unless there are accountants who can identify needs and weaknesses of the business.”

Van Rooyen was recently appointed managing partner of Deloitte Pim Goldby. He will soon merge his accounting practice, Van Rooyen and Associates, which is one of the biggest black practices in the country, with Deloitte. He is also to head the firm’s New South Africa Group, which is involved in stimulating black business.

Van Rooyen earned his degree through Unisa while working as an articled clerk and in 1985 he became a founder member and first president of Abasa. He is still a patron of the organisation.

The chartered accountant, who is to head a delegation of 80 black South African businessmen and economists on an educational tour of the United States, said the future “does not look too bright”.

At present there is a dearth of black accountants. Of the country’s 13 000 chartered accountants, only about 200 are black and of these 29 are African.

The number of black students taking accounting at universities is negligible and of these a small percentage graduates, says Van Rooyen.

“Not enough blacks are going through to universities and the major challenge facing us now is to address these imbalances. Unless we address these problems now the effects will be to the detriment of the economy in a future South Africa.”

Most of the blame for the crisis in accounting can be laid at the door of the country’s education system. The education system will need to be overhauled, he said.

Until recently the University of the Western Cape was the only black university accredited by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board to train chartered accountants. In March the University of Transkei was given accreditation. Cape Town and Wits universities have also undertaken to increase their intake of black students.

While steps are being taken by the universities, little can be done about the situation in secondary schools. “That can only be addressed by a future government. While private initiatives are welcome, at the end of the day they can only achieve a certain amount of success,” he says.

Affordability was also a major problem. Van Rooyen says Abasa has adopted programmes aimed at alleviating the crisis. After its formation Abasa began contributing to the Chartered Accountants Eden Trust, which grants bursaries to black accountancy students. So far 160 bursaries have been granted.

In addition to an academic support programme, which provides accountant tuition for part-time university students at a training centre, Abasa also runs a school for accounting technicians.

He criticised many accounting firms for not doing enough to train black accountants and for stifling the upward mobility of black employees.

The New South Africa Group will help business gain access to capital as well as managerial and technical skills. It will also assist Deloitte Pim Goldby’s corporate clients to become proactive in black empowerment.
SOUTH Africa will have a deficit of more than 500,000 skilled workers by the year 2000, according to the executive director of the Education Foundation (TEP), Dr Johan van Zijl.

Addressing 1990 Bifsa Congress in Durban, he said the skilled category included professional, technical, highly skilled, executive and managerial groups.

"By contrast, the country would have an unemployed surplus of 2.7 million unskilled workers. These figures confirm an alarming shortage of skilled manpower, which will seriously inhibit the economy's growth performance unless appropriate policies are developed and implemented," Van Zijl said.

Identifying the school dropout rate as a major factor in the over-provision of unskilled labour, he said a quarter of black pupils did not progress beyond Grade 7.

"These people go into the world without even the most elementary literacy levels, and are relegated to peripheral and powerless positions in society."

**Serious**

Van Zijl said only three percent of the country's total workforce of 11 million had post-matriculation qualifications with a further 31 percent having completed secondary schooling.

"This means that 66 percent of our total workforce, the equivalent of 7.3 million, have only primary schooling or less. If we are serious about turning the economy around, we have to take urgent remedial action both within the school system and beyond it in literacy, numeracy, bridging and vocational programmes."

He put forward several recommendations:

* Focus investment on pre-primary centres as incubators for social coordination and creative spirit, and on primary education itself.
* Remove negative connotations associated with "vocational education" by introducing the concept of "career education", an idea recommended 10 years ago by the de Lange Commission but never acted upon.
* Develop "Magnet Schools" which would teach a specialised curriculum to provide in-depth study of interest.
* Through an incremental approach, children should be taught through the medium of their home language to start with before gradually introducing a single medium of instruction; English.
Job market ‘still needs skilled people’

THE job market in SA was not flooded with skilled people, despite the economic downturn, Colin Katz Associates MD Colin Katz said in a recent interview.

Companies in general falsely believed a tight economy would necessarily imply the industry was inundated with highly qualified people available at “bargain basement” prices.

However, Katz said the law of supply and demand did not apply in times of recession and the existing skills shortage in all sectors made it more difficult for personnel consultancies to recruit people with the relevant qualifications and experience.

The economy was growing despite recession, leading to a demand for graduates which exceeded the turnover.

He said an estimated 50% of graduates were leaving the country.

Katz said people were “job-hunting out of necessity and not out of choice” and attributed this trend to the changing political and economic situation in SA in terms of job insecurity.

An age restriction contained in many adverts made it almost impossible for men over 45 and women over 35 to find employment.

Katz felt women’s role in middle management was almost non-existent with a negligible percentage of the Top 100 companies having female directors in management.

But, he said, many companies were rapidly changing their perceptions about employing people of all races.
Finding the right person is hard work.

The yuppity status symbol of the moment is an approach by a headhunter — or, as the recruitment profession prefers to put it, an "executive search consultant".

In a business environment characterised by a shortage of skills on the one hand and an economic downturn on the other, employers are finding it increasingly difficult to find quality staff.

Dissatisfied

Search Solutions recruitment executive, specialising in technical, management and upper management personnel, Anneke Dunlop says: "All advertising will bring you is the dissatisfied and the unemployed. The best person for the job has already been recognised as such — by someone else."

"Our job is to locate and woo him."

Long established as the most effective way to obtain top management staff, executive search has found its way into the lower echelons as well — right down to secretarial level.

A leading player is the Emmanuel Personal group.

MD Litsa Roussos says: "Clients are demanding that consultants identify the right person for the job."

"Unusually, executive search is the best way to do this — but unless the client has requested we approach a specific person it involves a lot of research."
No room for 'crooks' in public service — Henn

PRETORIA — The shortage of managerial skills was not so great in SA that public offices had to be filled by crooks, Federation of Sats' Trade Unions' president Dudley Henn said in Johannesburg last night.

Referring to the "ever increasing" corruption in SA society at the federation's AGM, Henn said when people in high places were found guilty of fraud or corruption at the expense of taxpayers, they should not be allowed to retain their "richly feathered nests".

Henn also said if the ANC wanted redistribution of wealth, they should construct and make known a credible economic policy to achieve this end. Indiscriminate nationalisation could never benefit workers.
The number of engineering graduates in South Africa has increased significantly in recent years. The engineering profession is experiencing a shortage of qualified engineers, and the demand for engineers is expected to grow in the future.

The diagram shows the annual growth rate of GDP in South Africa from 1980 to 1995. The data indicates that during this period, the engineering sector has played a significant role in driving economic growth.

Engineering graduates are in high demand, and there is a need to address the shortage of qualified engineers in the country. The government and private sector are taking initiatives to increase the number of engineering graduates and improve the quality of engineering education.

Threats to Engineering Progress

1. Expanding Industry: The growth of industries in the country has increased the demand for engineers. However, the supply of engineers does not meet the demand, leading to a shortage.

2. Unemployment: The unemployment rate among engineering graduates is high, and many are forced to leave the country to seek employment abroad.

3. Infrastructure: The infrastructure in South Africa is in need of modernization, requiring a large number of engineers to carry out the necessary projects.

4. Education: The quality of engineering education in South Africa is not up to par with the international standard, leading to a lack of qualified engineers.

Robert Lang

After reaching a peak at the beginning of the decade, the number of engineers declined, affecting the engineering profession. The shortage of qualified engineers is causing a skills gap in the industry, leading to decreased productivity and increased costs for companies.

The shortage of qualified engineers is a major concern for the engineering profession. The government and private sector need to work together to address this issue and improve the quality of engineering education.
think for education as crisis worsens

The Department of Education and Training (DET) has decided to apply stricter criteria for readmission, so not many of the 10 000 students who failed have a prospect of obtaining matriculation.

The sad fact is that even those who do manage to pass matric — often at the age of 23 or 24 — are unlikely to get a good job.

Not only are businesses predicting poor employment prospects this year because of an economic downturn, the strongly academic strain of SA’s education system has meant that many have emerged from school qualified to do little.

Barlow Rand chairman Mike Rosholt says the basic flaw in education is having serious consequences for industry because the system results in far too many unskilled and semi-skilled workers.

Rosholt wants the DET to review its system of education and training so that the technical side, not merely the academic, is given equal emphasis.

Only 95% of Standard 9 and 10 pupils of all races are taking mathematics and 96% physical science. The figures for blacks alone are worse at 45% and 26% respectively.

Mr Rosholt says the basic problem is that SA’s educational system, assisted by teachers and parents, directs young people to obtain qualifications which the employment market does not require.

"An essential component for the necessary change will be the initiation of a positive encouragement from the age of about 14 to stream themselves into technically oriented courses."

"The encouragement of many more children to pursue careers in technology and science will put pressure on technical colleges and technikons. It will call for improved standards in technical colleges, the traditional stepping stone to technikons."

Business has a role to play as well, he says. The first essential will be for it to identify and quantify its needs in all disciplines for the next 10 to 30 years.

In collaboration with educationists, business must work out the changes necessary to satisfy these needs. Mr Rosholt says: "Ultimately, those who emerge from the educational system must find employment in an integrated economy which is at present starved of skills and which certainly cannot realise its full potential if racial barriers are retained."
300 000 more teachers needed

MORE than 300 000 teachers needed to be trained to bring present teacher-pupil ratios in black schools to an acceptable level, a National Education Co-ordinating Committee (NECC) spokesman said yesterday.

Johannesburg-based NECC secretary-general Brien Rensburg said the NECC would open schools in churches around the country if empty white classrooms were not opened to blacks soon, or other steps taken to accommodate the thousands of young people for whom there were no places at schools.

Rensburg said the present crisis was "disastrous" in its proportions. "At the moment we have eight-million black children in school and only 150 000 teachers. I was in a classroom in Motherwell in Port Elizabeth this week where there were 90 pupils per teacher. The teacher could hardly get in the door.

"It is not enough to encourage children to return to school if there are not enough facilities or teachers for them. How much learning will take place? For a teacher pupil ratio of 1:30, 400 000 teachers are needed."

The ratio in white schools at present was 1:18. The average ratio in black schools was 1:30.

Rensburg said there were 4 910 empty places in white teacher training colleges at present, and four colleges had been closed down.

Illiteracy

If black teachers were allowed to fill those 4 910 empty places, it would be at no extra cost to the state and would be an important step in redressing educational imbalances.

"In building a true democracy, we can't have a 60% illiteracy rate as we have at present. If the state does not address the crisis, we will activate schools in churches in February — and we do not expect the state to intervene in community attempts to solve the educational crisis."
SA faces crisis in training of engineers

South Africa needs a Ministry of Technology, says Robbie Parker, president of the South African Association of Consulting Engineers.

He told a group of engineers and clients recently, "The crisis in engineering education in South Africa should be addressed urgently at Cabinet level.

"We should follow the footsteps of these countries which have become model nations — Taiwan, Korea and Singapore — with booming economies, work opportunities and sufficient accommodation.

"Japan produces 500 engineers per one million head of population annually, the US 370 engineers, Germany 340 and Britain 250."

"South Africa's engineering graduates number only 20 per one million head of population." We therefore face a crisis at the turn of the century when today's older engineers will no longer be economically active."

"The crisis cannot be prevented as it is not possible to import sufficient engineers, especially with the present economic circumstances and political uncertainty."
Protec drive for black technical skill pays off

By Dirk Tiemann

Of every 10 000 black children who start school, only 1 900 reach matriculation, 27 achieve a university entrance pass and only one gets an exemption in mathematics and science.

By the year 2000, 80% of SA pupils will be black, but statistics indicate a low pass rate and unmarketable qualifications among school leavers.

A total of 78% of pupils fall under the Department of Education and Training (DET).

Morale

Protec national director David Kramer says overcrowding in schools and a teacher-pupil ratio of 1:40 make the task of qualified tutors difficult.

Protec promotes training in technical skills. Its objective is to help pupils studying mathematics and science to take up technological careers.

Mr Kramer says more than 16% of teachers employed by the DET do not have appropriate qualifications and 66% are underqualified.

"Morale among the teachers and pupils is low and in Soweto 16% of teachers regularly miss classes. The immediate future looks bleak as politically motivated disruptions increase."

"Last year's results were worse than in the past, but should be seen as the harvest of black education in the Eighties."

Technical education declined in 1989, 18 000 (9%) in a total of 166 000 DET matriculation pupils choosing mathematics and 84 000 (12%) science. The respective percentages for 1988 were 12% and 17%.

Of those taking both mathematics and science, it is unlikely that more than 4 500 passed. This means that 2.3% of black matriculants qualify for tertiary technological education.

Concern

James Mulder, of the University of Natal, says: "The technikon-university enrolment ratio is further cause for concern because 267 000 students are enrolled at SA's 21 universities, while only 62 000 are at the 12 technikons. This ratio should be the inverse of what it is now."

The crisis has far-reaching effects on the economy, 26% of the workforce having no education, 36% only primary schooling, while 3% have tertiary education.

Former Manpower Minister Pietie du Plessis estimates the shortage of technical skills by the year 2000 at 200 000. The Institute of Race Relations forecasts an overall skills shortage of 500 000.

Mr Kramer says: "New apprenticeships declined by 45% between 1984 and 1988. The supply of engineers will be half that demanded by 1991 and CSIR's Professor Louw Alberts forecasts a further 20% decline in science and engineering students by the end of the century."

Regional

The Protec programme is run on regional lines, being introduced to children in Standard 8. It lasts from three to seven years and requires the involvement of employers, educational institutions, parents and pupils.

Protec has 18 branches, most of them on the Witwatersrand. Of the 625 matriculation pupils involved in Protec, 476 have passed. That is a pass rate of 56%. A 47% exemption rate was achieved compared with a national average of 10%.

The mathematics and science exemption rate achieved by Protec pupils was 32% compared with a national average of 64%.

Protec started with 67 students under its wing in 1982 and expanded to 5 019 in 1990.
The skills shortage should be solved at home

Today EDDIE WEBSTER, Professor of Sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand, looks at the slow process of removing racial discrimination in the workplace. He argues that affirmative action is needed within corporations themselves to promote black advancement.

Black press

* Involves blacks in the design and implementation of any programmes to remove discrimination.

State resources

* Finally, but crucially, we need to recognise the structural insecurity of whites who fear the future. A precondition for serious black advancement is a massive re-education of whites away from racism. A first step would be the integration of 'white' schools, a process that must lead to a single non-racial education system.

Clearly any attempt to resolve the skills shortage will require a massive redirection of state resources to the majority of the population. It has been estimated that the DET needs to build about 100 large schools and train 3 500 teachers each year at the country's 39 training colleges to adequately accommodate the annual growth of 250 000 in the black pupil population.

But in the meantime, there is much that management can do to promote black advancement in the workplace. Besides, it may prove a better long-term investment than importing East Europeans.
14 000 skilled workers needed

ONLY one in every 10 000 black children who starts grade one achieves university exemption in maths and science.

Yet 14 000 skilled blacks need to enter the economy every year if a further skills shortage is to be prevented, according to Protec national director David Kramer.

Protec is a technological career development programme whose 18 branches around SA promote maths and science study at high school and tertiary levels. Kramer said dimensions of the skills shortage varied. At present about 20% of the workforce had no education, 36% had only primary school education and only 3% had a tertiary qualification.

He said the SA Institute of Race Relations' John Kane-Berman saw an overall shortage of skilled people and managers of about 300 000 by 2000.

At the same time SA had about nine million unskilled or semi-skilled people more than it needed.

New apprenticeships declined by 45% between 1982 and 1988, and the CSIR's Professor Louw Alberts predicted a 20% decrease in science and engineering graduates by the end of the 1990s.

Kramer said this meant only 0.02% of matric qualified to enter tertiary technological institutions.

To compound the problem 95% of black first degree graduates obtained non-science based degrees, Kramer said.

Educational problems — especially in the technological field — could not be solved without the involvement of commerce and industry. Any solution would have to include a single compulsory education department.
School figures bode ill for skills supply

The annual report on education of the Research Institute for Education Planning (RIEP) highlights the skills shortage facing SA.

The graph shows that in 1988 slightly more than 9 million pupils were enrolled in SA schools - including the homelands. About 7 million were black, 935,000 white, 832,000 coloured and 233,000 Asian.

Three disturbing statistics concerning black education emerge from the report. First, of the total number of pupils, only 2.7% of blacks were in matric compared with 7.7% in white, 2.7% in coloured and 3.9% in Asian schools.

A total of 16,2% black pupils left after Grade 1 and did not return to school, 8.9% after Std 2, 10.3% after Std 6, 10.4% after Std 8 and 12.4% after Std 9.

Second is the pupil-teacher ratio. For blacks, the number of pupils per teacher was almost 49, for coloureds 23.3 and for Asians 20.7. No figure is given for whites.

Almost 100% of teachers at white schools were professionally qualified in 1988 - they had at least Std 10 and higher qualifications.

At black schools, more than 29% of teachers at primary level and almost 15% at secondary level were professionally unqualified. In coloured schools, the figures were about 6% and 20% respectively.

The third cause for concern was the percentage of black Std 10 pupils enrolled in various subjects in 1988. A total of 88.4% took biology, 36.1% geography and 41.5% history.

In comparison, a mere 0.4% enrolled in technical subjects, 32.2% in mathematics, 17.1% in physical science, 8.4% in accounting, 15.4% in business economics and 8.9% in economics.

In light of the fact that numerous experts have stressed the need for more emphasis to be given to technical and scientific subjects, these statistics are disturbing. There is also a huge shortage of skills in business.

West Driefontein, a large r.
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AIDS will lead to labour shortages

LABOUR and skills shortages flowing from the AIDS epidemic will begin to have great visible economic consequences in SA at the turn of the century, Nedcor economist Edward Osborn warns in the group’s latest monthly economic guide.

There will also be radical changes to cost structures, mechanisation trends, consumer demand patterns and markets, Osborn says.

The estimated 350 000 new jobs needed annually to cope with a growing population may still be required during the 1990s, with the number of people infected with AIDS-related diseases beginning to have a tangible impact only towards the end of the decade, Osborn says.

But thereafter, as the numbers of sick and dying soar, the entire nature of the labour market will change drastically.

Skilled and semi-skilled workers will be increasingly in relative short supply.

Pressures on wages will inevitably rise, and there will be an even wider dispersion of wages to reflect the relative skills shortage. This will make it imperative to devote resources to raising SA’s skill levels.

“It also means training the indigenous people of SA in that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to attract skilled immigrants from abroad.”

The skills shortages and steeper wages will have a marked effect on the cost structure of industries. Ex-factory prices are likely to rise, and there could be added incentive towards mechanisation and automation, Osborn says.

Rapid changes to the domestic market’s composition are also possible.

There could be a shift from a volume market to a quality market with renewed emphasis on consumer durables and semi-durables, he says.

Osborn says a point of concern regarding exports will be markets to the north, because those countries are about five years ahead of SA in terms of the spread.

There could be a relative collapse of those domestic markets and an inability to meet export payments, he says.
CAPE TOWN — For the first time since 1987, the business confidence of South African manufacturers has turned negative, according to the Bureau for Economic Research at Stellenbosch University.

The Bureau’s latest survey on the manufacturing industry released yesterday disclosed that constraints hampering business activities — with dire results on the business confidence as well as longer-term expectations in the manufacturing sector — were not expected to disappear in the immediate future.

According to survey results the constraint with the highest intensity index has been the current level of short term interest rates, which was not expected to decrease dramatically in the near future.

Next on the list concerned insufficient demand which reflected a lack of vigour in the market economy.

The survey said that with official dampening of growth in the South African economy, manufacturers had opted for exports to supplement the sales volume in the local market.

The third most important constraint hampering business activities was that of a shortage of skilled labour.

The current general political policy — the fourth highest on the list of constraints — increased marginally during the survey quarter and would remain a negative and uncertain factor until some kind of political settlement has been reached.

“Sanctions as a constraint eased somewhat during the survey quarter, but to what extent this can be ascribed to talks about the easing of sanctions is uncertain,” the Bureau said.

However all was not gloom and sales, production and new orders received were on higher levels than the same period a year ago and would be maintained during the third quarter. — Sapa
Airways deregulation report nearly complete

FINDINGS on several recommendations by the steering committee which investigated the deregulation of the domestic air travel market will be completed within the next few months.

The Domestic Air Transport Policy document, published two weeks ago, said detailed recommendations on how to implement the steering committee's recommendations should be completed by December "with a view to implementing these on July 1, 1991".

Guidelines for a study of the future of SAA in a deregulated market would be completed by the end of this month with the contract being awarded about mid-September, a Privatisation Unit spokesman said yesterday.

And the investigation into the possible privatisation of the state's nine airports would be completed within the next two months, a Directorate of Civil Aviation (DCA) spokesman said.

The steering committee's report said the Department of Transport should preferably not be involved in offering services such as the provision and operation of airports, and airport and air traffic services.

The department's role should be to set, monitor and enforce safety standards in this regard.

Functions

DCA director Japie Smit said the department was "very, very keen on getting an independent airport authority which could decide on matters concerning airports, like capital expenditure".

The report also recommended that:

- The National Transportation Committee's aviation functions should be abolished from July 1991;
- The Air Services Act 1949 should be renamed the International Air Services Act 1949 and be retained for international air services to and from SAA;
- A new licensing system, based on safety-related criteria, should be introduced and make provision for the licensing and control of operators;
- A new statutory body, the Air Services Licensing Council, should be established to judge prospective entrants against the entry criteria to ensure they rendered a safe and reliable service;
- Auxiliary services such as the provision and operation of airports, airport services and air traffic services should be rendered on a commercial basis and the principle of user-charging should be applied to ensure users paid for these benefits.

Government accepted all the recommendations but reserved judgment on those affecting the position of SAA in a deregulated domestic market, according to the report.

It would only make its position on these recommendations known once consultants have put forward proposals on how SAA should operate in a deregulated market.

Hotel industry 'has management skills shortage'

THE SA hotel industry suffered from a lack of management skills, National Productivity Institute (NPI) executive director Jan Visser said yesterday.

In his address at the annual Fedhassa congress, Visser said there was a need for solid management development in the industry.

An NPI productivity study of the hotel industry showed that there was an annual labour turnover of about 67% among middle management, 27% of whom left the industry completely.

The study showed many managers were not aware of the extent to which staff were leaving the industry.

Further, management was not focused on industrial relations. "A lack of trust existed between management and unions," he said.

Managers needed to build relationships of trust and to train people properly.

More than 50% of the hotels in the sample had an occupancy rate of less than 50% and barely 20% had an average room occupancy rate higher than 70%, showing a major marketing problem, he said.

Another criticism was that some hotels had no idea where they made their money.

In the decade to 1988 the industry's salaries and wages index had increased from the 1978 base of 100 to 473.7, while the Consumer Price Index had risen from 100 in 1985 to 383.7. Visser said the real standard of living went up.
Blacks need to be encouraged

THE shortage of black accountants has arisen because of lack of encouragement, the absence of role models and the unglamorous image accountants have, says Eden Trust executive director Chris Aitken.

"But what has helped is that accounting at matric level has been taught at DET schools for several years and this has made students aware of the field."

Eden Trust was started in 1987 as a result of the growing awareness in the accountancy profession of the need to bring more blacks in as chartered accountants. The trust is a partnership between the profession and commerce and industry.

Rivalry

"That is a departure from previous projects," Aitken says. "There had always been a certain amount of rivalry, with the practitioners training the accountants and then losing them to commerce and industry.

"There was no mechanism for commerce and industry to participate in the training."

Accountancy training is now more often taught at universities than in practice, and the concept of granting bursaries — with the accompanying tax benefits — has developed. The major accountancy firms set the ball rolling by committing themselves to putting money into the trust, and Aitken says more big firms are coming aboard.

"In 1989, we supported 20 students. In 1992, 84, and this year, 155. We have reached our 1992 goal in 1990."

Multiracial

Eden Trust is not aimed entirely at black students. The trusties select students on a multiracial basis, but the majority are blacks, Indians and coloureds.

Aitken says the trust awards bursaries on merit, both economic and educational.

The maximum bursary is about R10 800, but the amount is determined by economic merit.

"We obviously like to see the A-grade students, but we recognise the average student also has a good chance of succeeding and is worth supporting."

There is a particular shortage of black matriculants with mathematics, he says. Students apply from everywhere. We already have around 1 000 inquiries for next year and it will increase considerably in the second half of the year."
Historic meeting to tackle LRA

Bosses, unions to work out new deal

By Drew Forrest

In what could herald a new era of tripartite co-operation in labour matters, employers are to join black unions at a historic meeting with Manpower Minister Mr Eli Louw this week.

The meeting, over the Labour Relations Act (LRA), will be the first between an organised formation of the left and a Minister. It will also be the first joint forum of the state, employers and black worker delegates.

Legislative force

It follows a breakthrough in two-year-long negotiations on the LRA between the employer body Saccola and Cosatu/Nactu last week.

Describing the developments as “an enormous step forward”, Saccola chairman Mr Bobby Godsell confirmed Saccola would join Nactu and Cosatu at the meeting with Mr Louw in Pretoria on Thursday.

Nactu's Mr Cunningham Ngukana said the unions would urge Mr Louw to give legislative force to their agreement with employers.

They would also ask him to ensure the National Manpower Commission inquiry into labour law was co-ordinated with the Saccola process, and that the public sector employer, the Commission for Administration, attended future Saccola talks.

The Government has already announced that LRA changes planned for this session of parliament have been put on hold in anticipation of the meeting with Mr Louw.

Unions and employers were tight-lipped about their interim deal, but it is understood that the drafting committee sat all Saturday and that an agreement may be finalised within days.

Sources said it would address the seven unions' demands listed in a recent Cosatu pamphlet.

These included the scrapping of a section broadening union exposure to lawsuits, the relaxation of time limits in dispute procedures, the automatic publication of Industrial Court judgments, the right to solidarity strikes and one labour statute for all workers.
House of Petitions

1. The Minister of Defence:
   
   The question of the deployment of the Armed Forces in the Middle East has been raised frequently in recent weeks. It is understood that the decision to dispatch these forces was taken at the meeting of the Defence Council held in late 1987.

   The debate on this matter has been ongoing for several weeks, with various Members of Parliament expressing views ranging from support to opposition.

   The Minister of Defence will be questioned on the following points:

   1. The reasons for the deployment of forces in the Middle East.
   2. The military objectives of this deployment.
   3. The potential risks and challenges associated with this deployment.
   4. The duration and expected timeline for the deployment.
   5. The impact of this deployment on regional stability.
   6. The financial implications of this deployment.

   Members of Parliament are encouraged to submit written questions by 5th March 1990, to be answered during the Adjournment Debate on 3rd March 1990.

   [Signatures]

   [Parliamentary Address]

   [Adjournment Debate]

   [Minister of Defence]

   [Written Answers]

   [Adjournment Debate]

   [Minister of Defence]

   [Written Answers]

   [Adjournment Debate]

   [Minister of Defence]

   [Written Answers]

   [Adjournment Debate]

   [Minister of Defence]

   [Written Answers]

   [Adjournment Debate]

   [Minister of Defence]

   [Written Answers]
Labour brokers in spotlight over ‘poaching’

GRAHAM RUSSELL

IN A bid to impose tighter control over labour brokers in the construction industry, a monitoring body has been formed under the auspices of the Constructional Engineering Association (CEA).

It will be known as the SA Labour Services Association (Salsa).

CEA executive director Rene Schmetz said several labour brokers had been abusing the shortage of skilled labour in the construction industry.

“They lure staff from permanent and secure employment by offering substantially higher rates of pay. They re-recruit staff from site to site on a merry-go-round system,” he said.

Schmetz hopes to combat these inflationary practices by urging brokers to join Salsa and by encouraging companies to deal only with Salsa brokers.

“One immediate result of the establishment of Salsa has taken place at the Mossgas onshore project where labour broker practices were brought into line with both ours and the CEA’s guidelines,” Industrial Manpower Recruitment’s Manuel Marques said.

Schmetz stressed Salsa had no intention of forcing brokers out of the market.

Pilot ‘provoked race incident’

MICHAEL HARTNACK

HARARE — A “white racist pilot” working for Air Zimbabwe was alleged to have provoked an incident at London’s Gatwick airport last week when police and civil aviation authorities demanded to see an all-black air crew’s flying licences.

Capt Alex Makanda and co-pilot Eric Matava were preparing for a homeward takeoff in the airline’s new Boeing 767-200 flagship when it was boarded by two policemen and an official. It was the first check Makanda had been subjected to in 12 years of flying.

The Herald reported an exchange of notes between UK and Zimbabwe civil aviation authorities about the incident, which was regarded here as a racial insult sparked by an “unhappy white pilot”.

NDS loaded with more companies

MELANIE SEGERMAN

NATAL
Receiver hit by staff crisis

By Dirk Tiemann

The Receiver of Revenue is desperately short of skilled staff ahead of the expected introduction of VAT next year.

National servicemen drafted into the Receiver's office on four-year contracts are expecting cuts in their commitments because of the reduction of national service from two years to one.

Permanent staff members are being lost to the private sector because of poor pay, perks and prospects.

Sources say VAT will be unmanageable unless Revenue is bolstered by staff with CA and BCom degree.

Commissioner for Inland Revenue Hannes Hattingh says his 259 CA and 200 BCom servicemen garnered R250-million of tax that would have been avoided last year.

Many heads of divisions are national servicemen and most are expected to leave. One GST inspectore division has lost 75% of its staff.

Auditors estimate the number of assessors in Johannesburg at 100, of whom 93 are army personnel.

Chief director, operations, Schalk Albertyn believes his department has had enough time to prepare for VAT and has recruited staff.

Chief director Piet van Heerden confirms VAT will increase administrative work.

Mr Albertyn disputes allegations that permanent staff members were lost because national servicemen with university degrees earned more and took senior positions.

He says the department is better prepared to implement VAT than it was when GST was introduced.
Call for drastic measures to solve skills shortage

LINDA ENSOR

SA’s future economic development depended on the development of technology, but the country faced a manpower crisis, CSIR chairman Louw Alberts said yesterday.

Alberts was speaking at the Strategic Management Society of Southern Africa conference.

Due to the declining birth rate in the white population — which has historically provided the economy with technical people — the number of matriculants is expected to drop by 20% by the end of the century. Only 33% of white children obtain a matriculation exemption and only 2.7% of this number study science and engineering at university.

Whatever improvements were made in black education, Alberts said, these would not be sufficient to generate the level of skills required in one decade but would take two or three decades to take effect.

Drastic measures were required, he said. More people would have to be encouraged to study science and engineering, all available talent from the black population would have to be captured and — with reservation — skilled people from abroad must be brought to SA.

A demotivating factor was that science graduates were finding it difficult to find jobs as the political uncertainty had led businessmen to consolidate and refrain from taking on people with new ideas.

In addition, Alberts said, SA suffered from a lack of skilled middle management who had the expertise to manage technology. This was possibly even more important than the development of technology itself.
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Critical shortage of engineers in SA

AUDREY D'ANGELO
Financial Editor

SA is facing a critical shortage of engineering and technological skills that will hinder the raising of living standards and the creation of wealth, delegates to the annual congress of the SA Institute of Civil Engineers heard yesterday.

The congress, at the Cape Sun, voted unanimously for a long-term national strategy to attract more engineering students and improve the quality of their education.

It also called for the restoration of a government department and minister of technology.

Stressing the need for this, Cliff McMillan, chairman of the Engineering Education and Training Committee, said: "SA is pitifully short of qualified engineers and managers. Compared even with Australia, we have only a fraction of the number of qualified engineers for a total population which is nearly double Australia's. Meanwhile Australia is taking steps to rectify what it perceives to be a shortage of qualified engineers compared with its major competitors such as Japan and Pacific rim countries, and plans to produce 40,000 graduate engineers over the next decade.

"SA is likely to produce little more than a quarter of that."

Afterwards McMillan explained: "Many governments are giving priority to engineering education because it is the clearest creator of wealth in any country."

SA, on the contrary, had taken a step backwards because there was no longer a minister of technology — a portfolio held by Danie Steyn in the last government.

This, said McMillan, was "really serious because of the implication that since something had to give, technology was not really important."

"The nations that are prosperous are making a serious commitment to technology and developing themselves."

"This country has the potential to become quite forgettable in investment terms."

Alan Kemp, dean of the Faculty of Engineering at Wits University, agreed: "It is a fallacy to believe that all we have to do is put our political house in order and investment will come."

Fred Hugo, a professor of civil engineering at the University of Stellenbosch, said: "The creation of wealth - rather than just the sharing of existing wealth - should be top of the list."

"Technology will create more wealth to be shared. It will create more jobs, with a multiplier effect."

In his speech to the congress, McMillan said: "The parlous state of academic research in engineering at SA universities should again be drawn to the attention of the government and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) by the Engineering Council."

"The need for pro-active support for engineering needs to be emphasised to avoid a continuing deterioration of the academic base relative to overseas countries."

"SA's isolation is having a negative influence but our weak position is made worse relatively by the innovative and positive approach to university research in engineering being adopted overseas."

"A desperate need exists for the introduction of some of these approaches, such as a five-year fellowship scheme paid by the government in Canada to attract academically-minded engineers back to university to undertake doctorates and establish research bases while fulfilling relatively light teaching loads."

"Or (there could be) link schemes between the CSIR, industry and the universities to provide generous support for research by teams of existing academics in broad fields relative to industry."

"Engineering does not need to be the poor relation in research at universities and a long-term strategy is required to reverse the situation for the benefit of the profession, industry and the country."
Receiver's clamp-down

A MAJOR concern to the tempting industry is the Receiver of Revenue's recent clamp-down on the use of Close Corporations (Ccos).

Association of Personnel Service Organisations (Apos) vice-president John Hawkins says negotiations have been taking place between Apos and the Commissioner of Revenue regarding the taxation of CCos.

In September last year, the Receiver issued a Press release indicating that Ccos could not contract their services through a temporary staff contractor without being liable for PAYE tax.

Dawkins says this is of great concern as it is believed that it will drive many CCos underground and away from the legitimate temporary staff contractors.

He says it is also apparent there is no current legislation to empower temporary staff contractors to deduct tax from Ccos, the majority of whom are legitimate enterprises consisting of one or more people contracting their services out to many different companies and temporary staff contractors.

Complexity

Although no directive has yet been received from the Receiver, there is no doubt that he is now more aware of the complexity.

Filling the gaps in the computer field

By using contract staff when they are needed, he eliminates the employment of excess permanent staff who sit around when there is no work to do.

In addition, SA labour law is being increasingly applied and becoming a greater issue with companies. It has become more risky for companies to employ permanent staff because they cannot get rid of them, says Little.

By using contractors, employers eliminate some of the risks.

Productive

She says contractors often tend to be more productive because they are paid by the hour and feel guilty about charging for time they have not worked.

CPL Contract Services MD Tony McKenzie says companies are broadening their use of contractors and using their skills more effectively.

During the past year, demand for contractors on his books grew by 30%, slightly higher than the annual growth recorded over the last five years.

So great is the competition for the services of contractors that McKenzie counsels would-be employers to "sell" the advantages of their companies to contractors.

Local data processing staff, including contractors, have become aware their skills are highly negotiable in the international market, exacerbating the skills shortage - to which McKenzie attributes no end.

Both Little and McKenzie believe the demand for computer contractors will grow in the '90s.

 McKenzie says management's increasingly strenuous efforts to improve productivity will continue to expand demand for the special skills and dedicated attitudes that contractors bring to the workplace.

Little says contracting has become more popular with skilled computer people as it offers many benefits.

It can be a step towards owning their own businesses, offering them variety in work sites and types, as well as a way to stay out of company politics.

Many experienced people prefer not to move into senior management and to remain on the technical side. Contracting allows them to do this.

On the money side, good people who work well will find their earnings higher than in permanent positions, says Little.

SA COMPANIES, like their international counterparts, are increasingly using contractors to overcome the skills shortage in the computer industry.

Don Gray Contracting Partners MD Izabella Little says about five years ago, between 15% to 15% of an Information Systems (IS) department in the US and UK was made up of contract staff. Today this is as high as 40%.

In SA, this figure is between 12% to 15%, but it is growing.

Various factors have led to the growth in the use of contract computer staff and the realisation that they are an effective way of filling a company's human resources needs.

Little says the local shortage of skilled staff in the computer industry is running at 35%, measured on how many positions are open.

This has forced the IS manager to be more creative in resourcing a project.
Bank fills gap

CAPE TOWN — Draft legislation providing for the temporary extension of the SA Reserve Bank's powers in Namibia was tabled by the Finance Department in Parliament yesterday.

This would enable the bank to continue performing the functions of a central bank in Namibia — including the supervision of local banks — until the country establishes its own central bank.

---

Warning on artisans

A SHORTAGE of skilled artisans could lead to unnecessary expenditure on foreign trained labour, Manpower Minister Eli Louw warned yesterday.

Speaking at the Trade Test annual function, Louw called for greater emphasis to be placed on theoretical training of artisans. This was imperative if SA was to take its rightful place in the modern technological world.

He said 70% of high school pupils followed career-oriented courses in West Germany. In SA this figure was 20% for whites and 5% for blacks.

He praised employers and industry for their "intensified involvement in training", but there needed to be closer co-operation with industry training boards in drawing up practical training schedules.

There had been an almost 50% decrease in the number of indentured apprentices from 14 500 in 1982 to 7 900 in 1988.

"The good news is that the downsizing in the indenturing of apprentices has stopped. During 1989 the intake of apprentices increased by some 2 000 to reach a figure of almost 9 900 at the end of the year," he added.
Serious shortage of good managers

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA - Shortage of trained personnel in the hotel and tourism industry had reached crisis proportions, Trade and Industry and Tourism Minister Kent Durr said yesterday.

Speaking at the inauguration of a chair in hotel and tourism management at Pretoria University, Durr said SA lacked good management.

Traditionally SA relied on skilled workers from abroad but this source had exhausted itself. In the hotel industry this year alone there was a shortage of 1,000 junior managers.

Half the number of reception workers and almost the same number of cooks left the industry every year.

The ratio between a manager and those responsible to him was 1:42 in SA, as against 1:16 in the US.

This was why the establishment of a chair in hotel and tourism management at Pretoria University was so vital, he said.

Durr said this year's foreign tourists could exceed a million for the first time and this could double by the turn of the century.

Last year's total of 950,393 was up by 16.8% on the previous year.

Most visitors came from Europe, with a steady recovery in US visitors and a record number from Taiwan.

However, the SA tourism boom remained modest compared with some countries.

Tourism abroad was recognised as one of the top three industries and in some countries it was at the top.
They're all there, from the old folk to young executives

CAs do it for the experience, secretaries do it for the money, CEs do it while waiting, housewives do it for the confidence, older people do it to keep busy.

In fact, the temping industry is showing phenomenal growth, using people just about every possible job to meet the local skills industry and use available manpower efficiently.

And SA is following international trends.

Quest Personnel executive chairman Roy Silver says an estimated R6bn was spent on temporary employment worldwide in 1988.

Optimise

Because of the skills shortages that exist in the world over, management is being increasingly forced to optimise human resources when planning budgets.

According to the British Sunday Times, during 1989 75% of the workforce will be permanent employees, 15% temp and 10% part-time.

Projections indicate that in five years, 60% will be permanent, 25% temporary and 15% part-time — a significant shift towards temporary labour.

EmmanTemp Assignments marketing manager Melanie Pavkovich says the US temping industry has an annual turnover of $10bn and is showing growth of 30% a year.

By the year 2000, one out of every eight jobs available in the US will be a temporary assignment.

Last year, the US Chamber of Commerce reported temping jobs were growing seven times as fast as ordinary jobs, says Kelly Girl operations director Lorraine Bell.

Professional Assignments Group MD Sid Calton says world-wide trends indicate that the temping staff industry is the fastest growing service industry and one of the biggest growth areas in employment in the world.

While figures for the SA industry are not available, Calton estimates the temp industry in SA had a turnover of about R500m in 1989.

Bell says that as an estimated 0.3% of SA's workforce are temps, SA has a long way to go. However, about 50% of local companies are using temps.

By the year 2000, SA will need an additional 120 000 executives and have a shortfall of more than 150 000 highly skilled people — and use of temps can go a long way to meet the gap.

Pavkovich says SA's temping market has shown strong growth in SA over the last two years and she expects it to boom in the '90s.

More and more people are seeing temping as a viable way to earn a living and the number of permanent temps is consistently growing.

With temps available to do just about every kind of work from riding motor cycles to running companies, efficient human resource planning with companies budgeting to use temps during overload periods can ensure the cost-effective use of their own permanent staff.

While this type of budgeting is widely used in the US, it is only starting to take off in SA, says Pavkovich.

In addition, the image of the temping industry and temps has also changed.

Silver says 10 years ago people tended to temp because they had nothing better to do or could not hold down jobs.

However, today temping is regarded as a career and the new breed of "permanent temp" is highly skilled and professional.

They not only do the work and get paid by the hour, but they bring along a wide range of experience gained from the market place.

Vetted

Bell says temps are vetted as strictly as permanent candidates and are assessed at the end of each assignment. A person who does not perform will not get another temping job.

Temping is a competitive industry. If the contractor does not perform the client will take his business elsewhere. There are no second chances.

This has made the industry highly professional and efficient.
Public Service Warns of Need for Pay Hike

Gerald Reley
IPM calls for faster training

COMPANIES in SA needed to increase the number and step up the pace of advancement programmes for workers, Institute of Personnel Management president Theo Pegel said in a statement yesterday.

The private sector and particularly human resources managers could play a major role in combating the severe skills shortage in SA.

Pegel outlined a policy for such a programme, reminding IPM members that even if the present education system was reconstructed tomorrow, it would take 10 to 15 years before the results of such a restructuring would be realised.

"In the meantime, the private sector must make do with the present pool of people in the country," he said.

"It is up to each and every one of us as human resources managers to create a culture of education and training in our own organisations," he said.

"This attitude will ensure education and training is stressed at all times on all levels within our organisations," he added.

More black personnel needed to be brought into supervisory levels and into technical positions to assist in the implementation of these programmes.

Training strategies should concentrate on responsibility for self-development by managerial and executive staff, with more direct training being aimed at the lower levels.

EDWARD WEST

Companies should become involved with the education of their future employees in the geographical areas in which they are located.

Pegel stressed that support to schools in the neighbourhood could have a major positive implication.

"Don't try to do it on your own. Form an alliance with similar minded businesses in your locality. As a group you can achieve so much more than trying to do everything alone," he said.

Pegel emphasised the need to focus on vocational training. SA should take a good look at introducing a system similar to the Vocational Education Training system which is used in West Germany.

In Germany, everyone who left school to enter the job market needed to undergo an apprenticeship which applied to more than 400 different trades.

By adopting a similar system, SA could ensure its workforce was far better equipped vocationally.

The IPM has taken the issue of the skills shortage and education system in SA as part of its theme for the 1990's and intended bringing practical ways and means of handling the problem to its 8 000 members during the coming months, said Pegel.
SA will enter 2000 seriously unskilled

TANIA LEVY

SA will be short of 200,000 skilled workers but have a surplus of 2 million semi- and unskilled people by the year 2000, according to the Stellenbosch University’s Institute of Futures Research.

Quoting these figures, the SA Institute for Race Relations (SAIRR) says that apartheid ensures white men remain SA’s single largest source of high-level manpower.

White blacks make up more than 80% of the population, yet contributed only 2.5% of SA’s accountants, 6% of lawyers, 5.5% of scientists and 0.1% of engineers.

But 406,000 managers, the majority black, will be needed by the year 2000, the institute says.

The National Manpower Commission says the shortage of workers with university degrees will increase to 228,000 in the next decade.

However, an SAIRR survey shows only 65,740 black students enrolled at SA universities in 1987, compared with 150,000 whites.
SA slipping behind in technological field

By Derek Tommey

Unless steps are taken to make better use of the country's mineral resources, the mineral boom may start to peter out — condemning the country to continued low economic growth, warns Dr AM Edwards, one of the country's top scientists.

Dr Edwards is president of Mintek, which is not only the country's major minerals research organisation but is also regarded as one of the best in the world in its field.

He warns also that to ensure the necessary research is carried out, South Africa will need thousands more engineers and scientists than it possesses.

Dr Edwards says in Mintek's annual report that technological progress these days accounts for up to 55 percent of a country's economic growth.

Low growth

South Africa's low growth in recent years could be ascribed partly to not increasing the value of its minerals.

In the past 15 years Australia and Canada, two other mineral-rich countries, increased their gross domestic product a head by 26 percent and 46 percent respectively. South Africa's GDP a head had increased by two percent in this period.

This difference, at least in part, is the result of more added value operations in these two countries.

"Unless South Africa is able to exploit its mineral resources to maximum advantage, it market share will steadily decrease and it may find it increasingly difficult to exploit its resources in the future."

He says South Africa must concentrate its research on its minerals as this is an area where it possesses researchers of the highest calibre.

Shortages

Research in other fields is probably ruled out owing to the sparse number of people with the necessary skills. However, South Africa would still need many more researchers than it has.

It employs roughly 200 researchers for every million of the population. This is less than Peru and Argentina and compares with 4 000 per million people in Japan.

South Africa requires every year about 1000 people with chemical and metallurgical degrees. So far the record number produced by South African universities was 200 in 1966. This year only about half this number is expected to graduate.

Dr Edwards says it is vital that black students are made more aware of the importance of technology.

While a large pool of better educated blacks is being created, relatively few go on to study at universities or technicons. By 1984 only 1580 black students had gained diplomas, compared with 42 749 whites.
Create more skilled blacks

While the Government does have a strong case in turning to the east for skilled manpower, but looking at its track record in the use and abuse of the country's human resources in the past one wonders...

According to the National Manpower Commission 400000 people in the technical, professional and management disciplines were needed in 1988.

By the year 2000 there would be a shortage of 228000 workers with university degrees and diplomas.

In the next 11 years the shortage of entrepreneurs and managers would be increased to 103000, while 442000 professional and technical posts would be empty.

Management consultant Perfect Malimela has said 496000 managers, the bulk of them black, were needed by the year 2000.

Stellenbosch University's Institute of Futures Research has estimated that in the year 2000 South Africa would be short of 200000 skilled workers but have a surplus of 9 million semi-skilled and unskilled workers!

Study

According to this study high- and middle-level manpower in the "coloureds, Indians and Afrikaners" population groups increased from 25 percent to 32 percent and 20 to 40 percent between 1965 and 1985. The TBVC countries are excluded.

In 1987 the brain drain saw more than 1900 professionals, semi-professionals and skilled technicians leave the country compared to 1071 that came in (South African Institute of Race Relations figures). The historic shortage of skills, forget the causes for the time being, means that the country is in dire need of skilled manpower. This is a strong case for recruiting skilled labour.

Add to this the multiplier effect this would have on the economy, particularly in creating jobs, even for unskilled workers, the case for recruiting those East Germans, Hungarians and whatnot is all but sealed.

But then this is the economic argument. Is the political case just as strong? Some of the major causes for the shortage in skilled labour were Bantu Education, the Group Areas Act, influx control and Job Reservation. Thankfully the last two are now scrapped, with job reservation no longer in operation for over eight years.

But what happened after the scrapping of job reservation? Between 1980 and 1986, the last five years being the post-JOB reservation period about 3800 black apprentices were registered compared to 6571 white apprentices! Without job reservation the system was now reproducing itself! Nobody expected a deluge in blacks getting into the trades, but 3800 over seven years tells some story.

When the Government scrapped job reservation it did not initiate a drive, or do enough, to get blacks got into the skills sector. Instead, as far as I am concerned, the Government indirectly encouraged technical education for whites. How does one explain the Government spending R204735000 on white technikon education and R16023000 for blacks as recently as in 1988? In addition the Government has said skills training is not its responsibility. In that case whose is it?

As far as I am aware the private sector trainings...
AN EIGHT-man delegation from the Association of Black Accountants in SA (Abasa) has discussed with Finance Minister Barend du Plessis ways of getting blacks more involved in SA's financial and commercial life. 

Abasa executive director Mashudu Ramano said the talks, which were held in Cape Town on Thursday, were the first in a series of meetings with Du Plessis.

Ramano refused to divulge Du Plessis' response to the delegation's proposals, saying only that the talks were "fruitful".

"It is our belief that government must increase the number of blacks in all areas of the public sector — the Treasury and the Inland Revenue departments, the municipalities and the parastatals. We need black tax assessors and inspectors and they should be exposed to the Budget area as well," Ramano said another major issue raised with Du Plessis was the evaluation of non-SA accountancy qualifications in view of the expected influx of exiles who qualified as accountants overseas.

He said the present system did not give due recognition to non-SA accountancy qualifications.

Pointing out that the number of black accountants in SA had risen from seven in 1985 to 29 last year, Ramano said South African universities produced one black CA for every 1-million people, while among whites the ratio was one for every 370 people.

He said South African universities needed to do more than blame Bantu Education for their failure to produce black commercial graduates.

"All of SA's universities combined produced 27% of black B Com graduates with majors in accountancy in the last five years, while Unisa produced the other 83%.

"These universities should follow Natal University's example by coming up with programmes that will enable them to handle the open university concept. "Natal University has a programme to have the student body 75% black by the year 2020," he added.
Polite pointer to the errors of bantu education

Quietly germinating on the other side of the Limpopo is an idea that, if it ever sprouts, could have an important impact on the social fabric of South Africa.

It is not likely to get much attention at present because it implies that South Africa would be receiving economic aid from Zimbabwe.

Most South Africans would be amused at the idea of their country, the economic giant of the sub-continent, receiving or even needing assistance from those people across the river. After all, is it not we who are in a position to give aid to them and not the other way round?

Well, yes, in most respects. But not in all. Not if you agree with Eddie Cross.

Mr Cross is a white Zimbabwean who has been prominent in business circles in his country, notably in the Beira Corridor operation.

He thinks South Africa will soon find itself so short of both skilled workers and executives that it will have to recruit them from among black Zimbabweans.

"Zimbabwe's great strength as it enters the Nineties and the new southern African environment is that it has not made the mistake of neglecting investment in human resources," he writes in a recent issue of the South Africa Foundation Review.

"As a result, it has probably the best labour resources of any country within the region. Indeed, South Africa with its comparatively ill-managed black education system will probably have to draw on Zimbabwean skills for many years to come in order to meet the burgeoning demand for skilled black workers and executives."

It was nice of Mr Cross to put it so politely. Others might have said bluntly that while the commissioners of apartheid were creating the monstrousity of bantu education in South Africa, black children in Zimbabwe, and even before that in Rhodesia, were getting an education much more likely to equip them for the modern world.

It is certainly true that South Africa is seriously short of skilled workers and managers because there are not enough whites and because the system has not equipped blacks to meet these needs.

Since independence 11 years ago, Zimbabwe has poured money into building up an education system with high standards.

At the same time it applied socialist policies that failed to develop the economy at a matching rate.

The result is a growing body of well-educated young people with little chance of finding employment.

Whether they will be suitable for South Africa's needs is not clear. Perhaps it will not be long before employer organisations in the Republic begin trying to find out.

And if Zimbabwean skills are then imported, how will the authorities handle the protests of job-hungry South Africans? Who will deal with this particular chicken of apartheid as it comes home to roost in the new South Africa?
CAs in search of Eden

The shortage of non-white chartered accountants is being tackled by the profession's Eden Trust.

There are fewer than 500 non-white and only 29 black qualified CA's among the profession's 13,000 members. Many people believe 20,000 CA's will be needed by the year 2000. CA's for 40 of 134 bursaries have been awarded by the Eden Trust executive director, Carlo Aitken says: "The political situation dictates that more non-white accountants need to be trained."

The trust provides accounting students with bursaries and establishes mentorship links between them and sponsoring firms.

In 1998, 30 bursaries were awarded — this year 134 are on offer. The target for next year is 200.
Train for scarce skills

If you want to be sure of a job given the sea of unemployment that has engulfed southern Africa during the past few years, then reading the annual report of the National Manpower Commission is a must.

It details job categories in which there are worker shortages.

The report points out that the demand for certain categories of skilled workers has shown a sharp increase during the past decade, despite our low average economic growth rate.

Experts who compiled the document calculate that at a projected real economic growth rate in the next decade of 2.7 percent a year, the demand for what it calls high-level manpower will increase by three to four percent annually, or by a cumulative total of up to 600,000.

High-level manpower means those workers who have had at least two years of education or training after matric. Middle-level workers are those with at least Std 7, plus at least a number of weeks or months of training in and/or outside the work environment.

If there is an economic upswing in South Africa, companies will be needing highly-trained workers in a hurry and will be forced to shop on the international market for skills. This will cost enormous sums of money as the rand is weak and highly-skilled, well-paid workers are normally reluctant to uproot themselves in Europe, or elsewhere, to come to South Africa unless the pay is exceptional.

Apart from the fact that it will be inflationary, it can cause unrest among South African workers as the wage gap between their pay packets and those of the overseas workers is bound to be substantial.

Workers from overseas have to be paid in American dollars or the currency of their country of origin.

The solution is, of course, for more local workers to acquire those scarce skills. In fact, training is fairly widely available to anyone prepared to apply himself.

The categories specifically mentioned by the commission in which critical shortages exist, include:

- Apprentice: Metal and engineering, electrical and electronics, building, motor, printer and furniture trades;
- Technician: Engineering and draughtsman;
- Engineer: Technologist (unregistered);
- Clerical: Bookkeeper and related financial clerk;
- Computer-related: Office machine and computer operator, computer systems occupations, including programmers.

Apart from these there is a shortage of production foremen and production supervisors in many areas, such as chemicals, coal, rubber, plastics, paper and wood manufacturing and food, drink and tobacco preparation.
Proactive stance is needed to ride the wave of change

A PROACTIVE approach to the needs of its clients, a commitment to education and a sense of professional identity will be needed to keep the civil engineering profession on the crest of the wave of change in SA.

De Lauw Cather MD Rodney Burrell says the biggest problem facing SA — a shortage of skills at both professional and technical level — is echoed in the civil engineering profession.

"We offer bursaries to students to assure a steady supply of good staff, but this option is affordable only to larger firms. When the inflow of professionals from overseas dried up, SA's resources were put under tremendous pressure. "Once the local political and economic climate normalises and economic development builds up steam the problem is going to become tougher," he says.

RODNEY BURRELL

Despite the difficulties ahead, Burrell says he is optimistic about the future of SA in general and civil engineering in particular.

"Because of the shortage of engineers, those who are available tend to get experience in responsible positions at an early age." The expertise of DLC's staff has been confirmed by its former Canadian parent company, which has told us our engineers will be welcome any time.

"SA has specific challenges to meet — especially the provision of housing. But at the same time, we plan to follow the lead set by international trends," says Burrell. Prime among these is the tendency to develop computerised systems for marketing in an effort to anticipate clients' needs rather than responding to requests.

In addition, the firm has poised itself to move into a variety of specialised fields as opportunities become available.

"The next decade or two will see development across the board in SA — and our spread of expertise will enable us to take on whatever is going and run with it," he says.
Insurance bursary launched

CONCERNED individuals have initiated the Insurance Scholarship Fund, a bursary scheme which aims to address the shortage of black insurance professionals.

The scheme - the brainchild of local black professionals - was launched at a fund-raising dinner in Johannesburg recently.

Under the chairmanship of Khoeia Mthembo, the bursary will sponsor black students to study towards a degree in insurance at the University of the Witwatersrand.

Guest speaker, City Press editor Khulu Sibiya, said South Africans should not only expect politicians to solve problems in society, but "we, all of us, must start now to play a meaningful role in our various ways and should set good examples to others".

Sibiya said some people in the insurance industry might fail to see the significance of the bursary scheme, but it was an incorrect perception.

"This should have happened a long time ago to demonstrate to our people that, though numerous obstacles have been placed in our way, we are now able to advance as one nation.

"The fund we are launching is a milestone toward black empowerment by black people."

Sibiya said illiteracy caused by apartheid had to be combated - a responsibility the corporate business world could not shirk.

Also at the launch was Roger Atkin, a director of Lloyds Broking House's Edgar Hamilton Group. He is also chairman of Atkisnure PLC, a London-based financial investment company which is an underwriting member of Lloyds.

Atkin was a special guest of Jan Fransmas, founder of the largest independent short-term insurance brokerage in South Africa.

Fransmas was instrumental in founding XB Brokers - one of the few viable black insurance brokerages in the country.

Nearly R50 000 was raised at the function and more has been pledged.
SOUTH Africa's challenge is not only to bring literacy and numeracy to the population, but also to supply people with the relevant skills, knowledge and understanding necessary to maintain economic stability and growth, said Na-

tional Bokke managing director Ton

Vosloo.

Speaking at the Sebokeng Teacher Training College's Diploma Day yesterday, Vosloo said the stability of any future government would depend on sound economic growth - despite what occurs in terms of social and political reform.

In future, he said, increasing numbers of students would apply to study at tertiary institutions.

But South Africa had a "skewed skills relationship" at this education level, with an average of three people studying at university for every one studying at a technikon.

"Overloading universities will not result in the acquisition of skills that our country needs," Vosloo said.

He added there were shortages of medical personnel, accountants, computer technicians, engineers, teachers and health workers.

The education system would have to be structured to deliver personnel that match up to technical, economic, social and educational demands.
Insuring their tomorrows

A new educational opportunity for black South Africans wanting a career in insurance has received strong support from the London insurance market.

There is a critical shortage of qualified black insurance staff throughout South Africa, but the initiative, conceived entirely by black entrepreneurs in the industry, is intended to provide candidates able to cope with middle and top management jobs.

Roger Atkin, a director of Edgar Hamilton (Marine) Ltd, has pledged full support for the scheme.

A bursary fund was set up and students qualifying will do a BA in insurance at the University of the Witwatersrand.

Mr Atkin has promised financial assistance for the new fund from the Edgar Hamilton Group and from Atkins PLC, and will try to encourage enthusiasm for the venture in London.

THE STAR BUREAU
In South Africa there is a shortage of chartered accountants. A chartered accountant (also referred to as an auditor) carries out audits which involves putting the financial statements of an organisation in order. This includes looking at the vouchers of transactions and ensuring that all the income and expenditure has been correctly ordered and recorded.

A chartered accountant’s qualification is the highest in accountancy. Chartered accountants review the financial records and details of an organisation’s past financial year, and put together a set of accounts. Their task is to reflect the financial status of organisations. They also set up computer programmes, which will cover the accounts, membership records and tax details of an organisation.

They assist employees with tax queries and help employers set up tax structures.

A chartered accountant can be considered as an objective third party who can be trusted to give an accurate financial statement to members and to outsiders dealing with an organisation.

Chartered accountants offer financial advice. For example, they help plan the amount of money that an organisation will spend in the future and how much income will be needed.

Chartered accountants check whether the financial statements are in accordance with the organisation’s constitution. This measure ensures that there are no dishonest practices within the organisation.

Qualifications and Training
Prospective applicants should have a keen interest in accountancy. It is helpful if you have studied accountancy at school.

You need a matric exemption with mathematics (higher grade.) To qualify it takes four or five years of university study. At some universities there is a four-year full-time course.

It is also possible to study part-time. After you have done your theoretical study, you have to do a period of articles (between three to five years, depending on the degrees you have completed).

During this time, you work for a public accountant and auditor.

Articled accountants are seen as trainee accountants. Accountants must be computer-literate.

There is a great demand for chartered accountants. It is a well-paid profession.

The role of a chartered accountant in a post-apartheid society. A lot of people working for change dismiss accountancy because they see it only as a way of making money. However, it is vital for organisations and trade unions to have a very good understanding of accountancy and the requirements of auditing.

Currently a lot of work is required to assist trade unions to understand the financial affairs of companies. The accountant can empower workers and ordinary people to understand accounts, and to realise that accounts are things over which they can have control.

It is also important that organisations and structures are accountable to their members.

For further information contact:
● The SA Institute of Chartered Accountants, Box 964, Johannesburg 2000. Telephone: (011) 834-1351.
● Transvaal Society of Chartered Accountants, Box 2995, Johannesburg 2000. Tel: (011) 836-0124.
● Natal Society of Chartered Accountants, Box 487, Durban, 4000. Tel: (031) 304-6678.
● Cape Society of Chartered Accountants, Box 4484, Cape Town, 8000. Tel: (021) 21-1458.
● OFS Society of Chartered Accountants, Box 408, Bloemfontein, 9300. Tel: (051) 30-4240.

Adapted from: "The Future is Yours"
Double trouble: Too many unskilled workers, too few skilled

SA must check economic imbalances

South Africa is suffering under the weight of a double economic imbalance. While only one in 10 people entering the job market today will find employment in the formal sector (according to Sanlam’s Economic survey for May) SA has an undersupply of skilled workers.

According to the National Manpower Commission (NMC) there are at least four million people in SA without formal employment. Consultant for the SA Chamber of Business (Sacoba), Dr Gad Arlo-vich, says: “Apart from the thousands that have already been retrenched this year, the picture will look even bleaker by year end as many big firms are planning real capital expenditure on new plants and less on jobs.”

He attributes this to the world trend to replace unskilled people with machines.

“During Sacoba’s survey of confidence levels in the manufacturing sector, many big industrialists expressed the view that people are being replaced by machines — not only because of the unreliability of the worker but also because of a world technology trend.”

So on the one hand, the country has a huge oversupply of unskilled workers; and on the other hand (according to the NMC) the demand for skilled manpower during the last decade has shown a huge increase despite a low economic growth rate — approximately two percent during the period 1980-89.

The NMC calculates that at a projected real economic growth rate of 2.7 percent a year the demand for high-level manpower will increase in the following decade by three to four percent annually or by a cumulative total of between 600 000 and 800 000.

It is for this reason that education and training must play a vital role.

Among the economic proposals put forward by Sacoba are the promotion of higher exports and the small business sector, Government-sponsored labour-intensive development projects and greater emphasis on vocationally directed education and training.

Alexandra . . . A city with about 280 000 people — more than half of whom live in shacks with a single outside tap — 47 percent of the employable adult population is without work, among the youth the figure is far higher.
Developing accounting skills among black South Africans

Bantu education has deprived many people of the skills needed to build democratic organisations. This is a demonstration against Bantu Education which took place in 1955.

Pic: Bailey’s African Photo Archives

South Africa is currently in short supply of professional, technical and skilled people. The shortage of these skills is greatest amongst the black population. However, as South Africa moves towards a new political dispensation there will be pressure on all structures, academic institutions and professional bodies to be representative of all races. We need skilled people to help build our organisations on the ground.

Many people believe that South Africa has a major role in the development of the rest of Africa. This will also place more demands on the limited skilled people, creating yet further shortages.

An accountability initiative in South Africa

One of the major skill shortages is among accountants. There are only 42 black accountants in South Africa. During October 1990 representatives of Acasa, The Chartered Association of Certified Accountants, came to South Africa to look into possibilities of getting Acasa established in South Africa. Acasa has worked with the Open University in Britain in developing a comprehensive set of materials for distance learners wanting to study accountability. The course is divided into modules which can be used for a number of accounting qualifications leading up to full certification.

This programme has been tested in a number of countries in Africa and Asia. The Acasa open learning programme will promote the development of basic accounting skills and will also extend access to these skills in community organisations. A number of organisations were invited to an explanatory meeting which was hosted by The Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa (Abasa). The participating organisations which serve as a working committee are:

- Abasa
- SACHED (DUSPPRO & LACOM)
- BMP (Black Management Forum)
- CDHR (Centre for Development of Human Resources: ANC)
- Acasa

Other organisations have been invited to participate. These are: Kagiso Trust, UNISA, I E B, NAFSOSC, PACCOS, COSATU, Dave Douglas and Associates, etc.

Recognition of Access

Abasa has held initial discussions with the Minister of Finance, the Financial Services Board and Public Accountants and Auditors’ Board. The latter institution showed openness to the idea and requested that a detailed proposal for recognition be forwarded.

It has also met the Head of the Department of Education Services at the ISRC and an evaluation of the Acasa qualification is being considered.

The Working Committee has also asked Abasa to compare the Acasa with all other relevant accounting qualifications such as CIS, IAT, etc.

Preparing for Access

The working committee will organise a training programme for facilitators of the seminars. These facilitators will be recruited from different areas. Acasa has agreed to assist the committee in conducting the programme for about 25 facilitators some time in August 1991. The purpose of the training will be to:

- help facilitators gain a better understanding of the project
- initiate the facilitators into the open learning materials; and
- to establish a nucleus of people who will ensure the sustainability of the project into the future.

After training, the facilitator will organise regional seminars in major centres around the country. The purpose of the seminars will be to involve organisations in the identification of suitable content, testing of the methodology and the promotion of the programme.

The Working Committee is planning to launch the new programme at the beginning of 1992.

The Working Committee has decided to call this initiative: “Project Access” — Acasa and South Africa.

Are you interested in finding out more about Acasa or would you like to join the programme? If you are interested write to:

Mashudu Romano or Abasa
c/o SACHED TRUST
c/o Imogen
6th floor
Allied Building
226 Bree Street
P.O. Box 11350
Johannesburg
2009

or

The Centre for the Development of Human Resources
60 De Korte Street
Bramfontein
P.O. Box 32260
Bramfontein
Child spared as ANC man's family killed

BY DANIEL SIMON

THE life of an ANC community leader's daughter was spared yesterday when two armed men, who attacked his home and shot his family, decided she was "too young to die".

Nondumiso Tshuku, 7, of 1185 B, Site C, Khayelitsha, survived the 1.30am attack by two gunmen, who fired on the family with "long guns" before torching their home.

Nondumiso is the daughter of 73-year-old Mr Solomon Tshuku, chairperson of the ANC's Mxolisi Pethane branch in Site C.

At the time of the attack Mr Tshuku was on nightwatch duty at a mental hospital in the township.

A distraught Mr Tshuku said he had "no idea" who was behind the attack.

He said that although there had been some problems with the Western Cape United Squatters' Association, no threats had ever been made against him or his family.

Police said yesterday that those killed were Mr Tshuku's 50-year-old wife Florence, his two daughters Nomandile, 3, and Abigail, 16, and two sons Lundu, 19, and Mcedisi, 20.

It was also learnt that Mr Eddy Gebe, 27, died during a separate attack about the same time in D-Block of Site C, when a shack he was sleeping in was set alight by unknown men.

Nondumiso said the attackers, who both wore blue uniforms and balaclavas, were in the house when they opened fire on her family with "long guns".

She said one man looked at her and said in Xhosa: "She is too young to die." Both men then set her family's home on fire and fled.

Neighbour Mr Vumile Gezani, 27, said he heard gunfire and a child crying.

"The little girl who was crying was Nondumiso. She was saying 'Help my mother'. Many of us helped to put out the fire, and when we did, we found four bodies inside a room."

Mr Gezani said Mr Tshuku's son Mcedisi was found lying outside the shack with serious burns. An ambulance arrived four hours later, and Mcedisi later died at Groote Schuur Hospital.

Residents said the ambulance was stoned on route to the scene.

A spokesman said police were investigating murder charges.

GUTTED ... A Khayelitsha resident inspects the remains of the Tshuku home destroyed by fire early yesterday.
Too few black accountants

By LULAMA LUTI

FEW black students take accountancy and mathematics at school and this has led to a shortage of blacks in the management accountant profession in South Africa, says a leading accountants' organisation.

Of the more than 25 000 members of the seven various Accounting Institutes in the country, less than 200 are blacks.

And although the local branch of the internationally-based Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (Cima) has over 800 members and 2 000 students, only a few are blacks.

In a bid to even things out, a R1-million project has been established to serve students from the disadvantaged communities.

Known as the Denise Jenkins Education Trust, it will initially cater for 44 students each year and depending on the availability of funds, the number could increase.

The trust is named after the late Cima president Denise Jenkins.

According to Cima's Peter Wicht, the project will help develop the potential among blacks which has been lying dormant because of lack of educational skills and commercial know-how.

"This is necessary because the accounting profession in the country has very few members from the disadvantaged communities.

"As South Africa moves to a non-racial democracy, most of the professional managers and accountants will of necessity have to come from the majority of the population," said Wicht.
Review/Tertiary Education

Reaping the Poor Yield of Verwoerdian Policy

The weekly Mail, September 6 to September 12, 1991
Recession masks the crisis in skills

MANY retrenchments are unnecessary.

Innovative human resource practices, such as work-sharing, may be far more preferable to both employer and employee. They include multi-skilling, shorter working hours, fewer working days, revolving lay-offs, more flexible working patterns and retraining of employees.

In the 1980s, such issues along with skills training and career development are certain to be the focal areas of human resource activity.

Dani Mitchell, executive director of the Institute of Personnel Management, says the recession has masked the skills crisis.

"The expected shortage has not materialized as greatly as it should have in buoyant times. But once we have turned the corner, the skills crisis will be a critical impediment to economic growth. The solution has never been better for companies to focus on technical skills training, management development and affirmative action."

Resort

Underlining the timing factor and role to be played by corporate SA, Miss Mitchell says even if the education system is redesigned, it will be 20 to 30 years before SA stamina the facts.

"Private- and public-sector employers will have to become the educators of last resort."

Miss Mitchell became the IPM's first woman executive director in February 1981. She succeeded Wilhelm Cross. She has three years' experience as IPM training manager and another six as training head of Standard Bank's black advancement and career development programme.

At IPM's central office in Parktown, Johannesburg, she heads a staff of 30, charged with serving of IPM's 8 500 members. The members include human resource practitioners, 7 000 in all, 590 companies, and 1 000 subscribers to the IPM Journal.

Miss Mitchell estimates that 50% to 60% of the human resources management belong to the IPM.

Helping her are various committees appointed by the IPM's 40-member council. They are elected for three years and cover three core areas: industrial relations, human resource development and personnel services.

Three other committees have risen to prominence in these areas: professional opportunity, employee assistance programmes and assessment centres.

In addition, the institute has 22 branches, comprising members in the same geographical area who meet regularly to look at issues such as training and who arrange events.

Miss Mitchell handles the question of what the IPM is doing for blacks with confidence. She says: "More than 60% of IPM diploma students are black. We have also a major project to ensure a significant increase in the number of black human resource managers in the working environment as well as in positions of leadership in the institute."

The IPM has two black executive committee members - JB Magwaza, human resources director for Hulset Refineries in Durban and Martin Sebello, managing director of Controlled Management Dynamics.

"We are developing a national human resources strategy in association with the ANC's Centre for Human Resource Development. Wilhelm Cross is co-ordinating the project."

Among her priorities in the next five years is an increasingly active role in lobbying the Government and other organisations involved in manpower issues.

Miss Mitchell says: "We are particularly keen to see more vocational and technical training, at secondary school level and the establishment of a single education authority and system."

"By virtue of our role in organisations and our knowledge of human resource needs, we are able to assist research into macro-manpower issues."

Poised

"Two cases in point are the Commonwealth Group on Skills for Post-apartheid SA and the British Polytechnics' initiative for collaboration with SA to deal with education and training problems."

Miss Mitchell believes IPM's efficacy will continue to live in its provision of networking opportunities for members of the profession, its training and development of human resource professionals and its information service.

Miss Mitchell says of the new SA: "Human resource practitioners are poised to play a leading role in this era of consultative and participatory management. These new values are bound to affect all levels of human resource management."
Shortage of expertise has become chronic

MANPOWER resources in the arena of science and technology are in a state of flux.

Large-scale rationalisation in statutory and private sector institutions has left many experts jobless.

But SA suffers a chronic shortage of scientific and technological skills.

Unless it succeeds in restructuring its scientific and technological community in the near future, it could see an outflow of crucial personnel to greener pastures overseas — and the long-term effects would be crippling.

Foundation for Research Development (FRD) president Dr Reinhard Arndt says manpower analysts tend to spend too much time counting the number of science and engineering students and pay too little attention to the factors that contribute to economic growth.

"The SA economy must be strengthened by applying innovative, creative high technology to develop and manufacture marketable products for the world market.

"The people who transform novel technology into successful products are entrepreneurs trained in science, engineering and technology."

Challenge

"Innovative scientists, engineers, technologists and technicians are worth their weight in gold," he says.

The challenge is for SA to establish a high technology network of small operations to create new employment potential for these people.

Historically, massive organisations employed the majority of scientists and technologists. Until recently, government was the major employer of these skills, particularly in so-called "strategic industries" and the provision of services.

In a healthy economy, however, the emphasis needs to be on wealth creation — and following this trend, most First World countries have seen a shift in the structure of the high-technology community.

"The trend is away from big corporations taking the lead in new hi-tech ventures towards the proliferation of innovative small businesses built up by teams of young entrepreneurs."

"These entrepreneurs are experts in specific fields, including technology, finance and marketing."

"The biggest obstacle to SA going this route, however, is the lack of availability of venture capital for entrepreneurs in the hi-tech field."

Arndt says the provision of venture capital in these cases is government's responsibility.

Families

The combined efforts of the Industrial Development Corporation and the Small Business Development Corporation — backed by advice from local and international evaluation networks — could help establish families of hi-tech, innovative manufacturing businesses capable of holding their own in the international arena.

"SA can learn from the Far East, where proposals for establishing small industries based on high technology are evaluated by international lenders in specific fields," he says.
Huge jobs shortage predicted

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — A Unisa report released at the weekend has highlighted the dramatic expected increase in the number of black workers between now and 2005 and the inability of the formal sector to get anywhere close to providing enough jobs.

Compiled by demographer Prof J L Sadie, the market research report claims the surplus of semi-skilled and unskilled workers will rise to a huge 11,5-million by 2005.

It says that between 1990 and 2005 an average of 490 000 new workers will enter the labour market every year.

This will rise to 510 000 a year in the five years to 2005 and contrasts with an average annual increase of 31 000 jobs in the formal sector during the last five years of the '80s, when the public sector provided 95% of the new jobs.

The SA labour force rose by an average of 2.8% a year from 1960 and this tempo is likely to be maintained until 2005.

Between 1960 and 1970 the labour corps increased by three blacks to one white, but from 1985 to 1990 this ratio rose sharply to 9.8:1 and by 2000 to 2005 it is expected to show a dramatic escalation to 53.5:1.

"As whites and Asians are responsible for 97% of job creation in the formal sector this sharp drop in the ratio of black-to-white workers will make it increasingly difficult to provide work for new entrants to the formal sector," says the report.

"And, excluding migration, the shortage of executive and skilled workers is expected to reach 921 000 by 2005."

"Assuming the employment of executive and skilled workers is a prerequisite for the creation of jobs for workers in other categories and that it will not be possible to fill the 921 000 vacancies, the surplus of semi-skilled and unskilled workers will rise to 11,5-million by 2005."

By implication, about 57% of the labour force will have to earn a living in the informal sector or be unemployed.

Between 2000 and 2005, 91% of the net addition to the labour force will be black, with whites representing only 1.7% compared with 21.8% between 1960 and 1970.

Sadie found this would have a dramatic impact on the composition of the labour market.

The share of whites will plummet to 12.7% in 2005 from 20.3% in 1960. The black share will rise from 67.4% to 75.9%.

The report stresses the sharp decline expected in the growth of the white male labour force.

Between 1960 and 1990 its annual growth rate stood at 1.7% compared with 2.3% for blacks.
Skilled worker crisis forecast

By Helen Grange
Pretoria Bureau

The shortage of executive and skilled workers in South Africa was expected to reach 921,000 by the year 2005, a report by the Bureau of Market Research at the University of South Africa has predicted.

By contrast, there would be no jobs in the formal sector for between 7.325 million and 11.575 million semi and unskilled workers, the report states.

By implication, about 57 per cent or just more than half of the labour force would have to earn a living in the informal sector or be unemployed.

The report says the labour market will be expanded largely by blacks between the years 2000 and 2005.

This would decrease the white share of the market to 12 per cent while blacks would have 75 per cent of the market share.

Another prediction is that the years spent in retirement by both black and white workers will lengthen because of extended average life expectancy rates.

This meant that in 2005, an average white male would have to earn enough during his average 38 years in the labour force to make provision for the 18 years he would not be earning an income.

The report further states that the South African labour force is expected to total 28.2 million in 2005, with between 450,000 and 510,000 people entering the market annually.

Women's share of the labour market is expected to rise from 23 per cent in 1980 to 39 per cent in 2005.
Gloomy glimpse of your job in 14 years

The Argus Correspondent

PRETORIA. — The shortage of executive and skilled workers is expected to reach 321,000 by the year 2005, says a report by the Bureau of Market Research at the University of South Africa.

By contrast, there would be no jobs in South Africa's formal sector for between 7,325 million and 11,578 million semi-skilled and unskilled workers by 2005, the report states.

By implication, about 57 percent of the labour force would have to earn a living in the informal sector or be unemployed.

The report says the labour market will be expanded largely by blacks between the years 2000 and 2005 — thus decreasing the white share of the market to 12 percent. Blacks will have 75 percent of the market share.

This change will be the result of a sharp decline in the growth rate of the white male labour force as opposed to an increase in the black male force.

"These growth-rate differences in the elements of the labour force have major implications in the spheres of job-creation and unemployment ..."

As whites and Asians are responsible for 97 percent of job-creation in the formal sector, this drop in the ratio of black to white workers will make it more difficult to provide work for new entrants in the formal sector, the report says.

Another prediction is that the years spent in retirement by black and white workers will lengthen because of extended life expectancy rates.

In 2005 an average white male would have to earn enough during his average 38 years in the labour force to make provision for the 16 years he would not be earning.

The report says the South African labour force is expected to total 20.2 million in 2005.
Unskilled returnees seen as source of instability

By Helen Grange
Pretoria Bureau

Unskilled returning exiles could become a major destabilising factor in South African society without proper education and training, Dr Frans Barker, acting chairman of the National Manpower Commission, warned yesterday.

Dr Barker was addressing a national symposium titled "Manpower development in the new South Africa" held in Pretoria.

The majority of exiles currently returning had very high expectations but very low skills levels, said Dr Barker.

- Skills shortages and a predicted massive oversupply of semi and unskilled labour became the focus of the symposium — and delegates have called on the Government to plough more funds into skills training.

Dr Barker said the shortage of skilled labour would become the greatest limiting factor in higher economic growth in the new South Africa.

Companies wishing to invest in a post-apartheid future should give the highest attention to teaching management skills and providing hands-on experience, he said.

In the public sector the majority of positions, especially senior positions, were in white male hands.

"This cannot continue, but if proper training and education is not provided, standards will drop — an outcome which nobody wants," he said.

It was also well-known that SA's ratio of university to technical students was completely the wrong way round.

However, despite the skilled labour shortages, employers using skilled migrants and not training local workers were doing a disservice to necessary economic empowerment, Dr Barker added.

Department of Manpower director-general Joel Fourie told delegates that the perception that certain jobs should be regarded as inferior must be removed, as there was already an oversupply of academically trained people in the labour market.

He said State tax concessions could possibly be made on condition, for instance, that training courses concerned were in the directions in which critical skills shortages existed.

Cosatu’s Human Resources Committee co-ordinator Adrienne Bird told delegates that the State and employers would have to "relinquish unilaterally" in training and all other labour-related issues if they were genuinely committed to change.

"It appears to Cosatu that while (the State and employers) are talking about the 'new South Africa', they are still holding on to key elements of the status quo," she said.

Cosatu withdrew from the National Manpower Commission on Tuesday, calling instead for the creation of a national forum of employers, Government and trade unions to negotiate all macro-economic issues during the transitional period.
Manpower shortages hit land conservation efforts

The report said it was evident that there was a shortage of skilled staff in the Department of Agriculture in particular. It recommended that each region of the Department of Agriculture should establish an integrated environmental unit to perform a variety of different duties. The recommendation included the need for an increased intake of conservation officers and an increase in the number of staff employed in conservation.

The report also noted that the Department of Agriculture's attempts to attract and retain conservation officers and support staff were hampered by the lack of staff training and the lack of staff to carry out the responsibilities of the Conservation Officers. The report recommended that the Department of Agriculture should establish an integrated environmental unit to perform a variety of different duties.
Mining industry heads for a critical gap in expertise

MATTHEW CURTIN

The growing shortfall of qualified and trained manpower together with the poor image of the mining industry is jeopardising the future of SA’s mining industry, says SA Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM) president Richard Beck.

Writing in the September edition of the SAIMM Journal, Beck says that the mining engineer may become an endangered species, a development with grave implications for the health of the mining industry.

The industry contributed 12.5% of SA’s GDP, against 7% in the US and less than 5% in Canada, Britain, former West Germany and France. In contrast, in 1990 SA produced 25 graduate engineers for every million people, while Japan produced 800, the US 270, West Germany 240, France 270 and Britain 250 (see graph).

Beck said the decline in the number of university courses for mining-related subjects in SA and overseas was alarming.

The fall has been attributed to the dwindling numbers of high school students taking maths and science in SA and overseas, the indifferent quality of most science teaching at high schools, and the image of mining companies as fair-weather employers who sack employees during times of low metal prices.

In the US, low enrolments have caused seven out of 55 undergraduate programmes to be closed or curtailed. In England, three universities have closed all their mining-related departments, with two more to follow. Beck says SA has always drawn engineers from overseas to supplement the number of SA graduates.

In SA the lack of students taking science and engineering has reached crisis proportions, "largely due to the failure and inability of the country’s divided education system to provide sufficient school-leavers with the necessary academic background and work skills to meet SA’s man-power requirements”.

Beck says that only 500 out of the 25 000 black students who gained university exemption in 1993 had taken maths as a subject.

He says SA produces only between 25% and 50% of the number of graduate engineers produced in countries like Japan, France, the US and Australia.

The number of mining and metallurgical engineering graduates from Witwatersrand University has dropped by about 40% since an encouraging increase in the early ’80s. "Education is a pipeline process,” writes Beck. "If people do not take up mineral-related disciplines now, there will be a shortage in four year’s time when, it is hoped, a boom will occur again.”

He says the Chamber of Mines and the SAIMM are trying to address the problem through their Phoenix programme, which aims to improve schools’ science curricula as well as science teaching at school and university science teaching.

However, developing new mining technology requires more engineers, and “the mining industry is not well known for its support of university research”.

Beck says parallel concern at the fall in mining students is the perception that the industry has a “low-technology image”.

He says advances elsewhere in engineering have outpaced those in mining technology, which, with the exceptions of long-wall and mechanised mining, are essentially the same as they have been for centuries.

The adoption of new methods like backfilling and hydropower is slow and hampered by research cutbacks because of the worsening financial state of the mines.

He says the popular image of mining as a despoiler of the environment with a poor safety record has persisted worldwide for hundreds of years.

Encouragingly, a recent chamber survey found such a view was not entrenched, with a growing proportion of miners and black, though not white, students rating mining as rewarding career.
A SENIOR partner with a leading accountancy firm yesterday called for a "change of approach" to bring more blacks into the profession without degrading the qualification.

Managing partner of accountancy firm Arthur Andersen Sam Abrahams said: "Blacks with degrees are failing examinations on a regular basis. We cannot continue in the way we have for the past 20 years."

Abrahams said there were about 45 black accountants in the country out of a total accountant population of just over 13,000. SA needed about 200 to 300 new black accountants a year.
Strong ties with Africa urged

BY JOSHUA RABOROKO

Council.

He said: "The opening up of international ties after a period of political isolation gives MRSA the opportunity to strengthen relations with similar associations in other countries."

"Over the years MRSA's main objective for next year was to improve the image of the industry with users in market research and the general public."

"South Africa is undergoing a definite period of change. Market research and surveys will become prominent and relevant either for business, government, communities and decision makers in general."

"MRSA will have to play an important role to promote the significance of quality information for effective decision making."

"The generation of information in the market research industry is largely dependent on the goodwill of the general public. MRSA will address the issue of professional standards during this interviewing process."

He said MRSA would also address black advancement within the industry.

"During last year MRSA voiced its concern about the shortage of qualified and experienced black people within the marketing industry."

"It identified the vital importance of adequate resources of trained black market researchers for the future. A project has been started to identify ways and means of bringing and attracting more people to this industry by providing suitable employment opportunities and setting up appropriate training for such people. Marketing of the industry at training institutions will have to receive the necessary attention."

"The industry can only position itself in the future with the basic statistics at hand. Managers within the market research industry should have statistics at hand about the environment in which to operate."

"Statistics and information, for example, on total turnover of the industry, number of operating companies, salaries of researchers/interviewers, usage of different data collection methods and the conditions of employment of permanent/contract personnel is of the utmost importance," he said.
Last week we spoke about the biggest problem facing workers and school-leavers: the problem of unemployment. One of the ways people are therefore forced to make a living is through selling goods in the informal sector. This week we will look at careers in the formal sector, jobs that we normally associate with receiving wages or salaries.

A common mistake is to assume that the state is trying to move away from old-style apartheid means that many laws against Blacks getting certain jobs being done away with. The result of this contradiction is that, while the number of jobs not increasing in most sectors, there are new opportunities for Blacks in jobs that were formerly reserved for whites.

Let us look at this trend in relation to the state and the private capitalist sector.

The State as Employer (The Public Sector)

Many South African people are employed by the state, either in some state department or in any industry which has state ownership. Of particular note is the fact that the number of workers in the private sector is currently almost as large as in 1980. This implies that the increase in employment from the boom in the 1970s until now took place almost exclusively in the public sector. This picture is just more alarming if we consider that the increase in the number of jobs against an annual growth rate of more than 7.5% of the economically active population.

For Black people the area of greatest job growth has been in the private local and provincial government. This is a result of the decision by the state to do away with job reservation in the civil service. The result is that the number of Black people employed as clerical workers and administration staff has increased significantly. Coupled with this has been the growth of the civil services in the homelands.

Two of the most important and skilled jobs in the state sector which have long been popular among African people are teaching and nursing. Given the fact that more and more skilled workers are abandoning nursing, or going into the private hospitals, there are opportunities for Black people to take the kind of earning in health care services. Similarly since 1976, when the state began to build more schools for Africans, they have improved the qualifications for African teachers, there have been job opportunities in the education sector.

There is a contradiction here between present. While the estimated teacher shortage will be 350 000 by the turn of the century, current state policy is to freeze the number of teaching posts. And while health conditions continue to deteriorate, state policy is to cut the health budget. Both of these trends is likely to limit opportunities for those traditionally sought after jobs in the near future.

Other state sector jobs which offer job opportunities show the same contradictions. The postal and telecommunications services and the transport services are two sectors which now officially take an equal opportunity status on employment. As a result more Black people are being employed in a range of jobs from postmen, as telephone technicians, to clerical workers. But both the postal services and the transport services are so constrained by the need to privatise through whithout last bit of commercialisation. This means that the operating strictly on business principles of making a profit. The result is that, whereas formerly these sectors served as the means of promoting white working class employment in the 1940s - 1960s, the current trend is to cut down on staff.

The Private Sector

Throughout the 1980s the houses have been eating back on investment in new industries and replacing workers with machines. The result is that many sectors in the private industry are cutting back on employment.

Again we have a contradiction between the fact that the houses are employing more Black labour and yet the total number of jobs is not increasing. The proportion of Black workers employed in semi-skilled operative positions nearly doubled between 1965 and 1985 (from 40% to 75%) and also expanded in middle level categories such as clerical and sales workers. There has also been increased employment of African women at lower levels of the economy.

On the other hand the number of apprentices in South Africa dropped by 36% from 1983 to 1987. Since the Witham Commission should be publishing its report, opportunities were opened up for African apprentices to enter the lucrative skilled labour market. Some economists envisaged that the number of African would increase dramatically. Yet, the number of African apprentices dropped by 51% from almost 12 000 in 1983 to just under 5 000 in 1987. With our continuing to dominate in every occupation except machine operators and African people are a small majority of those who receive training. The decrease in the number of apprentices is probably due to the fact that firms are employing African apprentices in positions for which they have less skills but are not registering them as apprentices. And many jobs are being de-skilled due to changes in the production process, with the result that bosses do not send their workers for training and apprenticeship.

What kind of skills will help us get a job?

With the increase in unemployment and retrenchments, school-leavers and workers are looking for skills and qualifications to fill these jobs. It is also important that school-leavers know how to get these skills through going to vocational institutions and gaining internships.

A strong view amongst the black working class about careers is the idea that education is the key to escaping the misery of poverty. This is in the sense of making, to make a living, that is to say that their children can get a good education. Education can be an important advantage in obtaining a job in the future, but it is important to remember that education as an insurance to a job. We should thus approach the whole question of careers for school-leavers with a knowledge of the economy and the fact that the number of workers in the private sector is currently almost as large as in 1980. This implies that the increase in employment from the boom in the 1970s until now took place almost exclusively in the public sector. This picture is just more alarming if we consider that the increase in the number of jobs against an annual growth rate of more than 7.5% of the economically active population.

For Black people the area of greatest job growth has been in the private local and provincial government. This is a result of the decision by the state to do away with job reservation in the civil service. The result is that the number of Black people employed as clerical workers and administration staff has increased significantly. Coupled with this has been the growth of the civil services in the homelands.

Two of the most important and skilled jobs in the state sector which have long been popular among African people are teaching and nursing. Given the fact that more and more skilled workers are abandoning nursing, or going into the private hospitals, there are opportunities for Black people to take the kind of earning in health care services. Similarly since 1976, when the state began to build more schools for Africans, they have improved the qualifications for African teachers, there have been job opportunities in the education sector.

There is a contradiction here between present. While the estimated teacher shortage will be 350 000 by the turn of the century, current state policy is to freeze the number of teaching posts. And while health conditions continue to deteriorate, state policy is to cut the health budget. Both of these trends is likely to limit opportunities for those traditionally sought after jobs in the near future.

Other state sector jobs which offer job opportunities show the same contradictions. The postal and telecommunications services and the transport services are two sectors which now officially take an equal opportunity status on employment. As a result more Black people are being employed in a range of jobs from postmen, as telephone technicians, to clerical workers. But both the postal services and the transport services are so constrained by the need to privatise through whithout last bit of commercialisation. This means that the operating strictly on business principles of making a profit. The result is that, whereas formerly these sectors served as the means of promoting white working class employment in the 1940s - 1960s, the current trend is to cut down on staff.

The Private Sector

Throughout the 1980s the houses have been eating back on investment in new
Ten years ago the SBDC was registered as a public company, absorbing the assets and staff of the Development and Finance Corporation and those of the Indian Industrial Development Corporation. Since then, with capital employed amounting to R800m, loans worth over R1bn have been granted to over 31,000 entrepreneurs. GILLIAN HAYNE reports.

Shortage of basic skills is a problem

ENTREPRENEURS are renowned for their innovations and specialised expertise, but not for basic business skills, and this is the weakness that usually leads to their downfall, says SBDC central region contracting unit head Ebrahim Asmal.

"Basic skills such as marketing, costing, selling and funding jobs are major problems for infant businesses," he says.

In 1987, the SBDC undertook to help its tenants win contracts by tendering on their behalf, helping with bridging finance and sharing business skills — thus introducing the sub-contracting principle to South Africa.

From 1987, over R53m worth of contracts were negotiated countrywide between big corporations and small and medium-sized industrialists with the help of the SBDC.

Asmal negotiated R43m in the PWV area alone.

Big companies such as Anglo American, JCI, Barlow Rand, Anglo Vani and Rand Mines are but a few of the corporations awarding jobs to the SBDC’s small and medium-sized enterprises. Jobs ranging from making uniforms or cleaning hostels to manufacturing weighing scales for the mines are on offer at Penroyville.

Linked to sub-contracting is the mentor system.

No longer is it sufficient for companies to provide finance for projects or award contracts — business expertise is also needed.

One of the leaders in this field is Anglo American, with its Small Business Initiative which works closely with the SBDC.

Discussions are underway for the SA Bureau of Standards (SABS) to give its approval to items produced by the SME industrialists.

A hardship faced by many is the problem of agents.

Although these middle men are important go-betweens during the early stages of breaking down barriers between large companies and SMEs, many are unscrupulous and unethical, says Asmal.

As the sub-contracting idea gains momentum, however, Asmal hopes the need for agents will diminish.

Natal has tried a new initiative in match-making by displaying products required by the large corporations to the SME clients.

SBDC Natal region head Adhir Singh says: "Until now we have tried to promote sub-contracting by providing big business with a list of our SME clients.

"Informing our clients about opportunities to do business with the corporate sector makes more sense, however, as it encourages them to take the initiative."
Clean-up begins in Phola Park

THOMAS HAYES

IN THE first step towards becoming a proper town, Phola Park squatter camp is being given a Christmas present — the immediate removal of huge piles of refuse. 

Transvaal MEC for Physical Planning and Development John Mavuso said in a statement yesterday that the refuse removal had begun and would be followed by the provision of running water and toilet facilities.

Early in 1992, Phola Park would become a proper town, following the allocation of R5m by the IDT for the development of 2,000 service sites.

Phola Park has been the scene of numerous bloody clashes between residents and nearby Thokoza hostel dwellers.

Mavuso said the homes in Thokoza would be upgraded. Plans for these were still being prepared.

The construction of the town would be primarily in the hands of the community, which has planned the layout of the town and the design of the houses.

SA is ‘still-producing too many academics, too few technicians’

THOUGH there is a distinct move towards technical and vocational studies, most degrees awarded at SA universities continue to be in the arts, social science and education fields.

The SA Institute of Race Relations' latest Social and Economic Update, released yesterday, said enrolments at universities increased 25.2% between 1989 and 1990, while university enrolments rose by 20%.

Between 1975 and 1979, students enroled in technology grew 14.5% and university enrolments 54%.

Of the university degrees awarded in 1989, 66% were in arts, social science and education, 19% in science, and engineering and 9% in medicine.

Update said the country was still producing too few technicians and more academically oriented graduates than it could absorb.

The percentage of pupils remaining at school until matriculation had improved from 6.3% in 1980 and 1981, 9.5% in 1985 and 33.5% in 1990.

The DET had committed itself to overcoming backlog in provision of textbooks, allocating R51,1m for books this year, and another R57,7m for books next year.

In its health and welfare section, Update said another 45,000 places needed to be provided for black children in children’s homes to achieve parity with accommodation provided for white children.

National Health Minister Dr Nina Mhlongo had acknowledged that government spent six times more on children’s homes for whites than on those for blacks.

About R34,7m was spent on 5,076 white children and R5,7m on 2,570 black children, representing expenditure of R633 on each white child and R455 on each black child.

Update reported a growing incidence of tuberculosis. The Department of National Health and Population Development said that in 1988 there were 57,000 cases; in 1989, 68,075; and in 1990, a provisional figure of 65,435 was given. Reports for that year were not yet complete.

Formal housing remained unaffordable for most blacks.

Between 65% and 80% of the urban black population earned between R400 and R500 a month.

Of this, about 37% (R148-R296) would be spent on food and 15% (R53-R104) on transport — Sapa.

Stokvels at Bank workshop

THE SA Reserve Bank will convene a workshop on the regulation of informal savings institutions next month to which all interested parties, including the National Stokvels Association of SA (Nassa), have been invited.

Nassaco president Andrew Lukhele confirmed his organisation had been invited to the workshop. “This is a landmark moment in our country’s history,” he said.

The convening of such a workshop is in keeping with government’s undertaking that input will be required from the stokvels before the new Deposit-Taking Institutions Act is finalised,” Lukhele said.

The Act will be amended to find a new approach to the regulation of informal financial institutions.

The office of the Registrar of Deposit-Taking Institutions said details of the workshop had still to be finalised.

But Reserve Bank Registrar of Banks and Building Societies Henkie van Greuning said his office had been assigned the task of rewriting the Mutual Building Societies Act “in consultation with the market to address the financial needs of the broader community”.

Road deaths drop, but still costly to economy

ROAD fatalities have cost SA’s economy more than R147m since the start of the December holiday — but the figures are well down on last year’s.

A National Road Safety Council (NRSC) spokesman said road fatalities since December 3 stood at 466 yesterday. Of those, 107 were in the Transvaal, 107 in the Cape, 98 in Natal and 74 in the Free State.

Each road fatality costs the country’s economy R316,000 in lost production, damage to property, medical costs and legal costs,” the spokesman said.

Stokvels at Bank workshop

WILSON ZWANE

Lukhele said the Reserve Bank indicated last year it was committed “to stabilising and promoting” stokvels. Stokvels clubs had a large potential to provide efficient financial services if they were to function within “a proper statutory framework conducive to their particular environment and development”.

“Such a framework should take cognisance of the risks involved in these financial arrangements,” he said.

Lukhele said the stokvel sector relied on prudential regulation in the form of market discipline to protect the interests of its members.

“By place of formal mechanisms, informal agents rely on their knowledge of one another to reduce the risk of lending.”

If this form of regulation were to be replaced by more advanced levels of prudential regulation, consisting of extensive rules and regulations, the flexibility and low cost of a stokvel operation would be diminished, Lukhele said.

It has been estimated that road deaths cost SA R8bn annually.

However, this year’s road fatalities were lower than the 560 deaths during the same period last year.

Road deaths this year included 75 occupants of minibus taxis. A Sabto spokesman said the decrease in collisions involving minibus taxis (99 people died in such collisions last December) was partly due to his organisation’s safety campaign.
MANPOWER — LABOUR SHORTAGE

1992 — 1994
Every year, the Public Service Commission allocates
101 franchises for the distribution of
electricity, gas, and water services to
consumers. From 1977 to 1985, the number
of applications received each year ranged from 24 to 72. In 1986, there were
increased to 97. This year, the number was
recorded as 97. The application form, which
loads money, has a lower bank rate.

In 1988, the license received a 97.5
percent approval rate, which
was an improvement from
the previous year's
rate of 95 percent. The
application form, which
loads money, has a lower bank rate.

The application form, which
loads money, has a lower bank rate.
Affirmative action to produce black scientists

The critical shortage of science and technology skills in SA is hampering efforts to produce technological solutions, but the CSIR has several schemes underway to help improve the situation.

CSIR president Brian Clark, says the racially skewed composition of SA's scientific workforce is another indication of the country's inability to create an adequate pool of high level manpower.

Creating

"We are fully committed to rapidly creating many more opportunities for all people in the exciting world of science and technology. "We are developing a dynamic equal opportunity programme based on sound principles of affirmative action, particularly with regard to support for students in tertiary education programmes," says Clark.

He says the blend of the CSIR's Africa expertise and the financial and technological capability of the First World constitutes a valuable mechanism for sustained black economic empowerment and development in collaboration with African countries.

This empowerment relates to five areas:

- Eliminating racial discrimination in the workplace;
- Promoting black advancement through affirmative action;
- Promoting democratisation at different levels within the organisation;
- Improved education and training; and
- Changes in corporate social responsibility programmes.

He says the CSIR is an equal opportunity employer, and at the beginning of 1991, it set in motion a concerted affirmative action programme. The CSIR is making a determined effort to bring more black scientists into its laboratories, and has appointed former Unisa business school lecturer Silas Tholophage to spearhead this effort.

At this stage, there are 350 black people in scientific posts at the CSIR, out of a scientific staff complement of 2,109.

"The rate of employing black people will be determined by our manpower needs. Right now, we are focusing on employing technicians, technologists, scientists and engineers.

A big obstacle in this drive is that black scientists are very rare in SA. There are simply not many blacks studying for science degrees at universities."

To change the situation, the CSIR is sponsoring pupils studying maths and science at high schools, to ensure a reasonable increase in entries to technikon and universities. It also offers bursaries to blacks studying for science degrees or diplomas. When employment opportunities arise, it also recruits science-qualified returning exiles.
Industry has had to adapt to radical technology change

BUILDING Industry changes during the past 57 years have been revolutionary.

A gentleman’s agreement is now defunct terminology and restrictive clauses are the order of the day, says one of Durban’s most senior quantity surveyors, Nathan Abrahams, who celebrates his 70th birthday this month.

“A minefield of contractual legalities has come into being because of the massive escalations in the building price index — a R20 000 project in 1955 would cost about R1,8m by today’s standards,” he says.

A full-time consultant for Natal’s largest firm of quantity surveyors, Walters & Simpson, Abrahams says compiling tender documentation was a laborious process. Procedure had to be followed to the letter. Today the profession is far more open to lateral thinking, and computers have oiled the wheels of progress.

By the early 1930s, modernisation of building technology came into its own, and Durban’s first highrise buildings began to mushroom on the city’s skyline.

“The accent in the construction industry was towards labour-saving procedures.

Affected

“This affected the number of skilled artisans,” Abrahams says.

“Apprenticeships shortened and the ranks of highly skilled workmen thinned out alarmingly.”

Spiralling costs within the building industry and the lack of skilled workmen led to more simply styled buildings.

In recent years the industry has been forced to adapt to many changes, including conversion to metric measurements and the introduction of VAT.

“The modern era has given rise to a host of specialists within the building industry, with air-conditioning, lift technology, electrical systems, safety features and alarm systems standard features in highrise buildings,” Abrahams says.

More university graduates have moved across to work with building firms in project management, and there is generally a higher level of professionalism in the industry.

Graduates

Two out of every 10 university graduates join the profession.

The balance join building firms and property development companies.

“ar the good fellowship that exists within the profession has been an important constant to me in my 57 years with Walters & Simpson.

“The dog-eat-dog syndrome, so rampant in today’s business world, has not become a trait of our profession.”
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Hidden Skills Training must aim at lap workers
Finding staff with experience gives headaches

Travel is about people, and finding experienced people in this field has become a real headache over recent years. Fortunately, Euro Express has kept many of its core staff for many years.

The agency employs 20, with many years of combined travel experience, and is holding onto its staff for all it is worth.

Chief accountant and personnel manager Corina Basmadjian, says staff turnover at the agency is low, but existing personnel are under increasing pressure as the agency grows.

"We simply cannot find enough experienced staff to take some of the load off our existing people, so life is not easy — and this is exacerbated by the fact that clients are demanding greater efficiency and service."

Agencies

To find staff over the years, Basmadjian has relied on word of mouth, but lately she has been using personnel agencies.

"We've also tried advertising, but a recent advert didn't draw a single response," she says.

Indeed, the job is not the glamour career that many believe. It is highly pressured, with a major requisite being patience.

Compared to other fields, salaries are not great, but there are some significant perks for staff.

Also on the upside, she says that deregulation of airlines, and the rapidly increasing rate of tourism to SA, is attracting a new wave of people to the industry.

Most are school leavers, however, and an agency like Euro Express, which deals mainly with corporate clients, simply cannot provide the on-the-job training which is required for these newcomers.

"Unlike many careers, a job in this industry requires several years of experience for full qualification. This is largely because the travel market is constantly changing," she says.
CFA training helps alleviate the shortage of professionals

QUALIFIED CFA members represent a vital tier in the accounting profession, providing greater expertise than unqualified bookkeepers, but not requiring the specialized background of more highly qualified accountants.

CFA executive director, Bill Sheldrake says, small businesses, as envisaged in the close corporations legislation, do not necessarily require complex and involved accounting systems to operate efficiently.

What they need is a person who is professionally qualified to provide for their accounting needs — a person who is able to consult and advise on a regular and continuing basis.

There is an increasing demand in all business sectors of Southern Africa for sound, professionally qualified and technically competent accountants to alleviate the severe shortage of more highly qualified accountants.

Qualified CPAs represent a vital tier in the profession. The CFA trains staff from all sectors of the community.

"Through our diploma course, we produce professional staff who are aware of their obligations to clients and to the community, providing accounting for the future," says Sheldrake.

He says the emergence of the CFA, the second largest accounting institute in SA during 1991, brought with it many increased responsibilities, but the institute welcomes the opportunities.

"Political changes in SA demonstrate the necessity for the CFA to meet many new challenges — not only in the social environment, but also in the business sector.

The CFA is also involved with the Future of Accounting Education in SA (FaeSa) project commissioned by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board, and continues to work closely with ABASA and the CA's Eden Trust.

"Further afield, we've also renewed contact with the UK's AAT and will be presenting a paper at the inaugural conference of technician accountants in Washington in the US in October."
Staff shortage blamed for customs fudges

Tax concession money

DEVELOPMENT BAND TO JOIN IN SUPPORT OF SMALL BUSINESS EXANDMENT

Staff shortage blamed for customs fudges

Tax concession money
Skills shortage best overcome by improving Black training

By Stephen Cranston

Severe skills shortages at senior and middle management level will be the most important challenge facing the insurance broking industry in the next 25 years, says Mike Hofmeyr, managing director of PFV Insurance Brokers.

“Our industry will be competing with insurers and reinsurers in a shrinking labour pool for the people with the best skills,” he says.

In the top seven life companies, black managers represent 2.7 percent of black staff, while white managers represent 28.1 percent of white staff.

“In South Africa unequal and inadequate education, the brain drain of the ‘80s which decimated the insurance industry a severe blow, and very low immigration figures have combined to create these skills shortages, as well as an education shortage at entry level.”

“We face a desperate shortage of managerial, engineering and technological skills,” he says.

Technology in the insurance industry represents an ideal opportunity to cut down on unnecessary duplication of activity between insurers and intermediaries.

With greater trust and goodwill between the two parties this shortage will not exist 20 years from now. Electronic Data Interchange will easily facilitate this.

While technological innovation in manufacturing most often emanates from materials and methods, in service industries the primary wellspring is information.

“Data is the most valuable raw material which service firms possess even though it never appears on the balance sheet. We are going to need people with the skills to process this data into a format upon which management decisions can be based.”

The ANC has already outlined its future stand on business with calls for affirmative action and economic empowerment of blacks, including the acquisition of knowledge, skills and expertise.

“Proactive support and encouragement on joint ventures and partnerships with black enterprises and black people in general are also sought.”

Hofmeyr argues that, in the light of this, “tokenism is out of the question.”

Cosmetic situations, such as firms owned by whites but fronted by blacks, will be exposed for what they are and lose credibility with the public.

“There are predictions that more than 20 percent of the clerical labour force will be black by 1995 and at senior level, predictions are that companies in the insurance industry will have in the region of 10 percent black executives by then.

“Insurance companies are spending between two and three percent of their income on training — and this figure will have to double within the next four years.

“We may see organisational structures change quite dramatically as the skills shortage deepens, since most organisations which follow popular management wisdom based on divisionalised structures and decentralised authority, will have to move to functional structures with more centralised control and better use of skills over a wider front.”

Mike Hofmeyr... "tokenism is out."
Tackling manager shortage

By Joshua Raboko

500,000 may be needed within next eight years.

AN initiative to tackle South Africa's critical shortage of business managers at middle and senior level has been announced in Johannesburg.

The South African Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators has established the Chartered Institute of Business Management (CIBM).

CIBM will educate students in the four pillars of business management: Legal, Accounting, Interpretive and Management, based on the Chartered Institute of Secretaries (CIS).

Reliable estimates suggest that if South Africa meets its economic targets, almost 500,000 additional business managers will be required in all spheres of enterprise in the next eight years.

CIS and CIBM chief executive Mr Allan Barrable said: "By making studies and qualifications more accessible, we hope to stimulate greater popularity for business education."

The major advantage of CIBM was that students would be entitled to register for membership at various levels after passing modules of four subjects, without having to wait years to complete the entire course.
Shortage of engineers forecast

SA WOULD be woefully short of engineers if the economy improved, SA Association for Consulting Engineers president Peter Thomson said yesterday.

He said the approximately 1350 consulting engineers in SA would simply not have enough skills if SA's economy grew by between 3% and 6% a year as was being predicted for the medium term.

SA would have to revert back to the situation of eight to 10 years ago where foreign engineers had to be imported.

He said that in SA there were only 35 engineering students per 1-million people compared with the likes of Japan, for instance, where there were 460 engineering students to every million people.

International Association of Consulting Engineers president Geoffrey Coates said there was a worldwide shortage of engineers. It was forecast that in the US there would be a shortage of about 700 000 engineers by the year 2001.

Engineers would have to be recalled from retirement, he said.

The US and western Europe were expected to emerge from recession with renewed vigour, he said.

Major development growth areas were expected to be China, eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States, SA, South America, southeast Asia and developing countries in Africa.
BUSINESS The man who steadily climbed the ladder

For Mike, the sky is the limit

By Joshua Raboroko

THE manager of the Soweto branch of Metropolitan Life, Mr Mike Mthombeni, says the corporate world must commit itself to an aggressive affirmative action programme.

Mthombeni, who holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of South Africa, joins hundreds of prominent South Africans who have been calling for change in the workplace.

"The corporate world will have to change its structures to suit the peoples of this country," he said.

Born in Nqutu, Natal, he joined Metropolitan in 1971 as a policy salesman. Through hard work he steadily climbed the ladder of success.

His hard work was rewarded in 1981 when he was promoted to branch manager.

He heads a staff of 32, a job he clearly loves and works hard at.

Perseverance, enthusiasm and the search for greater knowledge has always been his motto.

He says South Africa has a big shortage of black managers.

He says the country would need more than 100 000 new managers before the end of the century.

"I refuse to accept the myth that black managers are not available. Companies should seriously look at the issue of increasing the number of their black managers by training existing staff.

"Education and training are also vital for the development of our country," he said.
Guide shortage is stifling tourism, says Minister

PRETORIA — SA’s tourism industry was suffering from a lack of skilled tour guides, Tourism Minister Org Marais said yesterday.

An investigation into the training of tour guides would be undertaken by Satour in the near future, Marais told the fifth international convention of the Tourist Guide Lecturers’ Association.

Marais said consultants would be asked to tender for the training initiative, which would include an effort to attract more university language graduates into the industry.

"Guiding plays an important role in the whole tourism industry, as a guide represents his country and, in many cases, is the only contact between the foreign visitor and the host country," he said.

SA was slowly establishing itself as one of the world’s most attractive tourist destinations and for this reason it is important that the services rendered by our guides are of the highest quality," Marais said, but he called on government to fund guide training.

Marais said the IDC and the Development Bank of Southern Africa to help upgrade the industry’s infrastructure.

He also said a Bill would be introduced in Parliament this session concerning a new grading scheme for tourist accommodation establishments.

The National Grading and Classification Scheme would embrace the entire tourist accommodation sector including serviced and self-catering facilities as well as caravan parks and possibly restaurants.
Skills shortage looming

By Derek Tomney

After five years of recession every South African must be hoping for a speedy upturn in the economy.

But signs are emerging that any major improvement could be quickly halted by a serious shortage of skilled workers.

David Jacobson, executive director of technology at Altron, recently estimated that SA was short of 300 000 skilled people.

But this has not been particularly evident until now.

The fact that industry is already experiencing some skills shortages, despite the recession, emerges in the latest survey of the manufacturing sector by the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) at the University of Stellenbosch.

Constraining

Four percent of those surveyed said a shortage of skilled labour was seriously constraining their activities.

Another 35 percent were feeling a slight constraint, says Pieter Laubscher, a BER economist.

But only 10 percent were experiencing a shortage of semi-skilled workers.

That there should be a skilled labour shortage is quite astonishing, says Laubscher.

"The implication is that as soon as the economy improves, labour bottlenecks will develop. This will have serious consequences for wages and inflation."

Michael McDonald, head of Seffia's economics department, says he is not aware of any shortage of skills. But he says he can see one developing when mega-projects such as Columbus and Alusaf get off the ground.

The intake of apprentices into the iron and steel industry has been very low, especially in the past year.

Moreover, firms have done little training in recent times. The need to cut costs in order to survive in the current hostile environment has come first.

Some of the need for semi-skilled and skilled workers will be filled by blacks. But a problem is that few did maths and science at school and are not able to undertake technical training, he says.

Recruiting

Heather Gordon of Engineering Management Services, which is responsible for the Alusaf project, says the company has taken on about 150 skilled people and is fully staffed.

There had been no problem in recruiting most of them, but there is a shortage of draughtsmen experienced in computer-assisted-design techniques.

Dave Bunn, personal director with M&R Engineering Services, which is involved in both the Columbus and Alusaf projects, says the construction industry is notoriously poor in its forward planning for mega-projects, but that the semi-skilled labour situation at the moment is not too bad.

He says the huge demand for labour for the Mossgas project had affected wage rates outside the industry.
Black CA pass disappointing

ONLY eight of the 43 blacks who wrote this year’s chartered accountants exams passed.

This brings the total of black accountants in South Africa to 62. Though the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants says the overall pass rate is better than last year, blacks are finding it difficult to pass the qualifying exams.

The practical proves to be the most difficult. The SAICA attributes this to the fact that most candidates are still fresh from university with limited field experience.

Last year fifteen out of 30 blacks who sat for the auditors exam passed. The Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa is disappointed with the pass rate.

ABAZA’s president, Jonas Leqgotha, says the high failure rate could be attributed to the standard of learning at institutions from which most black accountants qualify.
Shortage of civil engineers

EDWARD WEST

SA could face a shortage of civil engineers when funds allocated for social upliftment programmes translated into physical construction activity, said SA Institute of Civil Engineers director David Botha.

SA had to import engineers during periods of economic growth, but the recession-related decline in construction activity had resulted in the retraining of engineers and many opting for other careers, Botha said.

The number of students aiming to become civil engineers had declined markedly, he said.

A further factor that could lead to a drain of civil engineers was the signing of an agreement between the institute and similar European and US-based organisations in the next year.

This would make it easier for engineers to work overseas with local qualifications.

The changed circumstances in which civil engineers worked — like community consultation before finalising project plans — resulted in higher costs and the use of more time.

SA Association of Consulting Engineers' members, who comprised 17% of the total registered engineers in SA, employed 2 426 professional engineers in 1992, 8% down from the 2 643 employed in 1990.

Central Statistical Service figures showed that of 3 240 civil engineers registered in 1991, only 21 were black.
THE number of registered architects in SA, which usually increases every year, has fallen in the past three years. André van Graan, of the Institute of SA Architects, says most are being lost to emigration. Some are moving into other fields. Graduates entering the field battle to find jobs, but there may be a shortage of architects in a few years.

The value of plans for non-residential buildings fell by 30% to R1.4 billion. The value of plans for alteration and additions fell by 25% to R1.3 billion. The Central Statistical Service (CSS) says the value of plans passed fell when compared with the same time in 1992.

There are even instances where graduates took jobs for next to nothing in order to get experience.
Shortages acute in civil engineering

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — An acute shortage of civil engineers would cause severe infrastructural development problems once the economy had turned round, SA Institute of Civil Engineers director David Botha warned yesterday.

Aside from the loss through emigration, only one in 10 students graduating from SA universities came from engineering faculties, Botha said.

In western countries the ratio of engineering students to others was between five and seven of every 10 graduates.

Urbanisation had created an enormous and growing backlog in the provision of basic services in squatter areas, Botha said. If funds were available for infrastructural development in a reactivated economy, engineers would have to be imported in the short- and medium-term.

Botha said the academic qualifications of SA graduates would soon be recognised by a six-nation accord whose signatories were Canada, the US, Australia, Britain, New Zealand and Ireland.

The accord had admitted SA as a seventh signatory and the engineering councils of the six were expected to ratify SA’s admission within weeks.

This meant SA engineers would now have more opportunities for emigration, but a bigger inflow of immigrant engineers into SA was more likely.

Botha stressed it was vital that standards of training at SA universities were maintained in line with the levels in the six accord countries.
Recognition is very close

**GREAT SKILL** A qualification that will open many doors for young people.

The recognition of the Association of Certified Chartered Accountants by the South African accounting profession seems to be close. While talks and negotiations are taking place to make recognition official, individual acceptance is widespread.

Lynne Frost, MD of the Tower Group, says: “Because of the critical shortage of qualified management in South Africa today, it has become imperative to find innovative ways of encouraging people to obtain practical skills along with their recognised qualifications.

“Experience, especially in the area of affirmative action, has been that there is a dearth of skilled and qualified black financial management in the current market.

Tower holds open orders for qualified black management from almost all of its larger clients who are struggling to fill quotas.”

Telgie Philip of Philip Personnel in Pretoria says there is growing demand for black financial personnel throughout commerce and industry. (175)

According to Shawn Jacobs, managing partner of ExecuSearch International, based in Rivonia, “The ACCA is a significant qualification which will open many doors. We are particularly enthusiastic about the career opportunities it will provide, not only locally but throughout Africa and internationally. The structured open learning approach will be of huge benefit not only to students but employers as well.”
Labour market ‘faces skills shortage’

Employers have been caught out by a sudden skills shortage caused a surge in economic growth, according to the Tower Group recruitment agency.

Demand for skilled employees has burgeoned in the past few weeks and companies and businesses in all sectors of the economy should immediately start planning their personnel needs for the first and second quarters of next year if they are to fill vacancies, says Lynne Frost, managing director of the Tower Group.

The labour market, in terms of remuneration, is in favour of employees and salaries are bound to harden, she says.

The salary package for a newly qualified accountant, for instance, has risen from around R30 000 a year plus car to about R120 000 plus car while salaries for technical people in the construction and engineering professions have increased by about 25%.

Salaries for black secretaries have risen by between 20% and 100% since last year, while senior black managers can expect to earn double the salaries of their white counterparts, says Mrs Frost.

Tower is part of the JSE-listed Technihire group, which is owned by the Ecce personnel group of France, the world’s second largest employment organisation.

The shortages have reached serious proportions in some sectors, says Mrs Frost, and it might be necessary to seek personnel overseas, though this could be problematic and costly.

“There is still a lingering uncertainty about security in the new South Africa and there is tacit government opposition to importing skills which, theoretically, should be available locally but seldom are.

“Even where there has been an adequate influx of overseas skills, these people take time to become established. Many have to learn a new language and others have to requalify under SA professional society rules before they can begin to practice,” she says.

Employing temporary workers does offer a solution, she says, but such employees have sensed the change in the market and are tending to play “hard to get” in terms of rates.

“Today’s temps are generally excellent, experienced individuals and the industry itself is now one of the biggest single employers, turning over R5- to R8-billion a year in salaries,” says Mrs Frost.

By DON ROBERTSON